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ABSTRACT

At the outbreak of the Civil War California was so isolated

from the rest of the Union by distance and the innate difficulties of

communication that the State almost constituted a colony, rather than

an integral part of the Union. The population, drawn from all parts

of the country, represented a cross section of the population of the

older States, with Southerners in about the same proportion as they

held‘in the total population of the country.

Since'the admission of California to the Union as a State, how-

ever, politics had been almost monopolized by the Southern element in

the population. All governors, all senators and representatives, and

the majority on the legislature had always been members of the Demo-

cratic Party, and in Cengress the Californian members had always con-

sistentlylsupported the South in all partisan issues.

F NeVertheless, upon arrival of the news of Fort Sumter, the legis-

lature immediately passed a resolution affirming complete loyalty to the

unton."

The withdrawal of the Regular Army garrisons from the posts and

forts of the rar Westi during the summer of 1861, left the Overland Mail

Route completely at the mercy of the Indians. Consequently, late in the

Summer of 1861'the War Department issued a requisition on the Governor

01 California for a regiment of infantry and a small regiment of cavalry

to guard the Overland Mail Route. It was specified that the command of

‘the‘force was to be given to firevet Major James H. Carleton,‘lst Dragoons.

These units were organized, mustered into the Federal service, and com-
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menced to train.

‘In the meantime,.after diplomatic negotiations, the Republic of

Mexico-had granted secret permission for the landing of Federal troops

on the west coast of Mexico, and their passage through Mexican terri-

tory,.for an‘attack upon the Confederate forces in western Texas. The

Governor of California was called upon to raise further volunteer for-

ces-in California to form an expedition for this purpose. Brigadier

General Edwin.V. Sumner, Commanding General of the Department of the

Pacific; with headquarters at San Francisco, was designated to command

thenoxpedition. ;m

..Genera1 Sumner had been deeply concerned with the situation in

Southern California, where the majority of the population were believed

to he sylpathiners with the Confederacy. The Confederate successes in

Nb! Mexico in the summer of 1861 were believed to constitute a threat to

Southern.Californ1a.n Consequently, since it was impossible to move Carle-

ton's force across the Sierra Nevadas until spring, General Sumner de-

cided to divert that force into Southern California to uphold the auth-

ority 01 the Union and prevent any subversive movement by the peOple of

that section..o

.The expedition through Mexico was abandoned, General Sumner was

ordered east, and Brigadier General George Wright succeeded to the com-

mand of the Department of the Pacific. General Wright requested, and

received, authority to use part.of the troops at his disposal, to reopen

the southern Overland Mail Route, and repossess the posts of the South—

*wee¢.that had been abandoned to the Confederates earlier in 1861. He

designated Carleton's force, reinforced, for this mission.
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Because of the tremendous distances involved and the desert char-

acter of the country in which the expedition must operate, the planning

and preparation for the movement involved problems of unusual difficulty

and complexity. ‘Carleton spent several months in assembling necessary

supplies, equipment and transportation, and in training and condition-

ing the tr00ps.‘ The acquisition of indispensible information presented

great difficulties, and took a great deal of time. The frontier post of

Ebrt Yuma, near the mouth of the Colorado, was gradually transformed in-

to.an intermediate base, and plans were made for the establishment of a

forward base at the villages of the agricultural Pima Indians, in central

Arizona.

A8 soon as wheeled transportation could move, after the winter

rains, the eastward—movement of troops commenced. They were moved across

the desert in small units, successively, because of the small amount of

water obtainablezin the desert wells and water holes.

Covering forces were pushed eastward from Fort Yuma, to obtain

information, and to give timely warning of any westward Confederate move-

Icnt.' These patrols established intermittent contact with the Confeder-

ates: in one contact, the entire patrol was captured, and in two there

were.sharp skirmishes. .The contacts gave the Confederates information

as to the approach_of powerful forces-tron the west.

Tucson,.the intermediate objective, was occupied without opposi-

tion, in May..1861.r_The wear and tear on vehicles in the marches across

the deserts.o£ Southern,California and Arizona, necessitated a lengthy

halt at Tucson, for the repair of tranSportation and equipment, and the

accumulation-cf an additional reserve of supplies. During the time at
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Tucson, the town and surrounding areas were cleared of suspected Confed-

erate sympathizers and undesirable characters, and a military government

established, in the absence of any civil government agencies.

The Apache Indians had, this far in the operations, given no

trouble. Shortly after the occupation of Tucson, a small party carry-

ing messages for the Federal forces in New Mexico, were attacked near

Apache Pass, in Arizona. Two of the party were killed, and the third

member was captured by Confederates, after having successfully escaped

from the Indians. By some unknown means he managed to get the substance

of his messages to the Federal commander in New Mexico, in spite of the

fact that he was a prisoner.

A strong cavalry force was pushed ahead from Tucson to the Rio

Grande within a short time. Stragglers from this force were killed by

Indians in Apache Pass, but the force reached the Rio Grande on July 4,

1862, and established contact with the Federal forces of New Mexico.

In July, the main body of the Column from California, as Carle—

ton's command had been designated, moved eastward from Tucson. Carle-

ton himself arrived at the Rio Grande early in August, and after co-

Gordinating his forces with those under General Canby, Commander of the

'Department of New Mexico, proceeded to reoccupy the military posts of

the Rio Grande valley that had been abandoned to the Confederates the

Preceeding year. This completed the mission of the Column from Cali-

fOrnia as defined in its original orders --to reopen the southern Over-

land Mail Route and repossess the posts of Arizona and lower New Mexico.

With Carleton's assignment as Commanding General of the Depart-

ment of New Mexico, in September, 1862, the Column from California merged
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with that Department, and lost its identity as a separate military force.

It had not fought any spectacular battles against the Confederates, but

it had made a definite contribution to final Union victory by guarantee-

ing against the extension of Confederate power to the Pacific Coast. The

The natural obstacles and difficulties of climate and terrain which the

California volunteers had had to overcome, probably transcended the

natural obstacles and difficulties faced by Federal forces in any other

theater of operations in the Civil War.
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J. H. Carleton Commanded a Column

in March Across Arizona.

From a photograph in the National Archives.
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PREFACE

When I was a schoolboy in California, more years in the past

than I care to recall, the text book on California history used in the

schools laid great stress on the supposedly romantic Spanish period of

the State's history, and on the roaring days of the Gold Rush, but made

no mention whatever of the period of the Civil War.. Years later I found,

in some source long since forgotten, that there were California units in

the Army of the rotomac serving in the quotas and under regimental num-

bers of eastern states,but still I found no mention of any California

forces serving in the war under the sponsorship of their own State. It

was not until, one day, while browsing in the Library of the United States

Military Academy, at West Point, that I discovered that the State of Cali—

fornia had_made a contribution in men to the Union armies as great in pro—

portion to her male population as any state in the Union, and a greater

contribution than.some states to which history has given full credit.

The story of the California volunteers in the Civil War has never

been adequately told. This paper is not an attempt to tell the entire

story,e-it is an attempt, rather, to fit one small piece into the mosaic,

and to show_that, even though the achievements of the California forces

in the Civil War were not spectacular, they were solid, and made a defin-

ite contribution to the final Federal victory. The problems of supply

and intelligence which faced the responsible military authorities on the

Pacific Coast were of infinite difficulty, and the very country in which

they were called upon to operate was an enemy of tremendous strength and

Power.
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ii

A broad picture of military operations in the Far West has been

drawn by masterly skill by Miss Aurora Hunt, in The Army of the Pacific.
  

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Miss Hunt for her gracious per-

mission to make use of material included in that book, and to hope that

I have succeeded in filling in details which are beyond the scope of her

work.

My thanks are likewise due to Dr. Harry Brown, of the Department

of History, Michigan State College, for criticism, assistance, and for

keeping me in the straight and narrow path of research when my feet showed
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INTRODUCTION

Nothing is easier than for the historian, years after a campaign,

to point out where the commanders involved, and upon whom rested the res-

ponsibilities of the campaign, made mistakes. There has been universally

a failure to recognize that a commander must make his decisions upon the

basis of the information actually in his possession at the time of making

the decision.~ The success or failure of a commander's mission, and the

actual lives of the men for whom he is reSponsible, depend upon the sound-

ness of his decision.

The narrative of the Column from California is told entirely from

the_point of view of the Federal side, in an effort to bring out why the

decisions were made that governed the organization, mission, and Opera-

tions of that force in the Civil War._ The information given as to the

Strength and movements of the Confederate forces in the Southwest, the

attitude of the Apache Indians, the natural obstacles to be overcome, is

Only the informationknown to. the rugged Maine Yankee who bore the burden

<31 the reaponsibility. Consequently, there has been no attempt, in this

Paper, to show the reader what was "on the other side of the hill," ex-

cept as it was revealed to General. Carleton by the various means of as-

3embling military intelligence which were at his disposal.

A critic has recently objected to certain official histories of

oDerations inflorld War II on the grounds that they deal almost exclu-

sively with planning and supply-wand most of the parts devoted to plan-

Ilingers concerned with.planning for supply! The critic overlooked, or

‘as ignorant of the fact that the success of any military operation de-
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vi

pends entirely upon the successful operation of supply arrangements. Sol-

diers must eat regularly, they must be clothed, the sick and injured must

be cared for, equipment must be kept in operation, vehicles must have fuel,

ammunition expended in action must be replaced, and a thousand and one

items must be kept moving forward until they reach the hands of the sol-

diers who need and use them.

A Civil War force could not operate without adequate supply any

more easily than can a modern force. The Civil War soldier needed the

same quantities of food as his Twentieth Century counterpart. The weight

of his ammunition was scarcely less than the weight or ammunition needed

by the modern soldier. The motive power for the transportation was sup-

plied by immense numbers of horses and mules that could not move without

adequate amounts'of grain and oats, any more than modern motor vehicles

can move without gasoline. Horseshoes wore out as rapidly as rubber

tires, and a horse that is lame from lack of shoeing is as useless as a

motor truck‘with a flat tire. -

The commander of the Column from California was faced with a sup-

Dly'problem that was probably more difficult of solution than the problem

'hiCh confronted any other Federal commander. California was still some-

Viiat of a frontier state, producing very little in the way of manufac-

tuued articles.- Between the area in which the force was organized and

‘trained and its ultimate objective, lay a thousand miles of almost unin-

habited, almost waterless desert.) Except for the relatively small amounts

Of food and forage procurable from the Pima Indians, or from Sonora, every

Ounce of supplies and equipment for the Column had to be transported from

Southern California. Consequently, an inordinate amount of General Carle-
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ton's time and attention were devoted to problems of supply. If supply

and the attendant problems are mentioned a disproportionate number of

times in this paper, it is only because the history of the Column from

California must necessarily be the narrative of the plans and efforts to

Iaintain a large number of men in an area in which there had never before

been so many men at one time.

In the first flush of enthusiasm after secession, and the initial

successes of the Confederate armies, many of the leaders of the Confed-

eracy held grandiose plans and hopes for the future. If they could seize

a foothold on the Pacific Coast, they could replace the United States as

a Pacific power, and there was no limit to the empire that the future

night drop into their willing hands. ~It cannot be proved, but there is

little doubt that the conquest of Southern California was the ultimate

objective of the Confederate forces that swept into the Rio Grande valley

in the summer of 1861. The final extinction of this hope was ample justi-

fication for the existence and the Operations of the Column from California.

‘It has been the writer's hope to show the political and diplomatic

background that called into existence the force of California volunteers

that subsequently became the Column from California. It has been the

Writer's further hope to show the steps by which the plan for reopening

the southern Overland Mail Route developed, how the expedition was plan-

ned.-trained and actually operated. It is hoped, also, that the reader

can realize that the operations of the Column from California, although

1nVOIVing very little combat (and most of that against Indians, rather”

than Confederates) was attended by difficulties that could be overcome

on1y by the most careful and exact planning and training, and by almost
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superhuman physical exertion on the part of the volunteers composing the

Columns

In order to avoid confusion in the mind of the reader, a word of

explanation is necessary regarding certain usages and terminology employ-

ed in this paper. Military English, like civilian English, is subject to

changes over a period of time, and the words and phrases in common use in

the armies of the Civil War would, in many instances be as unintelligible

to a modern soldier as so much gibberish. For example, in Civil War times,

the word 22222 was used for almost all activities directed toward gaining

information of the enemy. In the letter from Colonel West to Carleton,

quoted in the Appendix, West said that he had been on ”a scout. . .to

. Gonzales Ferry.” A modern soldier would have said that he had been on

a reconnaissance. Throughout the paper, Civil War terms have been re-
 

Dlaced, as far as practicable, by their present-day equivalents, except

in direct quotations.

-The official designations of Civil War volunteer units were so

cumbersome that they were seldom employed in any except formal official

Communications.k It was the invariable practice in conversation and in

all informal communications, to use, "First California Infantry," rather

than "First Infantry California.Volunteers.” It appears that it was

Usual to write ordinal numbers in full, rather than to use numerals.

(e.g., first, rather than £33,) Under present day practice in the Army,

Arabic numerals are always used to designate organizations below the level

Of a corps. Hence, in this paper, ordinal numbers of organizations are

indicated by numerals, rather than by spelling, except in direct quotation.

At the risk of appearing pedantic, the writer has chosen always to
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ix

refer to the units of the Column from California, fully, as lst Cali-

fornia Infantry, etc., rather than as lst Infantry. It must be remem-

bered that.the union Army as a whole included at least thirty~eight in-

fantry regiments which bore the designation of lst Infantry,~~one from

each state and territory that furnished tr00ps, plus the lst Infantry

of the Regular‘ Army.% Strictly speaking, under old military custom

and practice, the latter regiment is the BREE. one that is entitled to

be called simply the lst Infantry.

Many writers who have written upon Civil War subjects have not

understood the position of the adjutant in a military organization, and

consequently have not understood why General Carleton took such pains to

write to Major Richard Drum, or why Lieutenant Cutler could issue posi-

tive orders to Colonel West. Reduced to its simplest terms, the reason

is that the adjutant is responsible for all of the commander's official

Correspondence, and at the same time is the commander's official spokes-

lnan. Carleton was writing in detail, actually, to General Wright, and

that to Major Drum, and Lieutenant Cutler did not issue any orders,--he

Huerely transmitted the orders. There is a world of difference.

One further and minor detail of military usage, which may puz-

218 some readers. There are certain high officials of the War depart-

nuant whose titles, by regulation and by long-established custom, are

Caxfltalized entirely. Thus, it is customary and correct to refer to

:E§§_Adjutant General, not the Adjutant General, and IE3 Quartermaster

General, rather than thg_Quartermaster General. For the sake of consis—

tency, this usage has been followed in this paper.

This paper is in no sense a complete history of the Column from
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California. There are many gaps in our knowledge, and the dry pages of

,the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies in the War of

the Rebellion contain glimpses of fascinating fields yet to be explored.

There are hints of combats with the Indians that were not reported, the

vague and shadowy outlines of Carleton's intelligence service needs clari-

fication, anthhe figure of Carleton himself needs to be shown in its true

perspective, as one of the outstanding figures in the history of the South-

west, before the story of the California volunteers in the Southwest ap-

r

proaches completion.
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CHAPTER I.

CALIFORNIA AT THE OPENING OF THE CIVIL WAR.

A glance at the map of the United States as our country existed

in the spring of 1861 will show that, in addition to being hopelessly

divided politically; it was curiously divided geographically. Prior to

the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill in 1&8, the frontier had march—

ed steadily westward from the Atlantic, always maintaining contact with

the settled regions to the eastward. But within a few years after the

yellow sand had been discovered, a large population had flowed into the

newly acquired territories on the Pacific. The population had, indeed,

increased so rapidly that two new states, California and Oregon, had

been added to the Union, but they were as far detached from.the main

body of the Union as any colonial possessions on another continent

could have been.

Although by 1851 communication between California and the "States"

was fairly regular and certain; the routes and means of communication

were still substantially as they had been in 18h9, when the westward

movement began to gain way. The easiest way of reaching the Pacific

Coast from the eastern states was by the sea, by way of Panama or Nicaragua.

There were regular sailings from.lew'YOrk for Panama. The traveler crossed

the Isthmue’of Panama on foot or by mule, and reembarked for San.Francisco.

Heavy freight and large shipments of commodities were necessarily trans—

mitted by the long voyage around Capt Horn, taking months in trans 11;.1

It has been estimated that one—third of the emigrants who flocked

to California in the decade following the discovery of gold took the sea
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route. It was, however, relatively expensive, and the great majority of

those who headed toward the land of gold were going in search of their

fertunes, having little or nothing to spare for the purchase of their

passage. By far the greater part of all emigrants followed one or the

other 'of'the two principal land routes.

The northernmost route started at Kansas City or St. Joseph,

Missouri, through what is now Nebraska and Nyoming to the vicinity of

Salt Lake,.thence across the deserts of western.Utah and Nevada to Donner

Pass, and directly into the gold-producing country. An alternative route

branched southwestward from Salt Lake, across the Mormon territories of

southern Utah, terminating at San Bernardino, California.

€ The northern routes had the disadvantage of not being passable

‘through several months of the year. Draught animals could be fed by graz-

Jing only during the spring and summer months, and during the winter months

iihe wast.plains of Kansas, Nebraska and wyoming were buffeted by blizzards

that could not be faced, even by the hardiest. ,The passes of the Sierras

inere completely blocked by snow and ice many feet in depth, and there

‘fiere very few~places where stormebound emigrants could find any sort of

Shelter or food.

«-Traveling by wagon or horseback was possible in the spring and

aumnnrpnonths, but there was a formidable hazard in the roving bands of

Cheyennes and Sioux, who regarded any weak force of whites as a legitimate

'Drey,_and who were particularly interested in the iron tires of the wagon

Wheels, from.which a superior grade of arrow heads could be easily fash-

lemma,

rThe,hazards of weather never closed the southern route, but it was
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hundreds of miles longer than the northern, and offered handicaps and

perils of its own., It let southwestward from St. Louis, or westward from

San Antonio, to El Paso, thence scales the deserts of Arizona (at that

time synonymous with the area of the Gadsden Purchase) to Fort Yuma. From

Fort Yuma the traveler could go either northwest to Los Angeles, or west

to $an Diego. pIn,either case, he had to cross the grimmest desert area

1n.lorth America. ‘The_danger of death by thirst was always present, and

from.the time the traveler left the vicinity of El Paso until he was al-

most within sight oleort Yuma there was constant danger from prowling

bands of Apaches.: Years later General Crook referred to the Apache as

rthe tiger of the human species,’ and the Apache was as formidable an

obstacle to westward movement as were the much larger tribes of the

northern.plains.~ A

_From.the outset the problem of communication with the new state

on the Pacific Coast received careful study and consideration from the

government. , Exploring expeditions mapped and surveyed various routes,

lund the relative advantages and disadvantages of northern and southern

.Ffioutes were argued in Congress, becoming somewhat of a "political foot-

tlifllr during the course of the arguments. By the Spring of 1851, how-

firwer, serious_attempts had been made to provide for regular mail and

Comioation service. Overthe southern route a road, of aorta, was

Qoqpleted seven years later, in the fall of 1858. Dania Butterfield's

Stages made trips between St. Louis and San Francisco on regular sched-

‘lLes, taking usually between three and four weeks for the trip.3 An

elaborate organization maintained relay stations for frequent changes

of draught, animals and to enable travelers to get a very small amount
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of rest. A few scattered military posts reduced, but by no means eliminated

the ever-pressing danger from hostile Indians and scarcely less dangerous

bandits.—

Raphael Pumpelly, an internationally famous mining engineer of

the period, who traveled extensively in the new territories of the south-

west has left a picture of travel by the stagecoach that makes it clear

that it was not a luxurious means of travel and was not a method by which

weahlings could reach the Far W’est.L

The problem.of rapid transmission of urgent communications was

still unsolved. Important news was weeks old by the time it reached the

California newSpapers, and government communications were habitually

sent by the roundabout way of Panama. To solve this problem, in the

summer of 1860 the firm of Russel, Majors and Weddell instituted the

Po y Express—-a means of communication that has since captivated the

imagination of historians and romancers, and has become almost synony-

mous with the wild West. Starting, initially at St. Jbseph, Missouri,

with a western terminal at Placerville, California, relays of riders

gallopsd'from.atation to station. The service was expensive, and, like

the emigrant trains, was subject to interruption by blizzards and Indian

raids, but was still the quickest means of sending important messages

‘that‘had been devised.' The news of Lincoln's election was sent by tele-

graph to St. JOseph, and from there to Fort Churchill, Nevada by gal-

lopers, in eight days, although.the usual time for the run appears to

have been about twelve days.5

“In the twelve‘years following upon the discovery of gold a large

papulation migrated from.the eastern states and from.Europe over the ten-
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uous routes which have been described. In California, from a few thousand

Hispanic Californians, with a mere handful of American settlers, the p0p-

ulation climbed until the census of 1860 indicated that there were almost

380,000 people in the state.

The population included representatives from every one of the

older states, and from most of the countries of Europe and Asia, as well.

It is impossible at this dateto say what pr0portion came from the North

orthe South, but itwould appear that the two divergent sections of the

country'wererepresented in California in about the same proportions as

their respective populations. The people of California reflected the

political prejudices andaspirations of their native sections of the

country, but it is clear that tomost of them politics was distinctly

O

secondary to making afortune, or at least to making a living. The new

state constitution, approved by Congress in 1850, forbade slavery, and

was adopted without any noteworthy opposition.within the state.

But onepeculiar fact soonemerged. The Democratic Party easily

enahmed control over the state, and practically all of the elective and

appointive politicaloffices were filled, from the start, by men of

Southern origin or of Southern sympathies. Any detailed consideration

<>f'the reasons for this fact are beyond the scope of this paper, except

to point out the influence and power, from the outset, of one indivi-

t

chual.

I The first senator to represent the new state in Washington was ‘

william.M.cKendree Gwinn. 'fie was born in Tennessee, studied medicine at

{EransylvaniaUniversity, but had abandoned the practice of medicine for

'Uhe more glamorous practice of politics. He had been a member of the
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'House of Representatives from.Mississippi, had been United States Marshal

for the Mississippi District and had held various political offices in

.fiississippi and Louisiana. Migrating to California in 18h9, he had been

prominent in the convention which framed the state constitution, and was

elected senator by the new'ldgdslature, even before the state was formally

admitted to the Dnion. From then until the outbreak of the Civil War he

was the one constant factor in the California political situation. All

federal patronage was in his hands, and his voice and his vote in the

Senate were consistently on the side of the South.6

None but Democrats ever held the office of Governor, the legis-

lature wasconsistently Democratic in majority, and only Democrats repre-

sented California in the Senate and House of Representatives. Although

the new state was a free state, the Southern element in Congress soon

found that they could count on the vote and support of the Californians

'in all controversial issues.7. While this did not at all reflect the true

feeling of the state, the voters were so far distant from.the political

centers and so busy washing gold from the gravels and so busy establish-

ing farms and ranches that they were more than willing to leave politics

to Gwinn and his group (gang would probably be a more accurate expression).

wWith such a pro-slavery group dominating the political scene, and

With two-fifths of the electors_of Southern birth, it was widely believed

that in case of a national rift, California would secede, and either side

with theSouth, or establish a "Pacific Republic" and maintain a benevo-

lent neutrality toward the South. The danger and probability of this

event occurring will be discussed in the next chapter.

Since, however, California adhered firmly to the Union, any consid-
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impossible.

Considering all of this, it is not unreasonable to suppose that

the forces which occupied and held the Southwest, standing between the

Confederacy and any hope of reaching the Pacific, actually made a material

contribution to final Union victory. Indeed, it may not be an exaggera-

tion to say that the successful reconquest of Arizona and the subsequent

occupation of New Mexico and Arizona may have been the fine division be-

tween the surrender of Lee at Appomattox and the dissolution of the Union.

It is the writer's hope to show the detailed planning, the laborious prep-

aration and the rigid execution by which this was achieved.
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NOTES - CHAPTER I.

1. John Haskell Kemble, "The Panama Route to the Pacific Coast,"

The Pacific Historical Review, VIII (1938), pp. 1 - 13.

2. The exhibits in the museum of the Fort Laramie National Monument

include a considerable number of arrow heads fashioned from iron taken

from wagon tires. Personally noted by the writer of this paper in the

summer of 1952.

3. Rufus Wyllys, Arizona, A History of a Frontier State, (Phoenix,

Arizona, 1950), p. 125.

h. Raphael Pumpelly, Across America and Asia, (New York, 1871), pp. 1 - 7.

5. Arthur Chapman, The Pony Express, (New York, l9h2), passim.

6. There appears to be no authoritative biography of Senator William

.MCKendree Gwinn. The main facts of his life are given in Harper's En-

ggglopaedia of Americangfiistory (New York,l905). His personal remin-

iscences were published serially in the California Historical Society

Quarterly in 19nd. His power and invluence in California are demonstrated

illiflijah R. Kennedy's The Contest for California in 1861 (New York, 1912)

and his favor with the Southerners in the Senate stands out in Mrs.

‘Virginia clay-glopton‘s memoirs, A Belle of the Fifties (New York, lgou).

It appears beyond-doubt that Gwinn was devoted to the interests of his

adopted state, but even more devoted to his own political career and to

the South.
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CHAPTER II.

"ALARUMS AND EXCURSIONS."

,Almost a century after the Civil War it is impossible to state

positively whether or not_there was real danger that California might

secede from the Union in 1861, or whether or not the body of Southern

synpathizers in the state were sufficiently well organized and deter-

mdned to constitute a real threat to the interests of the Union.' Whether

or not such dangers were real is unimportant, however, for the Union men

of the time believed that-theperil was serious, and necessarily had to

make their decisions and govern.their actions accordingly.

‘2; Such evidence as is available indicates that there was an actual

possibility'that the pro-Confederates of the state might have forced the

formation of azseparate Pacific Republic, or made a serious attempt to

do~so,.or:that an uprising of the Southerners in condunction with the

native Hispanic population could easily have occurred. As mentioned

before, for the decade of the State's existence, all political power

was in.ths hands of the Owinn machine, and there was no doubt as to

where their sympathies lay.. {

There is little doubt that Senator GwinL himself expected his

adopted.8tate to.secede. His wife, in Washington, carefully packed their

household effects, ready to leave as soon as the news of secession was

received.1 As far back as 1858 Governor John B. Weller had.publically

advocated the formation.of a separate Pacific Republic, in case the

Union were split by the secession of the Southern States, and in the

House of Representatives'Congressman John C. Burch had made a strong
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speech to the same effect.2

Nevertheless, within a few days after the news of Fort Sumter

became known on the Pacific Coast, it became apparent that the majority

of Californians had little sympathy for the Southern cause. There were

mass meetings of loyal citizens, and on May 17, 1861, the Legislature

passed JOint Resolution No. XVIII, affirming the State‘s loyalty to the

union and announcing its readiness to respond to any requisition that

might be made for the defense of the Republic.3 But the resolution was

not passed without bitter and outspoken Opposition by Assemblyman Dan

Showalter, of Mariposa, and other Gwinn supporters.

Although the.secessionist element were clearly outnumbered, they

were not devoid of hope. It was believed by many that the Unionists

iereetOO.intent upon their own'interests to do more than render lip

service to the Federal cause. In many places,.particularly in South-

ern California, there were sporadic displays of the Grizzly Bear flag

Ind the Confederate f1ag.h‘ Certain.newspapers were outspoken in their

denunciations of the President and the Government in editorials as

vitriolic as any published south of the Mason and Dixon Line. A prom-

inent‘clergyman in San Francisco publically prayed for the President

of the Confederacy, and it was known that the Knights of the Golden

Circle were organised and active-‘ Loyal officials had plenty of reason

for anxiety? ,- ‘

'. In addition, the Commanding General of the Military Department

of the Pacific,‘and in direct control of thefilender United States forces

Onwfihe Pacific Coast, was a well known Southerner, Brevet Brigadier

General.Alhort:Sidney Johnston. ~He arrived at San Francisco and assumed
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command of the Department on January 15, 1861, well after the secession

nmvement was under way in the eastern states, and before the new adminis-

tration had been inaugurated.6 His assignment to this important post was

widely believed.to be a step in a deep plot by Floyd, the pro-Southern

Secretary of War, to place secessionist sympathizers in positions in the

ndlitary forces, where they would be able to do the Southern cause the

nmst good. By the time Lincoln was inaugurated, the Government had al-

ready had an object lesson in what could happen in such a case, in the

infamous surrender by General David Twiggs, of all of the troops, posts

and equipment in the Department of Texas.

The new administration lost no time in making provision for

thnston's replacement by a northern-born officer of undoubted loyalty,

Brevet Brigadier General Edwin Vose Sumner.7

As a matter of fact, Johnston was a man of unimpeachable honor,

and far from.planning to turn his command over to the secessionists, had

taken prompt steps, after his arrival, to assure that the forces in the

Ikpartment of the Pacific would not be surrendered. He had immediately

reinforced the garrison at San Francisco, and his orders to the command-

ing officer at Alcatraz Island were positive and unmistakeable. "He

(General Johnston). . .expects and orders you to maintain your post and

defend Alcatraz Island against all efforts to seize it, from whatever

direction such efforts may be made."8 Close friends of northern sympa-

thies have recorded that Johnston was deeply hurt at the evidence of

lack of trust by the Government, and there must remain in the mind of

the historian the possibility that he might have remained loyal had he

not been summarily relieved of his command.9
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General Sumner arrived at San Francisco on April 2b, 1361, having

left EeW'York secretly. He assumed cornand of the Department immtdiately,

and in his initial report to The Adjutant Ceieral, two days later, he

paid tribute to the excellent condition in which General Johnston had

turned over the command. His report indicated that he considered that

the secessionist threat in California was serious enough to require care,

but that it could be met by prompt and vigorous action.10 The orders

issued by his command during the next few weeks started the concentrr-

tion of the scanty forces at his diSposal at points where subversive

elenents were most likely to be active. He hinted, rather broadly, to

The Adjutant General that he himself would be more useful to the Govern-

ment in the East, where there was more action than was likely on the

Pacific Coast.ll He issued positive orders requiring the immediate dis-

charge of any disloyal civilian employees, and sternly directed that

Government property would never be surrendered to rebels.12

In the South there was strong hope that California might fall

into the hands of the Confederacy. A little later in the year Lieu—

tenant Colonel John R. Baylor, who commanded the first Confederate

troops to invade New Fexico reported, "A party of citizens from Calif-

ornia, who have joined my forces, reported great excitement in Calif-

ornia."l3 A few days later, November 2, 1861, he reported positively,

"California is on the eve of a revolution."

The resolution of the Legislature made it certain that California

“muld not formally secede from the Union, and the concentration of reg-

ular troops at such critical points as San Fre.cisco, Los Angeles, and

San Bernardino served to deter any overt acts by secessionist sympathizers.
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Throughout the war there was, nevertheless, a feeling that there was

danger on the West Coast from subversive elements. In March, 1863, the:

Commandant of the Mare Island Navy Yard reported the discovery of a plot;

to seize and destroy the Yard.1h As near the end of the war as January-

1865, General Grant wrote to Major General Irvin McDowell, who was in

command of the Department of the Pacific at that time, that the pre-

sence of Senator Gwinn in Sonora, in the service of Maximilian, pos-

sibly indicated the existence of a plot for an uprising in and invasion

of California.15 And it was as late in the war as 1863 that the amaz-

ing affair of the schooner "J. M. Chapman" occurred. One Asbury'Harpend-

ing, an avowed Confederate sympathizer, who held a commission as captain

in the Confederate Navy, Alfred Robery, a British subject who was said

to be a nephew of Jehn Bright, the English anti-slavery leader, and'

several others, quietly purchased and fitted out the schooner for a.

privateering voyage. Part of the plot was to capture one or more of

the Panama mail steamers, and the plotters even h0ped to seize San Fran-

cisco and spread the Confederacy to the Coast. As completely insane as

the plot appears to be, the privateering part of the scheme was not im-

practicable, and if it had not been discovered and nipped in the bud, a

tremendous amount of trouble and damage could easily have followed.16

General Sumner, knowing of the existence of a large number of

Confederate sympathizers in California, and without a chance to know the

depth and determination of the Unionist sentiment, could not afford to

take any unnecessary chances. Early in May, 1861, within a few days

after his assumption of command, he issued orders for Brevet Major

James H. Carleton's company of the let Dragoons to be transferred immed-
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l5

iately from Fort Tejon to the vicinity of Los Angeles.17 Two companies

of infantry which had been stationed at Fort Mojave had already been

ordered from.that place to Los Angeles, and Captain Winfield Scott Han-

cock,‘the Quartermaster at Los Angeles, had been directed to make ar-

rangements for the movement. When the assembly was completed, Major

Carleton vas to command the entire force.18

As in all doubtful and troubled political and military situations,

lurid and hysterical information poured in to Department headquarters

from well-meaning people: On the third of June, Edwin A. Sherman,“ the

editor of the Weekly PatriOt, published at San Bernardino, addressed a

letter to General Sumnef, giving a disturbing statement of affairs and

conditions at that placei‘ Sherman, who appears to have been a distant

relative of‘a Sherman who was destined to become famous in the next

four years, informed General Sumner that he had been threatened with

violence because of the pro-Union policies of his newspaper.' He stated

further that the unionists of the locality were expecting a secessionist

uprising at any moment.19

There were probably other items of informtion which did not

find their way into the pages of-the Official Records of the Union and

Confederate Armies. i(It is a commonplace that many of the nest interest—

ing and important items of military information and intelligence are

never committed to paper,'or are destroyed immediately after being read.)

General Sumner obvidusly felt that he needed confirmation of the situa-

tion by someone whose Judgment he could trust, and.who could evaluate

the situation dispassionately and with an experienced military eye.

On July 18th, heaccOrdingly‘directed Major Carleton to “proceed immed-
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iately to San Bernardino, in this State, and while there and in the

vicinity make inquiry into the political complexion of that part of the

country. While you are expected to make a close investigation into the

sympathies and_opinions of these people, the general nevertheless desires

you to prevent as far as possible any suspicions as to the real object

of your visit."20

As will become apparent_later, Carleton was not a person to

waste any time. Although he did not, for some unknown reason, receive

General Sumner's order until July 2hth, by the last day of the month he

had completed his investigation and forwarded his report, carefully

classified as,"Confidential.", (Such a report would undoubtedly be

classified as fTop Secret" at the present time.) Carleton had inter-

_rogated,Edwin.A. Sherman, and had.prepared a lengthy estimate of the

Mormons, who, at that time ,1 formed the major part of the population of

the San Bernardino area. His report left no possible doubt that the

situation was dangerous.

. .,.Thetp0pulation of San Bernardino is about 1,500

souls; 1,000 of these are Mormons. The rest may be made

up of some few respectable Americans, of a good many Jew

merchants, who control the business of the town, and to

gp with the side that pays best for the time being; and_

than.there follow adroit horse thieves and other unprin-

cipled and desperate men, gathered into that point, as

. well from.other parts of California as from Utah. There

.is a.large sprinkling of that latter class. Ybu can Judge

a man whose character is such he could not be tolerated in
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Utah. New, the Mormons, whatever their professions, hate

us at heart. . . .The Jews, as a rule, have no love for us.

The outlaws hate, because they fear us. To these latter

any change would be congenial which by hook or crook could

- be made profitable. All but the few respectable Americans

would set us at defiance to-morrow if they dared to do so. . . .21

Carleton's final conclusion was that the presence of a Union

force in the vicinity of San Bernardino was essential if trouble was to

be avoided.‘ In this he was seconded by Mr. Sherman and two other mem-

bers of the community.‘

" *In the history of the Civil War in the Southwest, and of the

savage Indian wars that followed upon the expulsion of the Confederates,

James Henry Carleton occupies a dominant position. He is a controver-

sial character who created a host of enemies during his lifetime.--

enemies who were active and vociferous, and who, by innuendo, accused

him of all sorts of crimes.- His name, to this day, is anathema to those

sentimentalists who deplored the expulsion of the Indian from his an-

ceStral hunting grounds, and do not have to solve the grim.problems of

protecting Caucasian settlers and travelers. It is worthy of note,

however, that the worst open accusation made against him is that he

was "rigid," and eompletely inflexible, once his decision had been made.

"'He was a native of Maine, and had served as an officer of the

Maine militia during the "Aroostook War." At the end of that comic

spare Operation, he had entered the Regular Army as a second lieutenant

in the lst Dragoons.‘ He had served with distinction'in the Mexican War,

although still in a Junior grade, and had been brevetted to the rank of
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maJor for his services. During the intervening period between the Mexican

war and'the Civil War, most of his service had been spent in the newly

acquired territories. He had conducted an investigation of the Mountain

Meadows Massacre ("The Indians had blue eyes"), and it was unquestionably

as a result of this that he had acquired the strong distaste for Mormons

and Mormonism.that manifests itself in the report Just mentioned.23 At

the outbreak of the Civil war he had reached, by routine regimental pro-

motion, the substantive rank of captain in the let Dragoons, and was the

post commander of Fort Tejoi, California. Because his Civil War services

were rendered in a theater of war that attracted little attention from

the contemporary public or from.subsequent historians, he remains an

obscure figure. Nevertheless, it is certain that he was a leader who

spared nobody, including himself, and who shrank from nothing when he

believed that he was right. Had he served in the Union armies in

Virginia or Tennessee, it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that

he would be one of our famous military heroes. But it is not conjecture

to state that he was a man whose driving determination and inflexible

will power contributed much to making the Southwest what it is to-day.23

Carleton's report added to the reports received by General

Sumner from various other sources, plus a succession of incidents none

of which.was too important in itself, were all taken as indicating that

there was real danger for Union interests in California. To-day we may

regard the danger as having been exaggerated, but the responsible author-

ities of that time had to base their decisions on the information which

they actually had.. We must not ignore the possibility (or probability)

that they had information which we do not have, in spite of the perspec-
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tive given us almost a century later. They had the grave responsibility

of guaranteeing that the Union would not be further disrupted and that the

Confederacy would not gain a foothold on the Pacific.
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NOTES - CHAPTER II.

 

1. Virginia Clay-Clopton, A Belle of the Fifties,_Memoirs of Mrs. Clay,

i.

ofAlabama, Covering_§ociety and Life in Washington and the South 1853 -
 

1866.' Ada Sterling, ed. (new York, l9ou), p. . Mrs. Clay was the

‘wife of Senator Clement Clay, of Alabama. Her reminiscences make it

abundantly clear that Senator Gwinn was definitely regarded by everyone

as a member of the Southern faction.

2. Rockwell D. Hunt and Nellie Van de Grift Sanchez, A Short History of
 

 

California, (New York, 1929), p. 520.

 

3. Quoted by Aurora Hunt, The Army of the Pacific, (Glendale, California,

1951). pp- 69-70..

h. War of the Rebellion, - Official Records of the Union and Confederate

Armies, Series I, Vbl. L, Part I, (Washington, 1897), p. #80. Hereafter

this work will be cited as Rebellion Records. Since all references in

I

‘this paper are tothe volumes of Series I, the series number will be

 

Omitted in further references.

5.. J. J. Earle, "Sentiment of the PeOple of California with Respect to

 

the Civil War,"’ American Historical Association Report, 1907, p. 130.

.Also Rebellion.Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. #79, h9o, A96, #99, ssh-558,

559: 563-569‘ L4

6.. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. u33.

7. Ibid., p. h56.
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9. Mrs. Winfield S. Hancock, Reminiscences of Winfield Scott Hancock,
 

(New York, 1887), pp. 68-69.

10. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. #71.
 

11. Ibid., pp. h73, #75, h76, h79, #81, not.

12. Ibid., p. #86.

13.- Ibid., p. 716.

1h. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, p. 378.
 

15. Letter, Grant to McDowell, quoted in full in the California Histor-
 

igal Society Quarterly, 13 (193k), pp. 3o-u2.

16. War of the Rebellion - Official Records of the Union and Confederate

Navies, Series I, Vol. II, p. 122. Also Aurora Hunt, The Army of the

Pacific, pp. 305-310.
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22. "Carleton, James H." Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography

(New York, 1888). James H. Carleton, The Battle of Buena Vista, (New

York, l8h9), passim. "Special Report of the Mountain Meadow Massacre,"

House of Representatives, 57th Congress, lst Session, Document No. 605.
 

23. There is no authoritative biography of James H. Carleton in exis-

tence, although Miss Aurora Hunt, author of The Army of the Pacific, is
 

preparing one. There is a lengthy and thoroughly hostile interpretation

of him in Turmoil in.New Mexico, 1816-1868, (Santa Fe, N. M., 1952), by
 

William A. Keleher.
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HAPTEJ III.

VOLUCTEERS AND NISSICH”.

Weeks before the guns of Charleston opened fire on Fort Sumter

the slender communications wiich tied the Pacific Coast to the "States"

had become even more tenuous. Cn March 21, 1861, when Secession was al-

ready an accomplished fact, and before the new administration had had

time to find itself, the commanding officers of the military posts on

the southern mail route.received a Jar Department circular directing

them to furnish military escorts for ". , . the Butterfield mail con-

tractors, or their agents . . . from post to post through the Indian

country while the company is moving its stock &c., from the present

mail route to the central route from St. Joseph, Ho., to Placerville,

Cal."l Early in the summer of 1861 the decision was made to withdraw

all Regular Army units from the western posts to the eastern theaters

of war, and the nail situation became even more critical. 'Without

the presence of troops there could not be even a semblance of control

over the Indians, and it was remembered that only three years previous

the Hermon population of Utah had been in open revolt against the

United States and against Federal authority.2

California was not included in the call for militia for ninety

days service to "suppress combinations too powerful to be suenressed by

the ordinary course of judicial proceedings," that followed the surrender

of Fort Sumter.3 It was patently impossible for troops from California

to arrive on the East Coast within ninety days, and moreover, it is

highly doubtful if the California militia could have taken the field
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in any condition even approximating combat readiness.1+

But with the withdrawal of the Regulars from the mail routes and

the perpetual restlessness of the Indians becoming even more threatening

than usual, it is doubtful if anybody was surprised at the receipt, by

Governor Downey, of a message from.the Secretary of War:

WAR DEPARTMENT, July 2%, 1861.

GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA:

The WarsDepartment accepts for three years one regiment

of infantry and five companies of cavalry to guard the Over-

. land Mail Route from CarsonValley to Salt Lake and Fort

Lawrence.- Colonel waits will be put in command of depart-

ment at Salt Lake City. General Sumner will detail muster-

ing officer to-muster in the men.

SIMON CAMERON,

-Secretary of war.

On.the same day a despatch was forwarded to General Sumner, inform-

ing him of this requisition for volunteers from California, and stating

that "Blanks will be sent by steamer."5

‘Two days later General Sumner received another communication which,

among other items, directed .him to "Iuggest to the Governor of California

the prepriety of making Major Carleton the colonel of the infantry regi-

ment. . . .It is desired that Major.Carleton be placed in command. If

any one else is made colonel of the infantry regiment, he will be deprived

..6
of his command.

It is evident that Carleton was in high favor in the War Depart-

ment, for those are strong words, and it was rare that the War Department
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even suggested to the governors the names of persons to whom commissions

should be given.

The exact time at which these communications were received in

California was not recorded, but on August 6th General Sumner sent a

hurried message to Major Carleton, at Los Angeles: "Turn over your com-

mand to Captain Davidson and repair here as quickly as possible. By

order of the Government you are to command the California troops on

the plains, with the local rank of colonel."7

Carleton turned his command over to Captain Davidson on the

tenth, as soon as he had received the message, and set out at once for

San Francisco.8 On the long, hot, dusty, rough stage coach trip from

Los Angeles to San Francisco he must have given a great deal of thought

to the training and organisation of his new'command, and to the mission

given him of guarding the mails against Indian raids, and insuring that

the Mormons‘would not work against the interests of the Union.

Within a few days after his arrival at San Francisco, however,

further messages arrived from.the Secretary of War.--messages which

were destined, eventually, to change the entire situation and mission.

A message so important that it was sent "By telegraph to Fort KEarny,

and thenoé by pony eXpress and telegraph," was transmitted to Governor -

Downeyzr‘

WAR DEPARTMENT,

I‘Washington, August 1h, 1861.

Hon. JOHN G. D0WNEY,H

Governor of California, Sacramento City, Cale:

Please organize,'equip, and have mustered into service,
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at.the earliest date possible, four regiments of infantry

and one regiment of cavalry, to be placed at the disposal

of General Sumner.

SIMON CAMERON,

Secretary of war.9

This requisition was confirmed by a letter of the same date, but

forwarded by slower and surer means, and El a second letter the following

day.. Again, the Governor was requested, for some unknown reason, to

give command of a regiment to a particular individual.10

These messages contained no reason for raising such a force,

nor any indication as to what General Sumner was to do with the tr00ps

thus to be placed at his disposal. But a communication which left Wash-

ington on August 16th told General Sumner what his new mission was to be.

A personal note from.Lieutenant General Winfield Scott, the aged General-

in-Chief of the Army.told him.

Yen are to command an expedition into Texas, via Mazatlan,

,to be.composed of two batteries and ten foot companies of regu-

lars, one'regiment of volunteer cavalry, and four regiments

volunteer infantry.. Brig. Gen. J. W. Denver will be associated

with you, and take with you Capt. R. L. Ogden, assistant quarter-

master. ,A requisition has been made on the Governor for the

volunteers. Communicate with him. Particulars by mail.ll

The confiirmatory letter of instructions, also dated.August 16th,

but following by a more leisurely means of transportation, gave General

Sumner a broad and vague mission, stated in the most general of terms.

His force was to land.at Mazatlan, march through northern Mexico to
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western Texas to regain the posts and public property in that State,

and"draw off insurgent troops from.Arkansas, Missouri, &c." The last

sentence of the order directed General Sumner to turn over the command

of the Department of the Pacific to Colonel George Wright, 9th Infantry,

upon departing from.the Department.12

-As we know, the expedition against Texas via Mexico never took

place. Since, however, the preparations for it had a direct effect up-

on the military and political situation on the Pacific Coast, it is of

interest to digress briefly from.the main thread of our narrative and

trace the idea of the expedition from its probable inception to its

unlamented death.

After a lapse of nearly a century and from the scanty records

available,it is impossible to determine whose brain first conceived the

idea of attacking the Confederacy by way of the west coast of Mexico.

It is certain that the unknown author of the idea was a theorist who did

not.understand that existing maps of northern Mexico were vague general-

izations,*showing "rivers" that held no water and "roads" on which the

natives dismounted to lead their horses. An operation such as was ordered

would be most difficult to-day, with modern air and motorized transporta-

tion. With theranimal-drawn transportation of the Sixties, the expedi-

tion would have been headed toward certain failure and almost certain

disaster.V As a.pure conJecture, it may be surmised that the project

originated:in.the brain,of an armrchair strategist of the same kind as

those who, in recent years, have designated themselves in the press as

“military experts.9,

Whoever he was, he had immediate access to high places in the
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Government. On the 7th of May, 1861, very shortly after the fall of Fort

Sumter, the Secretary of State sent a note to Sr. Matias Romero, the

Mexican Charge d'Affaires in Washington, in which he stated that the

United States contemplated concentrating a force of tr00ps from the

Pacific Coast in Arizona. (It is quite likely that the General-in~Chief

had not beeninformed of this.)' This, Mr. Seward said, could be most ex-

peditiously done if Mexico would consent to the force being landed at

Guaymas, and marched overland into Arizona through Sonora.13

Sr. Romero lost no time in transmitting this request to his govern-

ment, and informed the Secretary of State the next day that it had been

1“
done.

On June 3, 1861, a few days later, Seward followed up his request

with a dispatch to Thomas Corwin, the United States Minister to Mexico,

on the subject of a rumored Confederate attempt to seize Lower California.

Corwin was directed to give this information at once to the Mexican Govern-

ment, and at the same time to ask for permission for United States trOOps

to enter Mexican territory if necessary} ;'

'SeCOndly, you sill assure that government of the cordial

cooperation of‘this government, and will ask its consent, if

there shall he need for the intervention of our forces, so far

as to prevent the invasion, by the insurgent citizens of this

country, from being made effectual. . . .15

In the meantime, the President of Mexico had transmitted the re-

quest of the United States to the Mexican Congress, on May 3lst.l6 ’The

Mexican COngress met in secret'session on June 20, 1861, and by unanime

ous vote authorized the peasage of United States tr00ps through Mexican
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territory.- In several of the Speeches made during the secret session it

was pointed out that the eXpansionist tendencies of the slave-holding

Southern States would constitute a grave menace for Mexico, and that Mex-

ican interests required support of the Union Government.17

The Minister ofForeign relations, Sr. Luis de Palacio y Magarola,

immediately forwarded a dispatch to Washington, although Sr. Romero was

not able to 1nform.Seward of Mexico's consent until August 26th.18

It is probable that Mr. Corwin may have obtained immediate

information that Mexico had acceded to the request of the United States,

although such a fact is not reflected in his published dispatches until

the one of August 28th.- By that time other interested parties were also

informed as to what was in the air, for Corwin informed the Secretary of

State that "Mr. Pickett, commissioner from what he denominates 'the Con-

federate states' is still hereyr. . .Mr. Pickett has learned that Mexico

had granted.the United States the privilege of marching trOOps through

Mexican territory tOrArizona.V19

Although Corwin probably had nothing to do with originating the

project for a troop movement through Mexico, he was enthusiastically in

favor of'it.r In the same dispatch he dwelt at some length on the ad-

vantages that would accrue to the United States:

Guaymas is the great port on the Gulf of California

from and to which shipments are made for the States_of Sonora

.and Chihuahua, and also our territory of New Mexico, including

Arizona. It is,therefore, reasonable enough to conclude that

United States trQOps from California could be landed at

Guaymas in seven days by steamers, and with a safe passage
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through Sonora could confront any rebel force Operating in

Arizona or New Mexico proper. . . .Such troops would at the

same time be efficient to restore our lawful dominion in

Texas and New Mexico. Upper California, Oregon, and Wash-

ington.Territory could furnish a respectable force for all

these purposes, which could be conveyed by water to Guaymas,

and from thence by land, over good roads, to their prOper

‘points of operation.

. . . .I am informed that recent discoveries of min-

eral wealth in Sonora and Chihuahua have invited large

bodies of men from.California to those two States. It is

suspected that they are of a class easily induced to unite

With the southern rebels. . . .I suggest whether a prudent

forecast would_not invite our Government to raise in Calif-

ornia and Oregon a force which should pass, from Guaymas

through Sonora, to our possessions in New Mexico and Ari-

zona, for the purposes suggested above.20

It will be noted that all negotiations and discussions had been

conducted with a view to landing at Guaymas. ‘There is nothing to indi-

cate when, or by what means, Guaymas was transposed into Mazatlan be-

tween planning and the composition of the orders for General Sumner.

A glance at any map of Mexico will show that Mazatlan was several hundred

miles more distant than Guaymas from.the geographical objectives of the

expedition.” Speculation on this point would, however, be a sheer waste

of time and effort.

General Sumner, immediately upon receipt of his orders, loyally
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informed the General-in-Chief that ". . .I feel flattered by this selec-

tion, and am willing to undertake it, especially on account of the almost

insuperable difficulties that will attend it. . . ." (Italics the

writer's.) He immediately urged that Guaymas, rather than Mazatlan

should be the point at which the landing should be made.21

I General Sumner's doubts were confirmed by the Surveyor General

of the State, E. F. Beale, who had personally eXplored vast areas in

northern hexico, and for quite different reasons certain officials of

the State regarded the projected movement without favor. The Adjutant

General of California vehemently informed the Secretary of War that the

.loyalty ofBrigadier General J. W. Denver was subject to grave doubt,

and therewas no doubt whatever as to his total uniitness to exercise

command or hold responsibility.22 (This was the same Denver for whom

the capital of the Territory of Colorado had been named.)

It is evident that doubts began to permeate the War Department

in a shorttime, also. On September 9, 1861, long before General Summer's

letter could reach Washington, General Scott, "with the assent of the

Secretary of War," directed that preparations for the eXpedition be

suspended, and that all the Regular tr00ps in the Department of the

Pacific, except four batteries of artillery, be sent by steamer to New

York~23 --

A week later a further brief order informed General Sumner:

'Besides the volunteer force called for from California

to guard the overiaed Mail Route, the five regiments (one of

cavalry and four of infantry) originally ordered, will be

organized and held ready for service on the Pacific Coast or
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2h
' elsewhere, according to future orders to be given.

On the same day General Sumner was ordered to turn the command

of the Department of the Pacific over to Colonel Wright, and to report,

in person, to Headquarters of the Army.25 General Sumner must have felt

an unbelievable relief, and besides, he had told The Adjutant General

several times that he wanted to be transferred to the East, where the

war was being actually fought.

From.that time on, no more is heard of the projected attack in-

to the Confederacy via Mexico, except in a brief personal note from

Senator M._S. Latham to General Sumner. "The eXpedition to Texas is

suspended for the present, at least. . . .N. B.--I will tell you, when

we meet, who it was that secretly got the eXpedition. . .countermanded."26

It is well that the expedition never sailed from California ports

for Mexico. -Beyond any doubt it would have been a fiasco, if not a dis-

aster, and would have further shaken the military credit and reputation

of the Federal Government, which were already sufficiently shaky after

the defeat at Bull Runand the Confederate successes in New Mexico,

which appeared to be bringing the war closer and closer to the Pacific

Coast. The defeat or destruction of a California force in the wilder-

ness of northern Mexico would have added fuel to the smouldering sub-

version beneath the surface in California.

But even though the expedition never got past the project stage,

it had results that were far from negative. Immediately after receiving

his orders and his fantastic mission, General Sumner had to take immed-

’ iate steps to assemble the force he was authorized. He had been directed

to consult with the Governor, but such consultation was attended by cer-
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tain difficulties which are hard to appreciate in the twentieth Century.

General Summer's headquarters were at San Francisco, while the Governor

was at the capital, in Sacramento. The two places were several days

Journey.apart, and neither the General nor the Governor was free to

absent himself from his office for any lengthy period, during such

critical times.

Governor Downey issued his proclamation calling for volunteers

under the new requisition on August 2%, 1861, and was of the opinion

that everything that could possibly be done to hasten matters was being

done. He informed both President Lincoln and the Secretary of War that

the first requisition, for a regiment of infantry and five companies of

cavalry, had been already filled, and that "no doubt. . . .after the

election (September h) the last requisition will also be filled."27

It would appear, however, that the Governor had been incompletely

informed or that he was unduly Optimistic. The records of The Adjutant

General of the State indicate that by the end of August only two out of

five companies of cavalry had been actually mustered into the Federal

service, and eight out of ten companies of the infantry regiment.28

It was true that enrollment was Open for all units called for under the

first requisition, and a start had been made on the others. Recruiting

preceeded much more rapidly in some units than in others, and it was

not until the very end of the year that all of the new organizations

were complete.29

Although the invasion of Texas by way of northern Mexico never

took place, nor did Carleton's regiment ever guard the Overland Mail

Route, it is not too far-fetched to consider that these projects have
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a definite place in the history of the Civil War in the Southwest. The

calls for volunteers for these projects brought into being a body of

troops that were well-equipped and were, by the standards of the time,

well-trained and disciplined by the time a practicable mission present-

ed itself.
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NOTES - CHAPTER III.

 

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 5H3.

2. The writer has been unable to locate the specific order which with-

drew the garrisons from the posts guarding the Overland Mail Route, etc.

The movement of troops, however, proceeded through the late Summer and

early Fall months of 1861.

3. 'Rebellion Records, Series III, Vol. I, p. 69.
 

h. James M. Scammell, "Military Units in Southern California, 1853 -

1862,? California Historical Societpruarterly, XXIX, p. 3, passim.

 

Also Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 7hh.

5. «Ibid., p. 5h3.1

6. Ibid., p. 5h5.

7- gpgg,, p. 562.

8. Ibid., p. 562.

9. Ibid., p. 569.

‘-

10. Ibid., p. 570. It will be noted that the message as quoted in Rebel-

lion Records specifies that the command of a cavalry regiment was to be
 

given to "General J. H. Carleton of San Francisco." According to Orton

(Records of California Men in the War of the Rebellion, 1861-1867, p. 12)

the message read, "General D. D. Colton, of San Francisco." Since the
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matter is not mentioned in any of Carleton's voluminous correSpondence,

it is evident that Orton's version is correct.

ll. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 572.

12. Ibid., p. 572.

13. Senate Executive Documents, 39th Congress, lst Session, (Washington,

The Government Printing Office, 1866), Vol. I, Document No. 17 (1237).

Hereafter referred to as Senate Document No. 17.

'P

lh.. Ibid.

15. House of Representatives Executive Documents,_37th Congress, 2d

Session,_l86l-1862, (Washington, The Government Printing Office, 1862),

V01, VIII, Document No. 100. Hereafter referred to as House Document

No. 100.

16. Senate Document No. l7.

17. Ibid.

18. House Document No. 100.

19. Ibid.
 

20. Ibid.

21. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 593.

22. Ibid., p. 607.
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23. gpig,, p. 620.

2b. Epig,, p. 620.

25. .IEEE’

26. Ibid., p. 62%.

27. Ibid,, p. 603.

28.» Richard H. Orton, Records of California Men in the War of the Rebel-

lionI 1861 to 1861, (Sacramento, 1890). Orton was The Adjutant General

I K . ' . -

of California at the time of compiling this book, which is almost entire-

ly a reproduction of the official records of his office. Hereafter re-

ferred to as Orton, California Records.
 

29. Ibid., passim.
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CHAPTER IV.

A NEW MISSION.

While the recruiting officers and the individuals who hOped to

be officers in the new units by sponsoring and raising companies were

engaged in trying to attract men to the colors, the Unionist officials,

and particularly the Commanding General of the Department of the Pacific,

continued to watch the political situation within the State with the

keenest anxiety. The results of the election on September hth left no

doubt that the majority of the citizens of California were for the

Uhion and against Secession, but there was still considerable doubt

as to how far the voters were willing to go in support of an active

war against the seceding states. The election also proved, if there

had been any doubt, that the southern end of the State was overwhelm-

ingly pro-Secessionist in sentiment.l

MaJor W. Scott Ketchum, in command of the small force of Regulars

which had been stationed at San Bernardino reported, ". . .the Secession

candidate for the State senate, is without doubt elected. . . .The Se-

cessionists are much more numerous than the Union men in this section

of the country."2

General Sumner, writing to The Adjutant General on September 7th,

discussing the eXpedition through Mexico pointed out that "The great and

unaccountable success in Arizona and New Mexico will no doubt embolden

them.(the Confederates), and it is by no means certain that they will

not make some attempt in this direction, and if they should ever get an

organized force into this State as a rallying point for all the secession
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element, it would inevitably inaugurate a civil war here immediately."3

The grim news of unaccountable Confederate successes in Arizona

and New Mexico complicated and added danger to the situation. Late in

August a letter had reached Lieutenant Colonel George Andrews, 6th Infan-

try, commanding the isolated outpost at Fort Yuma. The letter had ar-

rived across the wastes of the Gila Desert from “long, lank, leathery

and genial" Ammi White, a native of Maine who had established himself

as trader and operator of a flour mill among the agriCultural Indians of

central Arizona.LL

Pima Villages, August 23, 1861.

Lieut. Col. GEORGE ANDREWS,

Sixth Infantry, Commanding Fort Yuma:

SIR: Inclosed please find Mesilla papers, containing full

accounts of the proceedings of the rebels in Eastern Arizona.

You will see that they have possession of the entire Terri-

tory. Twenty of their troops are at Tucson now and 100 more

expected within a very few days. The following is an extract

from a letter received from the mail agent at Tucson:

The mail between Tucson and Mesilla will st0p for the

present, as the country is under martial law.

In case of any demonstration in this direction I will

promptly forward the earliest information.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. M. WHITE.
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‘—We are out of postage stamps, or I should send in the

mail.5

What had actually happened a thousand miles away, in the valley

of the Rio Grande is, to this day, almost inexplicable. The Regular

units being withdrawn from several small posts in New Mexico and Ari-

zona were being concentrated at Fort Fillmore, near Mesilla, which was

the only considerable town south of Albuquerque. The troops at Fort

Fillmore late in July, 1861, included companies from.several different

regiments,'and numbered almost seven hundred officers and men. For the

place and the time, this was s very powerful force, and it comprised

an appreciable fraction of the tiny Regular Army of 1861. The commander

of the post of Fort Fillmore was Major Issac Lynde, an elderly veteran'

with a creditable but undistinguished professional record.

on the evening of July 2h, 1861, Lynde received information of

the approach of‘a Confederate force into Mesilla from the south. What

followed is best described in Lynde's own words:

HDQRS, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO,

Fort Fillmore, N. Mex., July 26, 1861.

SIR: I have the honor to report that on the night of the 2hth

instant a deserter from the Texas trOOps was brought in by our

picket, and he informed me that a large body of mounted men,

between 300-and #00, under command of Lieutenant-Colonel Baylor,

Texas trooPs, were moving up the river, and that he left them

at Willow Bar, about 12 miles below the post.. Presuming their

object to be an attack on the post, I immediately ordered two.

companies of the Seventh Infantry from San Tomas, and kept the
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Al

garrison under arms_until after daylight, when mounted parties

were sent out to reconnoiter. In the meantime the enemy passed

up the opposite side of the river through the town of San Tomas,

where they captured seven of my command left behind by the bat-

talion of the Seventh Infantry in the hurry of departure. After

extracting from them.what information they could with reference

to the probable time of departure of the trooPs of Fort Brecken-

ridge and Buchanan, they were released and Joined the post. All

prOperty, public and private, belonging to the command was

seized and carried off or destroyed.

About h:30 oiclock p.ms yesterday I moved in the direc-_

tion of the town of Mesilla, where the Texas troops then were,

with six companies of the Seventh Infantry, one acting as ar-

tillery, with the howitzer battery of the post and two companies

of rifles.‘ One company of infantry, with the band and conval-

escents, were left to garrison the post, under Lieutenants

Stivers and Ryan, Seventh Infantry. Dr. Alden also remained

behind.. My command numbered about 380 men.

About 2 miles from.Mesilla I sent Lieutenant Brooks,

Seventy Infantry, A.A+A.G., forward with a white flag to demand

the surrender of the town. He was met by Major Whller and

Colonel Herbert on the part of_the Texans, whopreplied that if

I wanted the town I must come and taxe it. I moved the battery

forward and fired two shells at long range, but they burst in

the air short of_the object. The command continued to advance.

.slowly towards the outskirts of the town, while the battery,
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#2

which had to be moved by hand, was working through the heavy

sand. From a cornfield and house on the right we received a

heavy fire of musketry, wounding 2 officers and h men and kill-

ing 3 men. As night was coming on, and the fields and houses

on both sides of the road were filled with men, and the howit—

zers useless, except as a field battery, owing to the diffi-

culty of moving through the sand, I decided to withdraw my

force and return to the post. The march back was uninterrupt-

ed, and to-day I am fortifying with sand bags, etc., in anti-

cipation of an attack. I have sent an express to Captain Gibbs,

‘ directing him to return to Fort Craig with his command, as he

cannot Join this post now. They have possession of the road

'above. 'Orders will be sent, if possible, to the commanders

of the troops from.Forts Breckenridge and Buchanan to take the

nearest route to Fort Craig from a point where the orders reach

them.

.A re-enforcement of 100 men Joined the Texans from Fort

Bliss last night. Their force at Mesilla is nearly 700 men.

I am hourly expecting an attack. The loss of the enemy is re-

ported 11 killed and wounded. Part of their horses were stam—

peded by one of our shells.

“I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

I. LYNDE,

Major, Seventh Infantry.6

It is Obvious from the tenor of this extraordinary letter (which

was addressed to the Commanding Officer of the Department of New Mexico),
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that poor old Lynde was demoralized with terror and was already beaten.

Consequently, it is not surprising that, over the protests of his officers,

he decided during the night to abandon Fort Fillmore and flee to Fort Stan—

ton. The next day (July 27, 1861), his men and horses began to collapse

from thirst and fatigue in the late—July temperature of San Augustin Pass,

and the elderly misfit decided to surrenter ("to avoid the effusion of

blood"), again over the bitter protests of his officers.7

The writer of this paper has personally seen men and horses drOp

from.thirst and fatigue in the sand and sun of the identical area in which

the events Just described took place. Pushed, however, by a commander who

would not have been deterred by the "effusion of blood," the maneuver was

not interrupted for a moment.

. Immediately after Lynde's surrender Baylor issued a flamboyant

proclamation, announcing the annexation of New Mexico and.Arizona to the

Confederacy, and proclaiming the establishment of the "Territory of -

Arizonaf, with himself as Military Governor. He immediately occupied Fort

Stanton, which was abandoned as soon as Lynde's surrender became known,

and.urged the Confederate Government to send a sufficient force under a

competent.commander to make good the permanent occupation.8

This was the news, the arrival of which caused General Sumner to

cast anxious eyes toward the sensitive area of Southern California, and

to issue a curt and preemptory General Order to all of the tr00ps in the

Ibpartment of the Pacific:

GENERAL (mesa; HDQRS. DEPARTMENT or THE PACIFIC ,-

No. 20.., ) San Francisco, September 3, 1861.

No Federal troops in the Department of the Pacific will
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ever surrender to rebels.

E. V. SUMNER,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.9

Upon the receipt of Ammi White's letter, Lieutenant Colonel

George Andrews, at Fort Yuma, realizing that his garrison was the only

Federal force between the victorious rebels and the Pacific Coast, and

painfully conscious of his isolated position, immediately requested rein-

forcements, to be sent by sea, to save time.10 General Sumner had acted

quickly, and on the second of September, the day before issuing the order

quoted above, had ordered that two companies of the 6th Infantry, then at

Los Angeles, "proceed without delay to Fort Yuma."ll Andrews was inform-

ed that reinforcements were on the way, and that "In complying thus with

your request the general considers that your command will be sufficiently

strong to resist successfully any attack that will be made. At all events,

under no circumstances will any regular force in this military department

surrender to the rebels." If Andrews suspected disloyalty by any members

of his command, he was assured that ". . .you will be sustained in any

stringent measures you may think it necessary to take."12

The transfer of two companies of Regular infantry from Los

Angeles to Fort Yuma.left the Federal forces in Southern California so

weak that they would have been powerless if there had been an uprising,

and to General Summer and his staff, an uprising was a very real possi-

bility.

The transfer of Captain David.A. Russell's company of the hth

Infantry‘from,8an Francisco to Southern California provided a small in-

crease in strength, but it was a matter of robbing Peter to pay Paul.l3
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In the meantime, Colonel Carleton had been organizing and beginning

the training of the regiment of infantry and five companies of cavalry

with which he was to guard the Mail Route. On September 10th he received

orders directing him to start his march for the plains on the twentieth

of the month.lu

There is an old, cynical, completely unorthodox and frequently

true military axiom to the effect, "You should never obey the first order

you receive. It will be changed." In this case the change was not long

in coming. Only four days after receiving the order directing him to

march for the plains, Carleton received another order, directing that

without delay, he would move his infantry and cavalry to los Angeles,

"Ihere he will receive further orders." The same order directed Colonel

George Wright, 9th Infantry, to proceed to Los Angeles and assume command

of all of the tr00ps in Southern California.15

There is noy’record of the information which prompted Sumner to

make this move.‘ He evidently believed the situation to be extremely ser-

ious, for on September 17th he wrote to The Adjutant General, saying:

-_I am compelled to assume the high responsibility of changing

the destination of the troops ordered to the plains. The dis-

affection in the southern part of this State is increasing and

becbming dangerous, and it is indispensibly necessary to throw

re-enforcements into that section immediately. The rebels are

organizing, collecting supplies, and evidently preparing to re-

ceive a force fromtTexas, and the worst feature of the affair

is this: They have managed to seduce the native Californians

by telling them.that they will be ruined by taxes to maintain
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Courtesy of the State Historical Society of Colorado.

 
Lieuto Col. John R. Baylor, 0.5.;lo,

From Colorado Volunteers in the Civil fiar,

By. William Clarke Whitford.
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the war. . . .

The only troOps I have at this moment are those raised

for the Overland Mail Route. These troops are now ready. . . .16

The movement to Southern California, by sea, was executed promptly

and without incident. 'On September 19th, Lieutenant Colonel JOseph Rodman

West, lst Infantry California Volunteers, reported that six companies had

arrived safely at San Pedro the day before, and were ready for the next

step.17

The logic of events had changed the mission for which these troops

were destined. Instead of guarding the northern mail route against hos-

tile Indians or dissident Mormons, they found themselves guarding their

home state against disloyal fellow citizens who were hOping for assistance

from the enemy across the Arizona deserts. As will be seen, events were

to change further the mission falling to the lot of the California Volun-

teers, and Carleton' 3 original force, tOgether with part of the force

raised for the expedition through Mexico were to be launched across the

desert, to end once and for all the Confederate menace to California.
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NOTES - CHAPTER IV.

1. Horace Bell, On the Old West Coast - Being Further Reminiscences of

a Ranger,. (New York, 1930), p. 72. Horace Bell was a pioneer resident

of Los Angeles, and claimed to be almost the only person who left Los

Angeles for the purpose of joining the 92192 army. Further evidence of

the extent of secessionist sympathy in Southern California is given by

Captain Hugh A. Gorley in The Loyal Californians of 1861 (San Francisco,

1893), p. h, .nd by Captain F. K. Upham, in e letter to the Editor of the

American History Magazine, 29 (1893), p. 387.

2. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 606.

3. 3359.,‘3. 6io.

h. J. Ross Browne, “A Tour Through Arizona," Harper's Magazine, 29 (Oct-

ober, 186k), pp. 553 - 57H.

5. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 588.

6. £939.,'VO1. IV, p. h.

7. Ibid., p. 9.

8. Ibid., p. 20.

9. 1222:: Vol. L, Part I, p. 603.

10. Ibid., p. 587.

11. Ibid., p. 600.
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12. Ibid., pp. 600, 611.

13. Ibid., p. 611.
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One of Baylor's Texas Rangers.

Courtesy of the State Historical Society of Colorado.
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CFAPTER T

SOUTHEM CALIFORNIA AND SOME PROBLEMS

Pew civilians and norm military men have no true concept of the

daily problems which not be met and solved by anofficer holding the

responsibility of high- coxmnand in time of war. To meet it is a matter

of ordering troops hither and yon, but the man who makes the actual de-

cisions is likely to find his tins and attention occupied by unromsntio

and prosaic details without which the movement of troops is impossible.

General Sumor found it necessary to write to The Quartermaster General,

in Washington. on September 20, 1861, ironically pointing out,» I"l'here

- are some things that are next to impossible, and among them is to raise

on any without nonoy.‘ it the same time he expressed the hope that The

Quartermaster General would make no contracts to Washington for the no;

pertinent of. the Pacific. ‘ He was evidently of the heretical Opinion. re-

garded with extreme disfavor by bureaucrats, that the sen on the spot

can negotiate a better contract. than can a control office thousands of

.11.- amt} . _ .

Meanwhile, disturbing informtiontontirmed to come in from

Southern California. Clarence 3. Bennett. of San Bernardino. had written

a letter addressed to the Secretary of State, in which he gave in detail

an alleged plot to seize the southern part of the State and proclaim

adherence to the Confederacy. Bennett was a graduate of West Point.

Glass of 185% who had resiyled from the Army and engaged in farming.

His report gave the appearance of being oaremlly considered. and was

not at all Insterioal in tone. However. one is led to wonder just why
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information as important as this was sent to the Secretary of State, tak-

ing weeks for delivery, instead of being given to the loyal commander of

the Federal troops that were already posted near San Bernardino.2

It will be recalled that General Sumner had been directed to

turn over the command of the Department of the Pacific to Colonel George

Wright, upon his departure for the East. In anticipation of General

Sumner's departure on the Mexican expedition, Colonel Wright had been

ordered, some time previously, to report to headquarters of the Depart-

ment. Consequently, he was already at San Francisco on September 25,

1861, when it was decided to establish a new command, the District of

Southern California, with himself at the head.3

Before his departure from.San Francisco for his new responsibi-

lity, General Sumner handed.him.a letter of instructions, specifying

what his mission in Southern California would be. Because the dispo-

sitions directed in this letter had a direct effect on the movements

of trOOps which took place later, it is worth quoting in full:

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PACIFIC,

San Francisco, September 30, 1861.

Col. GEORGE HRIGHT,.

Ninth Infantry, U. S. Army, San Francisco, Cal.:

COLONEL: As you are about to assume the important come

mand of the southern district of this State, I wish to give

you briefly my views and wishes in relation to that section

of the country. .The secession party in this State numbers

about 32,000 men, and they are very restless and zealous,

which gives them great influence. They are congregating in
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the Southern part of the State and it is there they expect to

commence their Operations against the Government. YOu will

take such measures as in your Judgement will most effectively

crush out this disloyalty. It has been tolerated too long

already, and I desire that you will put a sudden stop to all

demonstrations in favor of the rebel government or against

‘our own. You will please establish a strong camp at warner's

ranch and take measures to make Fort Yuma perfectly secure.

- Ybu will probably find it necessary to place tr00ps at Visalia

and Santa Barbara, but I give no order for this. With the

exception of the camp at Warner's, I wish to leave the dis-'

position of the troops in your district entirely at your own

* discretion.‘ If it should become necessary to re-enforce your

command I will do it at once.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. V; SUMNER,

Brigadier-General, U. 5. Army, Commanding.“

Colonel Wright arrived at his new station and assumed command

four days later.54 His first few days were full of activity, getting

‘the new headquarters established, familiarizing himself with the situa-

‘bion and giving the necessary orders to carry out his missisn. The es-

‘tablishment of a new'headquarters is always a time of trial and confusion,

find.the headquarters of the District of Southern California was probably

no exception to the'rule. Colonel Wright sent the required formal an-

nouncement of his assumption of command to the Assistant Adjutant Gen-

eral of the Department on the day after his arrival ateLos Angeles,
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and then he probably spent most of his time during the next few days

' organizing his staff and familiarizing himself with the situation and

with the problems upon.which he would have to make decisions.

It was not until the seventh of the month that he found time to

write a report for General Sumner's information. He informed the De-

partment Commander that the reports of disaffection in Southern Calif-

ornia were greatly exaggerated, although the situation was sufficiently

serious to require close attention.- He was sending Colonel Carleton's

command to Warner's Ranch and Fort Yuma as soon as possible. He was

encountering great difficulty in purchasing suitable horses for the

cavalry, and those offered for sale to the Government were not worty

the prices demanded.i (It seems that profiteering is not strictly a

modern vice.) ColoneI.Andrews, at Fort Yuma had received an intima-

tion‘that his command would be relieved by volunteers in the near fu—

6
ture.

' Colonel Carleton had arrived with the remainder of his command

several days previously, and.had established them at Camp Latham, which

he had founded, near Los Angeles. The movement from.Los Angeles to

‘flarner's Ranch and.to Fort Yuma presented difficulties. To move a

command across the mountains and deserts required wagons, in large

numbers. The hastily-equipped volunteer regiments did not yet haVe .

wagons enough to carry all of the supplies and equipment that would be

needed on a march of ten days or two weeks across the desert, with

sudecient food upon which to subsist for a considerable period of

tine after arriVing at the destinations. 0n the ninth of October four '

companies cf the lst CalifOrnia Infantry were moved toward Warner's
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Ranch, taking with them fourteen of the fifteen wagons at Camp Latham.

Mr. Banning, of San Pedro, had wagons and teams for hire, at thirty dol-

lars per day, but Carleton had all the reluctance of a United States Army

officer in a relatively junior position to obligating the United States

Treasury without the sanction of a much higher officer.7 (Such things

have been known to "gallop across the pay roll" when the auditors fin-

ished going over the accounts.)

Colonel Wright, knowing that the tr00ps could not move without

sufficient wheeled transportation, authorized the hire of the wagons and

theme, despite the high price, and duly informed the Department Commander

on October 10th that four companies had already moved toward warner's

Ranch, and that Colonel Carleton, with the rest of his command, would

follow as soon as rations arrived from San Francisco, on the steamship

Senator.8

. We are reminded_again of the unorthodonhilitary axion\about wait-

ing for the changes before obeying the order. On Octobtr 12th a hurried

message for Colonel Wright arrived from Department headquarters:

Come here immediately; by stage or quicker than by

boat. I leave for washington in the next steamer. Denver

is to relieve you, and then you go East. Order Carleton by

express to send three companies to Fort Yuma and return with

the rest._ Concentrate all the regulars at San Pedro and San

Diego.9

, As soon as he received this message, Colonel Wright announced

that he was transferring the command of the District of Southern Calif-

ornia to Colonel Carleton, who formally assumed command on October lhth.lo
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5h

The same order directed Lieutenant Colonel West, with Companies B, H, and

I, lst California Infantry, to proceed without delay to Fort Yuma and re-

lieve Lieutenant Colonel Andrews and all the regular trOOps at that post,'

and Major Edward E. Eyre, lst California Cavalry, with his battalion

staff and three companies of his battalion, to relieve Major Ketchum and

the regulars at San Bernardino.

A brief personal note, probably earlier in the day that the

order just mentioned, gave Carleton a short warning as to what was about

to happen, and also contained a disappointment for West:

Los Angeles, October 1h, 1861.

Colonel Carleton:

COLONEL: I go to San Francisco to-morrow. Three companies

of your regiment go to Yuma. Colonel West cannot go on leave.

Must go to Yuma. The rest of your regiment will remain for

the present at Camp Latham. Come in this afternoon, I want

to see you.

Yours,

G. WRIGHT,

Colonel, Commanding.ll

Colonel Wright made a quick trip to San Francisco, and formally

assumed command of the Department of the Pacific on the twentieth of

October. He had Commended the District of Southern California only a

short time after organizing it, but his correspondence and his orders

throughout his tenure of the higher command leave no doubt that he ac-

tually regarded Southern California as a critical area, and he continu-

ed to maintain the keenest interest in events and happenings there.
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Carleton did not fully concur with Wright's estimate that the

danger from secessionist sympathizers in southern California had been

exaggerated. We have seen his estimate of conditions in the San Bernard-

ino area during the precedm‘, summer. The Unionist officials of Santa

Barbara County now informed him.that there was a dangerous secessionist

movement and.plot in that county.‘ The situation was rendered more crit-

ical by the fact that the native Californians had been tampered with,

had a cannon, and were well armed. Carleton strongly recommended that

he be authorized to place Santa Barbara County under martial law, so

12 At the samethat he could act legally against the disloyal elements.

time he was forced to tell his informants that he had no trOOps avail-

able for station at Santa Barbara.13

Immediately after assuming command of the Department, Colonel

Wright forwarded the usual letter to The Adjutant General informing him

of the fact, and further informing him that, "When I left Los Angeles on

the 15th instant everything was perfectly quiet, doubtless attributable

in a great measure to the presence of our troops at the various points.

. . . ." At the same time he assured The Adjutant General that the new

commander of the District of Southern California was well qualified for

his position:YColonel James H. Carleton (is) an experienced officer,

and well acquainted with that country and its inhab.’n.tani'.s."]flJr

In the meantime, the troop movements originally ordered by

General Sumner continued toward completion. But all sorts of difficul-

ties had arisen.- Throughout the Department of the Pacific commanders

of all grades had to cape withaalmost insoluble problems of supply,

which were intensified by the distances lying between California and

‘ I
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the sources of production. The expansion of the military forces in the

extreme West from a few scattered companies of Regulars to a sizeable

force of volunteers had exhausted the scanty stocks of military supplies

and equipment on hand. Thousands of muskets had been shipped from

Benicia Arsenal to the East earlier in the summer, and General Sumner

had taken with him some 10,000 more when he left for the East.15 The

acute shortage of wagons and teams has been mentioned before, together

with General Sumner's plea for money. General Wright (he had been pro-

moted to the grade of fiigadier General on September 28th, but did not

know it until almost a month later) reported on October 2lst that ”the

whole Department of the Pacific (has) been stripped of all the clothing

we had to supply the volunteers now in service, and there are no arms

suitable for cavalry service remaining in store.. We are now making

clothing of all kinds by contract in this city. . . ."16 All echelons

of command in the Department of the Pacific found themselves compelled

to improvise, or do without and.to do the best they could with inade-

quate resources and facilities. It was not the first time, nor the

last, in.which.Americansoldiers have faced this problem.

.It is not known whether General Sumner's request for funds and

authority to negotiate contract had been approved, or (as is more likely)

General Wright had boldly taken onto himself the responsibility of con-

tracting for what was needed. But there is necessarily a period of

time between the placing of contracts and the day when the trOOps be-

gin to receive the supplies and equipment.

_Thus, Major Eyrefs cavalrymen had to trudge on foot from.San

Pedro to San Bernardino, and arrived thoroughly discontented. Eyre
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plaintively wrote to the District Commander, "I hope. . .you will as

soon as possible send the saddles, . . .as whispers are already cir-

culated among the men that they are to be turned into infantry. That

is the only thing I fear for a serious breach of discipline."17 (Few

peOple in the present day Army appreciate how deep was the indignity

of requiring a cavalryman to march on foot, like an infantryman.) Eyre

also found that his command was threatened with a shortage of food be-

cause of the lack of adequate wagons and teams.

.Likewise, Major Edwin A. Rigg, lst California Infantry, who had

arrived at Warner’s Ranch and established Camp Wright on October 22d,

felt the impact of acute shortages of essential articles. Because of

his greater distance from any possible sOurce of supplies, he was even

more helpless than Eyre in the solution of the problems involved. On

October 25th he wrote to the District Commander:

".‘. .Mr. Barrett reports no quartermaster‘s stores of

any description at San Diego. The train will leave for San

Diego again on the 27th. I am.afraid they will not be in a

' condition to make as good time as before (seven days), from

'the*fact‘that a number of the mules are without shoes and can-

not be shod either here or at San Diego. 'There are no shoes

or nails at either place. we are also short of pants for the

.command. Colonel West takes 100 pairs from here, which leaves

only seventy-one pairs. Blankets we have none at all, and one

blanket is not sufficient (in my Opinion) to keep the men warm

invthis'climates ... .Complaints of sleeping cold are made by

the men.’ we have no woolen socks or drawers, and but 20h pairs
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of bootees. Overcoats also we have none on hand. . . .18

Mule shoes and articles of clothing were not the only sources of

concern, for Rigg further informed the District Commander that ". . .the

barley has been nearly all bought up by speculators, and h cents per

pound is now asked for it." He concluded his letter with a plea by

postscript: "P. S. Stoves for the Sibley tents would be very acceptable."19

Either this letter was transmitted with unusual speed, or Colonel

Carleton was well aware of the need of tent stoves at that time of the

year, for only two days later, in a routine report, he informed the

Department Commander that he had ordered stoves sent to both Camp Wright

and San Bernardino.20

Along with problems of supply with no supplies available, were

the concurrent problems of training the volunteer soldiers and officers,

and of maintaining a continuous alert in case of secessionist activities.

The preparation of his comand for combat was never far from Carleton's

mdnd, and the drudgery of supply problems was a mere part of the prepar-

ation. Onrthe same day on which Rigg was detailing his supply troubles,

Carleton was writing him a brief note, informing him.that the telegraph

line to the "States" was not complete, that there had been a battle at

Leesburg, Virginia, in which General Baker (late California political .

leader, and Senator from Oregon) had been killed, and winding up with

the adjuration, "Keep your command ready to fight."21 To Eyre, at San

Bernardino, he wrote, "We may have use for your men at any day,”

"22

and,

"If-any'person fires into your camp, hang him,

Incontrovertible evidence of the unfriendliness of the local

population at San Bernardino was furnished the same day. Some soldiers
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of Major Eyre's command, whose names unfortunately were not recorded,

were insulted while in town, and one of them made good use of his fists

in showing his resentment. Colonel Carleton, whose views on discipline

were known to be inflexible, upon receiving the report of the incident,

pointed out that the local commanding officer had ample authority to

appoint courts martial, but he added, "If the man who so promptly re—

sented the insult to himself and his country is otherwise fitted for the

place it would be well to make him a non-commissioned officer."23

In order to relieve the Regulars at Fort Yuma, Lieutenant

Colonel West left Camp Latham on October 16th, with Companies E, G,

and H, lst California Infantry. They arrived at Camp Wright, for some

reason which is not apparent, Companies B, and I were substituted for

Companies E and G, and the long march across the desert started on

October 26th.. The command arrived at Fort Yuma at noon, on November 3d,

in good condition, although the desert was intensely hot, even late in

October.§

Since Fort Yuma was an isolated post, it had been always kept

pretty well stocked with provisions and supplies. (Besides, it will

be remembered that Nest had taken all the spare "pants" from Camp Wright.

We may wonder if he asserted the rights of his superior rank over Major

Rigg to obtain them.). Consequently, West was not faced with an_acute

shortage of articles-necessary for existence, but he, nevertheless,

found himself in need of artillery to guarantee the safety of the post.

He wrote immediately after his arrival at Fort Yuma, urging that he be

allowed to have two lafipounder guns and a small force of artillerymen

to man them.
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It is interesting to note that the personalmand informal letter

in which West made this recommendation is written partially in Greek,

as a convenient cipher which would be completely unintelligible to un-

authorized persons into whose hands it might fall. West remarked,"My

Greek makes an odd-looking letter of this, but it is very interesting

to those that understand it."25

The writer has been unable to obtain any information whatever

as to Carleton's early education, and of West it has been possible to

ascertain only that he Spent some time as a student at the University of

Pannsylvania. It is obvious, however, that both men were more or less

familiar with Greek, that there had been an understanding between them

as to precautions for secrecy before West left Camp Latham, and that

they both considered that there was little danger of such a.letter

falling into the hands of anybody who could read Greek.

On Nbvember 12th West again wrote, this time a formal report

addressed to the Adjutant of the District. He pointed out that the

post of Fort Yuma would be helpless against an enemy equipped with

Imtillery, which could command the post from.a hill across the river,

‘While the mountain howitzers included in the post's armament could be

Ilsed.only at very short ranges.26 He also believed that three companies

Of'infantry would be insufficient for prOper defense of the post in case

Of'a serious Confederate attack. It so happened that there was enough

artillery materiel available in California for the despatch to Fort

'Xuma of two heavy guns, with the necessary ammunition, but the length

(of time, and the actual difficulties of getting them there constitute

a story beyond the sc0pe of this paper.27
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NOvember, 1861, found the Regular troops being transferred to

_ the main theater of war in the East, and the organization of the Calif-

ornia volunteers to replace them approaching completion. The location

and movements of tr00ps within the State, to guard against local uprising

by Confederate sympathizers had been completed. Steps had been taken to

relieve the shortage of supplies and equipment, and the stage was being

set for the next scene, whatever it should prove to be.
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NOTES - CHAPTER V

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 627-628.
 

2. Ibid., p. 628. Cullum's Biographical Register of the Officers and

Graduates of the United States Military Academy (hereafter referred to

as Cullum'3 Register) shows that Clarence E. Bennett was appointed to

West PDint from New York in 1851. He graduated in 1856, served at

various frontier posts, and resigned from.the Army on 10 September,

1860. He reentered the military service as a California volunteer in

1853, and was eventually brevetted as Colonel, U. S. Volunteers. He

was again commissioned in the Regular Army after the Civil War.

3. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 633. Cullum's Register shows
 

that George Wright was born in Vermont, and graduated from West Point

in 1822. He served at various posts and performed many different duties.

He was brevetted to the rank of Major for his conduct in the Seminole

war, to the grade of Lieutenant Colonel for gallantry in the battles of

Contreras andChurubusco, in the Mexican War, and brevetted to the rank

of full Colonel fer gallantry in the Battle of Molino del Rey, in which

he was severely wounded. For several years before the outbreak of the

Civil Warjhe had been in command of the 9th Infantry, in the Northwest,

‘Where he had conducted several campaigns against hostile Indians. He

was drowned on 30 Ju1y, 1865, in the wreck of the steamship Brother

Jonathan, while a wig to assume command of the Department of the

Columbia.»

h. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 6&3.
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CHAPTER VI

THE MISSION CHANGES AGAIN

In the excitement of preparing for and executing movements of

troops across the desert, under the pressure of the continual struggle

for equipment and supplies, it is probable that Colonel Carleton and

most of the members of his command had completely forgotten by Nbvem-

her that the force had been raised for the express purpose of guarding

the Overland Mail Route. It is certain that General Wright was of the

opinion that this mission had fallen into abeyance, for in a report to

The Adjutant General on November 5th, he referred to "The First Calif-

ornia volunteers, originally designed for protection of the overland

mail service. . . ." and to "Colonel Carleton's intimate knowledge of

the southern section of this State (which) makes it of the highest im-

portance that he should-remain there in command.";

It is possible that this report reminded the officials at

Headquarters of the Army of the existence of Carleton's force, and

the fact that the Overland Mail Route was then without protection from

roving Indians, bandits and doubtful Mormons. On November 13th the

following dispatch was sent to the Department of the Pacific:

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, November 13, 1861.

Brig. Gen. GEORGE WRIGHT , .

Commanding Department of the Pacific:

Will you please order the necessary force (probably one

or two regiments), if possible under Colonel Carleton, to
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protect the Overland Mail Route; the number of trOOpS to be

employed is left to your discretion. Please confer with Louis

McLane about the location of the troops.

GEO. B. McCLELLAN,

MajorFGeneral, Commanding U. S. Armies.2

' Although the insistence upon placing Carleton in command of

the troops on the mail route, in spite of the recommendation that he

be retained in Southern California, must have caused General Wright

some disappointment, he took immediate action. The overland tele-

graph was in full operation by this time, so it was possible to send

orders to Carleton on November 18th, only three days after the General-

in-Chief's order was issued in Washington. Carleton was directed to

turn over command of the Idstrict of Southern California to Lieutenant

ColOnel West, and to report in person at San Francisco, without wait-

ing for West to come from Fort Yuma.' For some reason, however, Carle-

ton did not receive this abrupt order until November 25th, over a

week later.3

The receipt of the order placed Carleton in somewhat of a

dilemma,as there was serious illness in his family at that time.“

Nevertheless, he acted with his usual promptitude. He did not think

it at all desirable to leave Los Angeles without a senior officer pre-

sent, during the several days it would take West to arrive from.Fort

Yuma. ‘Accordingly, he hastily summoned Major Eyre to hurry to Los

Angeles, and he suggested that Major Rigg should be sent from Camp

Wright to Fort Yuma to replace West. This was approved by General Wright,

and Carleton himSelf was authorized to delay his departure until the '
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next steamer.5

Since the reason for summoning him to San Francisco so hurriedly

was completely unknown to Carleton, he naturally speculated as to what

lay back of the order. His order to Colonel West to return to Los

Angeles to relieve him was in the form of an informal personal note,

and in it he remarked, "I am entirely at a loss to know what is the

cause of this sudden change unless it be that General Wright is ordered

East.‘ Pray lose no time-in getting here."6

There was no telegraph across the desert, and West did not re-

ceive the message until December 2d. He promptly replied, informing

Lieutenant Cutler, the District Adjutant, that he would.probably arrive

at Los Angeles on the 16th of the month. In the meantime, Lieutenant

Cutler would Open all official correspondence, and anything that re—

quired Colonel West's personal attention would be diapatched by Hadji

Ali, as 'West would meet him at Temecula.7

'There is no indication in any of the records as to exactly

when Carleton arrived at San Francisco, but it is evident that he lost

’little time, in spite of the illness in his family. But while he was

making his“ preparations, and en route, General Wright had been busy.

'He had.promptly informed Governor J. w. Nye, of the newly or-

ganized Territory of Revada, that he intended in the near future to

move Colonel Carleton's command onto the Overland Mail Route. General

Wright was'extremely doubtful as to the practicability of moving a

body of tr00ps across the Sierra Nevadas that late in the year,_e "I

am.informed that it is next to an impossibility for troops with their

Supplies to cross the mountains at this time, and my object in address—
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lug YOur Excellency is to obtain reliable data as to the practicability

of the route. . . ."8

Governor Nye's reply amply confirmed GeneralWright's fears as

to the impracticability of transporting tr00ps and supplies across the

Sierras in the middle of the winter. "To march troops over the mountains

and easterly at this season of the year, and especially to transport sup-

plies, would be next thing to impossible." The Governor was not the

least bit worried about the Indian situation, and be guaranteed that

if he were authorized to draw supplies from Fort Churchill to meet the

immediate needs of the Indians, there would be no trouble. All that

was needed to keep the Indians quiet was the occasional distribution of

such items as were already in stock at Fort Churchill.9

There is no record of what transpired between General Wright and

Colonel Carleton after the arrival of the latter at headquarters. His

arrival coincided rather closely with the receipt of Governor Nye's

letter, and there can be no doubt that the entire situation was dis-

cussed in detail between the Department Commander and the District Come

sender of Southern California. ,There are numerous items of evidence

to which no allusion has been made, to indicate that General Wright

was.convinced that itnguld be possible to strike sharply in the South-

Vests Since Carleton had spent a large part of his military service in

that area, it is reasonable to assume thathe concurred thoroughly in

the idea. At any rate, while Carleton was present at Department head-

quarters, and within a few hours after the receipt of Governor Rye's

letter, General Wright sent a brief message to the headquarters of the

General—in-Chief, which, in substance, stated that he prOposed to use
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Carleton's command against the Confederates in the Southwest, unless

positively forbidden to do so:

I have made satisfactory arrangements for protection of

Overland Mail Route without sending troops over a route now im-

practicable—-full particulars by mail. I prOpose to send Colonel

Carleton with his own regiment and the First Battalion of Cavalry

with a battery of artillery to re-Open the southern mail route--

recapture Forts Buchanan, Thorn, Fillmore and Bliss. The eXpe-

dition to move as soon as practicable, via Yuma. -The trOOps are

ready and anxious. Guaymas should be occupied, army and navy co-

operating. I have the force to hold the whole country this side

of the Rio Grande. Please answer by telegraph.lo

In the "full particulars by mail" which were dispatched two days

later, on December 9th, General Wright elaborated on the telegram, add-

ing that-¢._. .under the command of Colonel Carleton, an officer of great

experience, indefatigable and active, the expedition must be successful."

His concluding sentence was such as to force the higher headquarters to

render a decision immediately, with the odds greatly in favor of approval

of his suggestions. ”In anticipation of a favorable reply to the prOposi-

tions I have made, I shall go on making arrangements to move promptly

when authorized to do so.'fll

Only nine days later this letter was tersely indorsed:

1 If the movement in progress has not already been author-

ized, please do so at once.

GEO. B. McCLELLAN,

Major-General.

The reconquest of the Southwest was under way.
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NOTES - CHAPTER VI

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, p. 702.
 

2. Ehid., p. 720.

3- 39191., p. 729.

I». 11933., 'p. 737.

S. 221$}, p. 7&1.

6. £933., p. 738.

7.' £21§., p. 7h8., Hadji Ali, according to Harlan D. Fowler, gagglg

to California (Stanford University Press, 1950), was a young Syrian

camel driver who had come to the United.States with the second shipment

of camels ordered for experimental use in the Army. He had adapted him-

self to life on the Southwestern frontier, and was a noted character by

the time of the Civil War. His name was commonly corrupted into "Hi-

Jhlly," and after the Civil War he seryed as a scout with the Army in

Arizona. He lived to a ripe old age, and has become the subject of

numerous stories and legends.

8. Rebellion Records, Vol. l, Part I, p. 735.

9. $2323, Po 7&9.

‘10. 11333., p. 751.

11. Ibid., pp. 752-753.
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CHAPTER VII

BLOUSES, PANTS AND MULE SHOES

A story is told of General Omar Bradley, in which, telling of

the functions and duties of certain members of his staff, he said,

ZRMy G-2 tells me what I ought to do. My G-h tells me if it is pos—

sible to do it. If it is possible, then my G-3 writes and distributes

the orders."

For the benefit of any non-military reader, it may be eXplain-

ed briefly that in any higher headquarters the.Assistant Chief of Staff,

6-2, is charged with the responsibility of collecting, evaluating and

disseminating all information of the enemy or of the country that is

necessary for a decision by the commander. The Assistant Chief of

Staff, G-h has as his responsibility the coordination and supervision

of all of the complexities_of supply and transportation. The Assistant

Chief of Staff, Ge3, is the staff officer who plans and supervises

training, prepares the detailed plans for operations (after,the com-

mander has made his decision, and supervises the execution of these

plans; In conversation, the full formal titles of these offices are

seldom.employed, but they are referred to merely as G-2, G-3 and G~h.

This staff organization had no counterpart in the military

organization of Civil not days, or for a long time after. If a com-

mander-Ills of the rank of a general officer, he was authorized a few

aides-de-camp; the number depending upon his rank. Other commanders

were authorized only an Adjutant, who handled all the details of cor-

respondence and records, and he might, if he were lucky, nave a Quarter-
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master, who handled the details of supply of clothing, food, forage

and transportation. He would usually have a Surgeon, and if he were

fortunate, he would have the services of an Ordnance Officer, who look-

ed after the supply of arms and ammunition. The functions now performed

by the General Staff (the four "G's") were performed by the commander

himself, with only such staff assistance as he might improvise from

among the officers under his command.

.Carleton arrived back at Los Angeles on December 13th, after

a quick trip from San Francisco, and'before the decision of the General-

in-Chief as to the pr0posed eXpedition had been made. His immediate

problem (after disposing of a party of dangerous rebel sympathizers

whom Major Rigg's command had captured in the past few days) was to

make detailed plans for moving a force of tr00ps across a country in

which no body of troops larger than a small battalion had ever been

employed before, and through which artillery had never been moved.1

Mention has been made of the difficulties of obtaining sup-

Plies and equipment for the day to day existence of the body of trOOps

that had.been raised. ‘Colonel Carleton realized, beyond doubt, that

the difficulty of solving all problems of supply would be immediately

intensified by the necessity of building up adequate reserves of all

kinds of supplies and equipment.<

Supplies and equipment are useless unless they can be deliv- ,.

eredto the point where they are needed and when they are needed.

(A point which is often overlooked by theorists who say that an enemy

canbe defeated by superior industrial capacity.) Carleton must have

thought deeply, and for hours on end, during his return trip to South-
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ern California. .As an experienced, practical soldier, he knew that his

first problem, before any other could be solved, was that of adequate

transportation.’ Consequently, it is not surprising that his first let-

ter to General Wright, after his arrival at his own headquarters, dealt

with a basic transportation requirement that would probably not occur

to many persons in the latter half of the twentieth aentury --horseshoes

and muleshoes. Writing on December 17th, only four days after his re-

turn, he forwarded the following brief, but comprehensive estimate:

HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

Los Angeles, 081., December 17, 1861.

Maj. R. C. DRUM,

Assistant Adjutant-General, San Francisco, Cal.:

MAJOR:. The following articles it will take time to prepare,

and if they are not needed in this direction they will be

needed on the Overland Mail Route in the spring, so nothing

will be lost by having them procured at once. There should

be prepared to ship to Fort Yuma two sets of shoes for, say,

1,200 mules.k In round numbers, say 10,000 muleshoes. They

should be hand-made shoes and fitted ready to set. For this

number of shoes there should be procured a plenty sic) of

hOrseshoe nails of the pr0per size. The shoes should one

by one be carefully inspected by a practical shoer before

they are boxed. .Machine-made shoes we have no time or

appliances or coal to work over into prOper shape en route.’

- There should be prepared to ship to Fort Yuma two sets of

: shoes eaCh for, say; 550 cavalry and artillery horses, in-
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cluding officers' horses, say h,h00 horseshoes. These should

be hand-made and fitted ready to set. A plenty of horseshoe

.'T ,

nails of prOper size;should be sent with them, and each shoe

before it is boxed shouldghe inspected by a practical shoer.

I shall require 1,500 pairs of woolen overalls or trousers of

strong material andflwell made, and 1,500 woolen blouses, and

3,000 pairs of stockings, and 2,200 pairs of good strong shoes.

These should be made or gOt ready to ship to Yuma. This is

all the clothing I desire to have at that point for supply-

ing the troops while on the expedition. Each article should

be of the best material.and'substantially made. In a few

days I Will have prepared all the estimates for the supplies

I need.

hf_ t

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

mes H. ,mon,

Colonel First California Velunteers, Commanding.

EDITH-Jolson 8: Doble is the firm where the best horse and

mule shoes can bebought, those that are hand-made; they

should have toes of steel for the muleshoes. These have to

be added by the smith in working-over the shoes ready to set.2

Before the detailed éstimates could be finished, Carleton.was

notified by the Department Commander that the prOposed exPedition had

been approved by the General-in-Chief. The formal mission was the re-

capture of the forts which had been surrendered to the rebels in Ari-

zona, and that the units'bf his command would be the lst California

Infantry, the battalion of the lst California Cavalry, and a battery
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of four light guns of the 3d Artillery, commanded by Lieutenant Shinn.3

He was also informed that 200,000 rations would be shipped to the north

of the Colorado River immediately and that wagons would be shipped as

soon as possible to San Pedro. Captain Treadwell Mbore, assistant

quartermaster, would organize them into wagon trains and would be a

member of Carleton's command.Ll

Before this letter was written, steps had been already taken

to prepare the battery of light artillery. It might be eXplained that

at the time the artillery of the Regular Army was not definitely divi-

ded into field artillery and fortress (coast or antiaircraft) artillery,

as has been the practice for many years. The Regular Army artillery

units were normally assigned to fixed installations, and when it be-

came necessary to organize mObile artillery, personnel were obtained

from a fixed.post or fort.- Consequently, on December 6, 1861, Lieu-

tenant John B. Shinn, commanding Company A, 3d.Artillery, was ordered

to take his company to Benicia Barracks immediately and have it mounted

and equipped as a light battery.5

During the next few days after Carleton's return to Los Angeles

there can have been but little rest or leisure for the senior officers.

Kerosene lamps and tallow candles must have burned at all hours of the

night, and it is quite probable that Carleton assumed the character of

a slave driver, as far as his subordinates were concerned. And it is

more than likely that he drowehimself even harder than he did his

staff: In only four days, however, the estimates were complete, and‘

on December let a bulky document was forwarded to San Francisco, for

General Wright's information and approval.6
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It would be of no particular value or interest to quote in de-

tail just what was considered necessary for the movement of 1,500 men

and hundreds of animals from the California coast to the Rio Grande,

but it is of interest to show the tremendous amounts needed, and to see

Just what some of these items were.

It was obvious that the movement would divide itself naturally

into two phases. First would be the movement from the coastal areas

across the Mojave Desert (at that time usually called the Yuma Desert).

During this phase the units must be entirely self supporting. Animal-

drawn transportation could not overtake them to renew supplies from the

Coast, so they must take with them sufficient of everything to last

until they reached Fort Yuma. From Fort Yuma forward to the objective

would constitute another phase, during which the tr00ps again must be

self‘sufficient, with enough supplies for the entire march.. Before

their arrival at Fort YUma it would be necessary to accumulate there

subsistence for consumption while the trOOps were at that place, and

for resupply before starting the long desert march to the Rio Grande.

Based upon the assumption that the march to Fort Yuma from the

seaboard would require about thirty days, it was calculated that 81,888

pounds of food would be required. Ten days rations were added to this

figure to take care of any unforseen delays en route. For the animals,

Carleton requested that hhl,000 pounds of barley be shipped at once

from.San Francisco to San Pedro, to provide for 900 mules and 550

horses for forty_days.q But since the 150 wagons that were to be ale; -

lotted to the expedition could not carry all of the food and equipment_

plus all of the barley, it would be necessary to arrange to have 102,

000 pounds of barley deposited in advance at different points on the
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route. This could be done only by using hired transportation.

In arriving at his final estimates, Carleton ignored the pro-

bability that fresh beef could be provided for four days each week by

transporting it "on the hoof." Such a supply of beef was so uncertain

that it was best to ignore it in making the estimates.

The estimates were submitted in the form of two separate requi-

sitions, one to cover the supplies needed for the march from the Coast

to LFort YUma, while the other was for supplies and equipment to be

shipped to Fort Yuma in advance of the arrival of the force, to be

available for the resupply of the force for the advance eastward into

Arizona. The latter requisition was based on the requirements of 1,600

men, together with the necessary riding and draft animals, for ninety

days. 'Together, the two requisitions called for the rather astounding

total of 217,700 pounds of food and equipment for the men, and 600,000

pounds of barley for the animals. In addition it was hOped to provide

fresh beef for several days each week, by local purchases, or by herd-

ing with the column.7

But rations and forage, although the most immediately important,

and the bulkiest part of the supplies, comprised only a few items of the

total needed tofiguarantee the success of the eXpedition. New ambulances

were needed, as those in use in California were so old that they would

be undependable on the long drive across the desert. Accordingly,

Carleton recommended the purchase of at least three new ones, "of the

best Concord make." Artillery ammunition, of which there was none in :

Southern California, must be obtained from the depot in Washington Ter-

ritory, or must be ordered at once from the East. Immense amounts
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of small-arms ammunition would be required at Fort Yuma, including such

items as rifled musketball cartridges, buck-shot cartridges, Sharp's

carbine cartridges, and percussion caps for each type of weapon.8 Three

hundred 6-gallon water kegs would be needed on the desert, and at least

5,000 pounds of tobacco, looking glasses, knives, iron arrow-heads, red

blankets and fish hooks would be needed to insure the good will of the

Indians.9

At this time the armament of the California volunteers was still

incomplete, so request was made for navy type revolvers (". . .revolvers,

army size. . . .are unfit for cavalry"), holsters,'spare parts and acces-

sories, and knives for the civilian teamsters. A

Nor did Carleton forget other important details. He pointed out

that he would need large sums of money, and that nothing except coins

of small denomination would be of any use. These could be prepared for

him.by the San Francisco Mint. He would need medical supplies, American

horses (as distinguished from California horses, which were too small

for cavalry use), good pack mules, and metallic pontoon beds, each with

two coils of lariat rOpe.' ‘

The writer of this paper has seen a great many logistical plans

and "G-h annexes" to operations orders, but has never seen one that was

more expertly drawn than this, even though its form differs greatly from

what would come from a present-day staff office. It is all the more

amazing when it is remembered that this plan (which occupies seven and

one half closely printed pages in the Rebellion Records) was, beyond

doubt, the work of one man, and was not a synthesis of the thought and

experience of half a dozen officers, each an expert in his particular
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field. It was drawn up in a period of less than a week, by Carleton

himself, with only a few clerical assistants, and with all of the respon-

sibilities of planning and command resting upon him at the same time.

Although with the submission of his estimates and requisitions,

the heaviest part of the supply planning had been accomplished, Carle-

ton's supply responsibilities did not end there. On the same day on

which he finished and forwarded his estimates to the Department Commander,

orders were sent to Major Rigg, at Fort Yuma "to ascertain from one

Rhodes, who is in the vicinity of Gila City with 200 head of beef cat-

tle, what he will take for them." Rigg was also directed to buy seventy

tons of hay from Yager, the ferryman, and was to try to obtain it for

less than the fifty-five dollars per ton that Yager was known to want

for it .10

Before anything could be done to start the accumulation of sup-

plies and equipment, Nature intervened violently, and for the next few

weeks the time and attention of_everybody was taken up almost exclusively

with the pressing problems of living from day to day. It is often re-

marked sarcastically that the weather in California is always unusual,

and the winter of 1861-1862 was no exception to this rule. It was the

worst winter recorded in California up to that time, and even since

there have been few with as much concentrated rainfall and with such

torrential floods rushing through the arroyos and ravines.

0n the last day of the old year, 1861, General Wright, report-

ing to The Adjutant General of the departure of the first shipment of

supplies for the expedition, said, "The weather for many days past has

been tempestuous in the extreme. The floods east and north of this city
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have destroyed a vast amount of property and almost suspended our mail

communications. The telegraph has not been in Operation for several

days?11

The steamship Republic, carrying supplies and equipment (includ-

ing the artillery that Colonel West had requested) had run into such a

gale that it had been necessary to jettison part of the cargo to lighten

the ship. The loss included the gun-carriage wheels, ammunition and

several miscellaneous items that were badly needed at Fort Yuma in

strengthening the post.12 A short time later Colonel West, who was in

command of the District temporarily, with headquarters at the newly es-

tablished post of Drum Barracks, found it necessary to request that

firewood for the kitchens be shipped immediately from San Francisco.

None was procurable locally (the immediate area was almost completely

treeless), and for a week it had been "impossible to send an empty wagon

one mile from camp, much less to bring in any loaded teams."l3

On the far side of the desert, at Fort Yuma, the Colorado and

Gila Rivers had combined to do their worst. On January 23, 1862, Major

Rigg reported that "Fort Yuma is now an island." The Colorado had

risen six feet in three hours, entirely destroying Colorado City, and

doing an unbelievable amount of damage. The post water works were com-

pletely submerged, "Mr. Gageis billiard and ten-pin alley entirely des-

troyed,“ and it was anticipated that there would now be difficulty in

obtaining the anticipated beef cattle and hay. The only bright spot in

the gloomy and watery picture was the fact that Fort Yuma was, for the

time being, completely safe from attack, since it was entirely surround-

ed by water.1h
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California rainy seasons, however violent they may be, do not

last forever. Within a few weeks the clouds cleared away and the roads

began to emerge and become passable. Simultaneously rumors began to fly

of an impending Confederate attack through Arizona. West, who was still

acting as District Commander, thought it well to take steps to reinforce

Fort Yuma. The condition of the roads was still so bad that he thought

it necessary to warn Captain Thomas L. Roberts, commanding Company E,

lst California Infantry, who was the first company commander to receive

orders to move, to use double teams of mules on his wagons. Captain

Roberts reconnoitered the route he was directed to follow, and found it

still so waterlogged as to be impassable. He was placed in the unhappy

position, for a junior officer, of deciding that he could not obey his

orders, and hoping that his action would be approved.5 (Apparently it

was.)

As soon as the rains subsided, it became possible to begin

definite and detailed arrangements for handling the supplies expected.

Captain Treadwell Moore, Assistant Quartermaster, at New San Pedro re-

ceived instructions as to the exact way in which the trains for the ex-

pedition would be organized. Various incidents, from time to time, later

made it clear that Carleton and Captain Moore did not see eye to eye on

many things. The clash of personalities was probably of long standing,

for in his instructions to Moore on February 9, 1862, Carleton sharply

reminded Moore that he retained the final decision in all matters affect-

ing both the trains and supply in general.16

Soldiers of all times have regarded the pick and shovel with the

utmost abhorrence, and there is no doubt that the California volunteers
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grumbled as loudly as Caesar's legionaries when they were required to

use those implements. But the roads that had been washed out by the

floods had to be repaired for the later passage of the expedition, and

companies from San Bernardino and Camp Wright were detailed for that un-

p0pular but necessary duty.l7 After the rains of that season, movement

of the wagon trains would have been impossible without extensive re-

pairs and reconstruction of the rudimentary roads of the time.

.tWith estimates and requisitions submitted, and with preliminary

steps taken, Carleton devoted some thought to evolving a plan which

would be flexible enough to meet uneXpected changes in the situation.

In the mid part of February, 1862, he submitted, in a somewhat lengthy

letter to the Department Commander, the prOposed organization of his

supply system, and the locations of the basic installations:

l. To_establish his main depot at Fort Yuma for all classes

of supply except beef, and possibly flour. Fort Yuma to

- be garrisoned by two companies of the 5th California In-

fantry.

2.. All supplies to be shipped to Fort Yuma by water.

3. To establish a sub-depot at the Pima Villages, in Arizona,

guarded by one company of the 2d California Cavalry and

one company of the 5th California Infantry. A train of

wagons to be assigned permanently to Operate on schedule

between Fort Yuma and the Pima Villages, to maintain the

. level of supply in the sub-depot.18

With this simple organization Carleton believed, and so reported,

that a large force (1,600 men) could Operate as far east as Fort Fillmore
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or Fort Bliss without difficulty, and with much greater facility than

a force from.the mid-western frontier could operate.

Preliminary steps had already been taken to make the passage

of the first elements from Fort Yuma eastward feasible. Even before

the great flood, Mr. Yager, the owner and Operator of the ferry at

Fort Yuma, had submitted to Major Rigg his prOposals for furnishing on

the hoof. At the same time Rigg informed Carleton that hay was being

cut and stacked, and he was apprehensive that both the hay and the

wheat which Ammi White was purchasing from the Pimas would fall into

the hands of the rebels. It is evident that unrecorded orders had been

sent for the stacking of hay at the several old stations of the Butter-

field stage line, and it is equally evident that Ammi White was not

buying up all of the surplus wheat of the Pima Indians without hav-

ing received instructions to do 30.19

The best laid plans can go awry, and require constant vigilance

on the part of the commander. Only a few days before the force was to

move from.the coastal area into the desert, Carleton found it necessary

to goad the higher headquarters and remind them that his force could

not move on Optimism and hOpe:

HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

Los Angeles, Cal., April 1, 1862.

Capt. R. W. Kirkham,

Assistant Quartermaster, San Francisco, Cal.:

CAPTAIN: If you will consider that the horses and mules now

here, or to be fed from here, without including those cavalry

horses in advance of Fort YUma, consume 22,000 pounds of barley
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per day, you will readily see that unless you ship more to New

San Pedro at once the supply on hand will be exhausted, and we

shall have none to take with us on the road. We should have

ahead the number of pounds indicated as being necessary at

New San Pedro in my estimate made in December last. When may

I expect the money? The teamsters will all quit soon unless

they are paid at least a part of their wages. Abd-el-Kadir

said with a plenty of barley he could cross any desert. So

can I.

I am, captain, respectfully,

JAMES H. CARLETON,

Colonel First California Volunteers, Commanding.20
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NOTES - CHAPTER VII

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 752, 759, 1&5. For the capture
 

of the Showalter party, see the next chapter.

2. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 769.
 

3. _Ibid., p. 772.

u. Ibid.

5. _lhld.,p.,766.l John Brognard Shinn was born in New Jersey, and grad-

uated from.the United States Military Academy in 1856. He was assigned

to the 3d Artillery upon graduation, and served on the Pacific Coast and

in the Indian country. .In 1865 he was brevetted to the rank of major

for his services while with Carleton's expedition. He left the Regular

Army in 1870, and for the remaining years of his active life he was a

civil engineer. He died in l90h. (From Annual Reports of the Associa-

tion of Graduates of the United States Military Academy, 1916-17-18, p. 38.)

6. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 773-780. The detailed esti-

mates are well worth a student's time, to indicate the care which was

exercised, and the foresight that took account of practically every con-

tingency.

7. Ibid.

8. Ibid., p. 77k.

9. Ibid., pp- 775, 776.
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CHAPER VIII

OLOAKS, DAGGERS AND DAN SHO‘L'ALTE;

At the beginning of the last chapter a story attributed to

General ‘Onar Bradley was quoted. with a brief summary of the duties

.‘r each of the staff officers mentioned in the story. It was also

nentiomedithat such a staff organization had not yet been conceived

at the time of the Civil War, and it was necessary for a commander to

center in himself the multiple functions of the modern staff sections.

Consequently, Carleton had, of necessity, to be his own Assistant Chief

of Stein. 6-2, and to plan, organize and coordinate all of his own

military intelligence projects and agencies.

I It may be explained that 'military intelligence' is a technical

term. which comprises, in general, all information which is of military

value. This is a broad expression, which can be simplified by stating

that for '. particular commander it includes all that he needs to know

about the enemy, the country, the climate and his own or supporting

troops to enable him to make a lOgical estimate of the situation and a

sensible decision. A

t . '11‘ this statement is analyzed into its constituent elements.

however, it will be seen that military intelligence is an extremely com-

plex problem, eren for a relatively small force with a restricted mission.

Needless to say, everything that can be learned about the enemy is use-

Jeni—m. strength,’ organization, location. movements. condition or his

equipment and supplies, his intentions and plans, the persmlities and

capabilitiss'oi' hisleaders. his morale and espritb—ell these are or in-
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tereet and ilportance. Information regarding the enemy does not, by

any means exhaust the infornstion which a commander must have. He must

have infornetion, as coeplete as possible, about the country in which

he is going to operate. He must know the road and trail net, campsites,

eater. points, availability of supplies, streams and stream crossings,

the-neture and attitude of the native populace, and everything possible

ahent‘theiclinete and veather; When it is reeenbered that the greater

part of Arilene-eee allostigxplored in 1861, that no body of troops larg-

er than a snail battalion had ever penetrated ,into Arizona, and that

there was aleoet nothing hnoen.about the Confederate forces or their

setivitiee,fit can be seen that the problee of assenbling infornation

neeeeeery for theetpeditien~eee one :of extreee difficulty.

‘Concerrehtlyweith neeeeree to gain intelligence of the enemy

and of th‘399993r?3!"t go eeaeuree to prevent the enemy penetrating

into-our»een.areae and to iprevent infornetion leaking out.

'PreIJthe first the problee presented itself of preventing the

escape eeeteerd ef Confederate eynpathizere, both to keep then fro-

augmenting.the strength of :the Confederate arnies, and to keep infor-

Ietion~’ee to the situation sin California fro- reaching the Confederate

high eel-and: -It happened thet,the first serious operation, undertaken

Iy.theatroopszef:Carletonisuforoe,vee to prevent the escape to the

Confedereeyvofr Dee Sherelter, with a group of pro-secessionists,

theeeLectivitieIavithin the State had caused anxiety to the Unionist

OfficialInfernarceneiderehlevAperiod of tine.

lheeeiter had been a proninent figure in California for eev-l

Oral~yeere.n Ibsen! a native of Pennsylvania, but in politics he.hed
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always consistently followed the "party line" of the most extreme pro-

slavery enemocrats. ‘Be was a member of the Legislature from Mariposa

County, and in the debate upon the resolution of loyalty to the Union,

in-Ihy, 1861, demanded the right to eXplain his vote. Since the legis-

laturerhad already refused another somber the privilege of explaining

his vote, objection was raised by Charles Piercy, a Douglas Denocrat.

Showalter considered this to be a personal affront, and in the result-

in; duel, Piercy was killed instantly.1

It is unfortunately true that many of the most fascinating

details of military ”intelligence and counterintelligence are not re-

corded; or-the records are immediately destroyed. Consequently we

have*no-record of Showalter's movements of activities for the next few

months, but the context of nuserous documents included in the pages of

the libellion Records leave no doubt that he was kept under constant
 

surveillance, of which he was probably totally unaware.

larly in lovehber, 1861, Carleton received direct information

from 'J'. £1.1ar'ner,‘ the owner of Var‘ner's Ranch, that a party was await-

ing Showalter's arrival at El lonte.2 This confirmed information that

Isjor' Iigg "had pretiou'sly sent in.‘ On the sane day on which Warner

wrote to Curleton, Louisiana—born Lieutenant Colonel lest wrote from“

lert Thea, stating that he had captured some very significant letters ‘

free a messenger on the road.‘ (unfortunately, the letters have never:

been found in the records.) A few days later Carleton received positive

intonation: that“ Shoealter was in Los Angeles.3 ‘ -‘* ‘ '\

unknown to Showalter and his friends, the net Closed'quietly

and'secnrely about them; and early in the sorning of Hove-her 29th they
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found themselves staring down the muzzles of the loaded carbines of-a

strong patrol of the lst California Cavalry, commanded by 2d Lieutenant

C. R. Veilmad."Showa1ter loudly advocated resistance, but he was over-

ruled by his companions, and the entire party was taken to Camp Wright.

[In'spite of protesting that they were peaceful miners, on their way to

, 1. ‘.‘T h. _ i -.‘, w'i ' " ‘ .. .

Sonora, Carleton ordered them taken to Fort Yuma for safekeeping. There

they were required to take'an'oath of allegiance to the united States,

and were eventually released."

' The incident was unimportant in itself, but was of importance

in closing the sources by which information and aid were passing to the

Confederates from California.; It proved, moreover, that the training

vofwthe volunteertroope had progressed to the point where they were

capable 'of .diflinoh'laa”i;}1§§s effort, and is illustrative of the

“responsibility resting 3565 Carleton's shoulders simultaneously with

.the responsibility for training, supply and preparation of his forces.

Intellighnce'measures'wore instituted simultaneously with sup-

fl

I

.k.,

ply measures, inh'lé'thd'.srry planning stages of the expedition were

not infrequently" “when; mixed. concurrent an the submission of

an" ..usg't.”o£'ti.. supplies that'vould be needed, on man..- 21, 1861,

~ car1.{oa*A.uai-.'..¢a*a letter” to ninja:- Rigg, at rort nun, «meal; in.

' to obtain information inhediately about the heef cattle that were avail-

able in that neighborhood. ' He also wanted information about thegrasing

' in the vicinity of Fort Yuma, and this item of informationwas so im-

portant thatduigg was instructed to send it to District Headquarters by

special express. Rigg was admonished to "send a scout who has good

9'

Judgement. . .to examine the extent and quality of the grasing. . . .
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He was also warned, I'You will keep your own counsel about this and all

letters written _to you on public business. . Keep them under lock and koy."5

Military informtion for an expedition in preparation comes from

“dons scones, not the least fruitful of which are persons who have

lived in the areas in which the expedition is to operate, or who have

contacts with people who have access to the country. This was as true

in 1861 as it. is in 1953. A long, friendly and gossipy letter, on

December 23‘. from 'Oolonol J. ‘1'. Warner, full of compliments for the

audition and training of the California volunteers, gave full news

about the country. and the latest news and more about Southern syn-

pathiaers escaping from California for the Confederacy.6 ‘ _,

For nearly a month thereafter. the dry pages of the Rebellion

m include only bare. hints as to what was happening on what has;

heensflled the “hidden front.'“ It is ohvious that mj’or Rigg was in.

correspondence: with severalpeopls in Arizona. and that the trails to

the eastward were still open. A scout. Keene. whom Carleton had mi

named fru Fort Imus tonnes Angeles,‘ was on an undisclosed mission. the

nature of which was unknownto Rigg, and was not disclosed to Colonel ‘

Vest. who was temporarily. in. com 9: the District for several days? ‘

unnMa-ns ”politics of Arizona that had not fled‘to ‘

fl9fi.m,m Regular troops were removed and the posts abandoned.

were ”“13 aruanfederate (in their sympathies. There were, however,

a few Mien men raining, and likewise, there were a few Union men _

scattered smug the mines and ranches of Sonora. On New Year's Day!

1862. me Peterzhrady wrote hurriedly from Altar. Sonora. to L. J. F.
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Yagor, tho ownor of the ferry at Fort Yuoa, saying, "Thoro is a report

» hora that 1,000 Confodorato troops (Torans) aro on thoir way from losilla

and occupy Arizona. I boliévo that ‘thero 15 home truth‘ in- tho ruoor. . .".8

~317111. diyo71ator a Goorgd'lartih wrote to a friend nanod Hinson

”(with who- Iljo’r' Rigg was ocqtlai'ntod); froo Quitolaquito, S‘onora,‘ ro-

Elajing-OJrulorLcurront along tho lexicahs that Tacoon had boon occupied

.. bf- a" fo‘rco of 1,000 ‘Congfodoratofiof Martin gavo :16 his, opinion that the

9 . -~. ‘ x
: a

p - ' ‘ a.

‘- rii'or woo: t’roo.

' Uily-a'fOOI discounts conplotoly any rumor of one-y activity,

and nigh-waldo tbol,’ oo hio‘ontiro 'rooord ' provoa'. 11.7 took "mam.

' stopo' foi- ‘locnl aocn'r‘lti (altfiou’gh ho dooo not alscloao the. details),

toad forwardol“tlb'lbttora to 3tho biotrict Chi-under on January 13th, '

adding tut-tho- truth or falsity“. arm-bdrm»:- could ho oasiiywalsce‘r-

~taiood if hw'woro authoriaod to oondfaoio'ofio as a3 agent to fucooo.1°‘

' $u~ owltlll‘aiiow‘dayo:aitorjtfiii tho flood, rondoring Port Tuna on'

;.1-l‘aoo;.2ooc‘at-"gourd-noon“ toil-i for 'tho safety or the' post, 9

fbltiin thouioontilo"lig§‘roéiitod Yurthdrlinforlation which cahood'hio

:toggbo mi‘oia'fl-‘i‘lfiroooim a manna 1:: max Pf‘Clinor, tho éup"-

"orintondoit ofttii KriSOfia'ébfifior linoa; and a ooraon who wao.oot‘liko1y

«at’é 45o {Plutonoaow imam» ‘owidoncod b} an 1.8mm "hoists atill

"at hi. iolfullr; clyidr'iifoilod'hfi that

a t - ”.';-}I”Iawo boonvroliabii infornod'by a gontiolafl'wfioao‘wora-

cm u‘iflmitablo', that Coloml tailor; couiaul'dillg 'tl'n

' Worm-trmif looilla. .hao writtohttllat ho will larch

trails mm Arizona with 900 troops. . fu icon 7:5 6.5.3::

Sibloy arriwod at tho Rio Grande. . .11
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Big was inclined to believe this report, especially as Yager,

therferrym, had received a letter dated December 12th, from a friend

naned Blotead. at Smite, Sonora. stating positively, “One thousand

treope free i'eaae will arrive .at meson in about .two weeke.'12

Rig; preaptly reported this item of information (January 17,

1862), pointing out that the Octl’ederate force would undoubtedly destroy

the hay which woe being collected along the route of arch, as well as

1‘ Ihite'e wheat. He feared also for the eafety of Ami White, who

waeiaflmuelenengthelndianeendwaeene ofthe few outspokenpro-

Union wen immune . .

thy. Rigg decided not to- wait the two or three weeks

that would he. mean for hi. to get authority from District Headquar-

ters to eel! a am into Ariana to bring back accurate information as

towhatmeemringthene. magent who was highly recomended tchin

wae sent inediatelf. The agent was provided with a hcree which did not

boar the comma-utt- brand; on that he would neither be suspected because

of the ”I. an ellarged with being a horae thief. The agent was to go

first to Smite. where hie father was said to have a ranch. To alley ‘

aaepieieu farther. he would enhange the horse for me belonging to his

father, and-then no to Tucson from Smith it Tucsonhe was to obtain

all the intonation peeeiblo about Beyler'e foreee, and then report

back to Port In. as aecmaespoeeible. the entire dosimrwo‘uld take

fro. twenty to Wflurmo for this. the agent was to receive

the sun of eemtrfire dollarqztwuch mg agreed to pay: himself. if

hie action in disapproved by the Dietrict Oo-endor‘o .15

it theeene tine. Rig; armged to have aceqopahtlndian go
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into the country of the Iaricopaa to alcertain anything possible about

novenent of troope through that territory; although Rigg was oxtrenely

skeptical foil the real value of Indians for any nilitary purposes.

Hie cynicien vae heeed on actual experience vith Indiana in the north-

veat.1‘ _ ::. fl ... 3 .<. ¢__. H .5 . i . -1

Unfortunately, the-nane of the agent who undertook the nieeion

to Tucson ielnnknovn;“ Be is one of a considerable body ofi‘conpletely

anonynoue hereee: fThe'iord 3252 in need advieedly. he fade alone over

a route in vhfoh'leorel of travelers had heon‘killed'hy‘lndiene and?

handite, and vhiehivae'rieky even before themconfusion of~var descended.

It he.aroneed the-tainteet adbeicion, hie life van forfeited instantly.

Iheever-he nay'haVefiheen;“he‘deeerved a niche in' thethietory of the‘

Civil var-in the Soathveet; .. ‘ ”H ~ ‘ ‘

H {e The arrange-ante for eending this agent net Carleton'e instant

approval. :lle authoriaed ~31“ to pay the agent tron Govern-ent'tunde,

and dineeteeuthatwhe he interned ae soon’ae the agent returned:15

.- a: At the aaeettiae 'urleton van ’uttifl into operation a eertain

eehne e: nhie ova Oak-binary. 9th=aaeaeenger left Loe Angel» with

a.neeea¢e‘ee¢la301 disc. The neeeage included inetructione about the

purchaee o£.harheys hatwveune up vith thte:ayaterione injunction:

.. -;-~.Gtve-.the mm e1 .lthie‘reeeiprfor the nule a. neon

Give hi. eeo inanoney. lou can-get the «nomavitheut letting 4

lenyene-hnea for”ehataebject.awlave the hearer,‘rreaerich 0.

‘..I-cheer, thea'eet nnreee the river at might, anknevmte env-

ene (ae heoan at that tine he unguided);E and let hiaegoen'

'hie-nineienwwiouaaet not tell hin oi the-nan imaded by
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"Hinton; whoa‘you sent. I have given him a cipher to.wrtto,.

' the koy of which he will communicate to you. -Record it and.

“ label it with his nano, and than lock the key up. This will

prevent anyone‘eeeiag it; and even though they would hardly~

”be'the wieet if you recorded only the key and indorsed it

' witl‘hie naae.‘ You can eat l1- qaeetione,.hut impart no»

=eocrot to hint le ie to be here again in one lenth. Let

~* II. have a good horee’or'lule that has no Govern-ent brand.16

lhcknervarrived at Fort tune with a oeralry-patreireoaaanded

by Ciptain IcCleaIag-offtle‘las California cavalry, on the 17th of the

lontifi- Be wae brought into the poet, apparently and ostensibly under

guard, and quietlyIaiabpearan-at 3:00 a.e.; theaextfiaernint.’ Altar

’u tho-nine" urn; poet hen-he was in confine-eat in the gaud-

been.“

H., 4 5 ;;5h_;fifr E‘a :1 , i . ,-,: ~.v,, :4

-’ fi'hat‘lheknar'e“lleelon wae3'we?doznbt-haowt. That he reaehed

Iawtetnrhrieohaxwe-know fro- oryptic referencee to hin in later con-uni-

eatione, Set ila‘btlere‘froliCarleteatand thew-atnrevot.theuinfoaaatiea

he'wee I’eekinreut rmih along the'ailitary eecrete ut confined} to

future keneritione.;8' -? = i 51. ~ v - 1.' ';g r‘.- .

""1liiidee“d!'I‘ipy'Iecretly'oroeling the Cblotado:at‘aighm,to

enter-'eneiy-hdld are“ at m rut-rot hie life it; Mic and atira .the

'1nagintfiod. *Anyhpraottc l euldier knows,‘howeierg,that:the-bu1k‘o£‘the

intomtiol*whicl ta filly mm coeee» not Imaramhx‘ema,-sbut,1roe

Vienal'obeerwetion*ii trained eohdiere.- Carletenfaue an~eaperiencldv

dre‘cddn'.“wee an We of thie, and mowinlylhsMaeuu. etepe to

proviée ti incontinence .m‘ree, to- be avaitahlo at Forth-e. .0. Feb-
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rnary 8th, ho inforaod Rigg that ho was sending Captain Williaa IcCleavo,

of the lat California Cavalry, with thirty picked een of his coapany, "to

act ae econts."¥9 _ . , l.: - . a

‘1 The .aane inatructiona ae previouely given to Rigg an to soc-

recy were repeated in thie latter. fl ahall not expect that‘ay..inatruc-

tiona or orders to yourself are read by, other partiea. norgwill you per-

ait any lettera_ior‘the _preae to leave your poet,,nor per-it any die-

cueeione about the.aoyeaente oi the.troopn‘_in thia dietriotfipnor.any

apecnlatione to he aade audibly in relation to_nuchiaoveaentaa a .-.

Reticence on the part of all in what is looked for and expected and re-

quired." .1 A ’ - - 1 . en - q_ x

‘ s 1. _I O r J: ‘ : *u‘.‘ 1“, ' I ‘ " ' i
i t} t. q. I- . a I

Theee injunctions have.ahreaarkahle reaenblance toginetructions

tor the eaae pnrpoee,3iaeaed in aorq,recent tines. The writer of this

paper once heard a coaaander eay to hie_etafi. "There is to he no dis-

ceaeion ae to what in back of thia,ordert and yon will refrain froas_

aahing even pereonal gneaeee."

The Alericani.pnblic, it nee-p, has never been.able‘to.raalieez

that inewegapere are .9 lost fruitful. hourcq of intonation for- eneay agents,

who wonld otherwiee haye pole difficulty in.obtaining_aanyrilportant.iteae.

It the nteoat reticence ia not obeeryed by or enforced upon the preee,-it'

it iapoeeiblevto keep projected quegenta_froa;the.eneay.§ The habit of

writing to the newapaperelgeeae. aleo, to he.a cheriehed,right at t..y

tree-horn Aaerican citizen.“ Since it wae noat ilportant;that the IO'O‘

aent eastward iron California he.hept hidden iroe the Confederate ion-ea .

in_Ariaonafand Hew.lexico, it was of the atnoat innertaaae that the-pro-

Ject ehonld not be dieoqpeed peblically. Thin was eepeoially true oiua

96'
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co-unity in which there was little sympathy for tho Union, and from which,

daily, aen were flaking their way eastward to join the Confederacy. *

" Accordingly, on‘ February ll,’ 1862, a paragraph wae' devoted to

thie'eubject in a General Order issued at Dietrict Headquarteret .

‘ i VIP: '- The colonel conanding has ohaerved that therehaa’gnown

a habit of writing for the press about Iilitary letters and -'

"aovennte hyper-one * in the volunteer service in thin die-a

‘trict'; Thiei'e not: only unprofeeeional', but is strictly pro-

hibited. There auet be neither diecueaione along ailitary

he no:- *any but official lettere written‘ for publication,

Which have for‘ their“ object“ the purpoee of giving either oen-

eu‘re‘ or praiee m-an'y pereon" helongingtorthe profeeeion.

‘ " ~By order‘ of-‘Uolohel Cerleton:

‘ =3!" 6. 01mm.

' 'Firet Lieet". 'Piret California Vol. lofty. , Actg; Aeet. Adjt.

';"M.2o.c -. :- .... ,

fieiattef'of keeping inforlation from the enny wee evidently

Wench “upon Carletda’b-Ilnd at thie‘s tile, especially in wiew .ot‘ the

«m: that" o Ema copied-mo force is: threatening fro." the Rio Grande.

The-“very 'neXt ‘dey" he again adaoniehed laJor Rigg, "I again reeind you of

the iaportdhce or 'keepi‘ng‘yohr own counsel. Let no one but nyeelt. how‘

'an'yt'h'in'g' about your hueiueu. .- .~' .O'ur ekpreeeeen who drone the' river

i'nto Ari-one to 1bring ’ue ‘lnioraation nay he hrilied by hthe other side to

carry' inforfltion of hr'inf let'tere. You will guard against this. "ficnld

an expreeeean‘ prove meant to ”hie truet, he oaretul he does not eaoape

. .Ol oouree‘ if you are! attacked. . .and if the person ie guilty
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beyond a doubt, .ehoot hie."21

By nedit- or this nee-o letter of inetructione to Rigge, we.

are introduced to another of those din charact'ore who oaergo :for .a non--

eat and theaifall back into the ehadowe of anonyai’ty, and about who's-

wo would give a great deal to know noro. The opening eentoeeee 'of the"

hotter are,‘ "IIJ Jouee; the bearer of this, you will facilitate in his

offorte to emcee the Colorado without being eeen by hie acquaintancoe

at 'lort rifle or in ite vicinity. no gooe on a confidential aieeion'

..22
. J \ - - ;

5 {i e 5 ‘ A ‘::‘1 a I'.
e x , . -f-r. no.

‘Boyoadxhe feet '.t‘hat-hie given halo wee John, we know nothing

whatever 'eboatvhil. Ulhe t‘r-t placed in bile by-Carlotoa at- thie. tine

and later. indicatee the.-probebility--that-Culoton had known hin‘ before.

he wee obvieuely rather well known in-tho vicinity of Port The; and

he eeeduet during? the next fo'w‘eeathe .proeelrbeyond any reaeonablo

doubt thatrhe wae~ano.eaperioneed 'frontioreaaa.‘ "he will been in a-

Mmb'ehaptor; he niehly'deeervee the-title given *hia by Aurora

lent...i—a.~‘l'ho ”Any-of the ~Pacifio,."me.:m1-aovero.of tho beet," and-
 

aftei' the-ride which he Iede 'aeroee the deeort later that year, and

which prd‘eed hie horoie douldglrhoneinke-‘again into-thoehecurity free

file]: he-huentarily‘wted." a ' - A .~ 4". 1“ h

s “- z'rt: Joule-Treached Fort Me'ioar’or .fivo daye lCtC’ym mediatoly

2" winin-diea'pfieetodditonheme-Ian'e-land of the Arizona Deeert.

talker, who'eae liter-'Ieeiho-aafoinportant. figure te’Arieo‘nafihi‘etory. 'eot

hi- mr-the- trail. woet~ ofdhe Dina Villagoe a fee 'daye later;- “ile; told'

Ialhorhth'et .he' wee going testosthe Pine Villagoe, andaaehed hie to-in-

im<heJOrnigg of no fut.3‘« * i
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. ‘ Jones' report reached Carleton probably on the 15th or 16th of

m, 1862, after having been seen by Major ‘Rigg,'when Jones passed

‘ thankfort “no on his : return_Journey..2§ Unfortunately... the report,

. was not preserved. but it is eiaplo. to lake a reasoned guess as to what

_ it include, free-allusions aade by Carlotoainvearioae co-unications

‘ anderdors shieh followed.

’Duriac-tho several weeks following upon Captain IcCloave's ar-

«rival at: Mt Meith‘tho piokettaoa of hisacoapaay, the entire coa-

paay had Been eovod across the desert to reinforco‘.tho.reeonnaiseaneor

- foreo~oveilaeloi o- men 15th Lieutenant headshin can... the Adjutant,

writing, for m District'.Ge-eador, ordered haJor higg.to,sead.'leeloavo

and his oeepeay tev Grinael'e', for action against the Tontoe‘. if they

7 lheuldy preve"to b hostilei ."lf thetefi ie any danger oi'lentd'r 1h coa—

tpaw— ooeiecom. to the Pisa Villages: . .pueh on the bookkeeping of

«infantry. yoe‘. have-'tothit point-a"; . «." Ioneo, it is apparent that

Relate-”had Melted. fhllAalosIatiea asrto the. occupation cf Tucson

has. “tall Showed mtorwwith hie bnpaay of Texas [ousted Rifles,

»whioh vocourrod.oe.lohruary~.28th..26~ i 6 ~ ~ - .. ‘., . . -

_ _‘lhe- Illa letter“ interned-Its: that-lanter'e contend would fight

hard. see-avee-jqeiepod vith cavalry _Yneekotoone" and-ono'or two revolvers

"’.I; hear, ~l'hey were. not ended with eebers, and their transportation eon-

sistod of, three me. n

“.M‘OIIaeoh Bfld‘Carlotea node-a lengthy report to General Wright,

. in which» mrw,tn..;om intonation. hozhad'at'.that> tine; ‘.Capé'

,-talh.ahfler,1e. 8. Ardy, had~occupiod Tucson with‘a'ioree-‘of-loo eon,

on February 28th. The day following, a Colonel Reily, with two subaltorns
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and an escort of twenty men had arrived. While Reily was in Tucson, the

confidante flag had been raised in the plaza. with considerable eeremow.

afl Redly had made a speech. ~ Shortly afterward, Sicily and his. escort

left Tucson. en route for Colt's nine. and thence to Hernosillo, Sonora.

expecting to nest Governor Pesqneisa. er Banal-a. Hmtsr had orders .to

pressed fr. ~1‘ueson to the Pin Villages and-destroy seas 500.000 panda

of neat. sens a! which was being grand inte-flcur ter the use of the-

mmm tram. .Wtut 815m.

oaths-tic Grande; and rear reginsnts ef intently. a. strong force, or

cavalryy‘a battery of hssitaersy «and the ms at Home's battery-which

nu been eaptured rm Oanby. (Italies u. mug-ad?!

It will be noted that this information is complete, accurate

and up to date. And the terrain information that Ind been filtering

into Carleton's headqurters was no less complete. On March 17th, add-

itieml orders were transmitted to Big on the movement of 'BcOIeue'a

expedition against mm' These order. include detailed informtion

about roads and trails. indicating that careful and complete reports,

which 1nd been thoroughly digested by Carleton. hd been received at

District Headquarters. These reports have not been recorded, and it is

entirely possible am. they were never cosnitted to writing.”

the writer of this paper spent several years in military intelé

ligence activities, and can say from personl knowledge that any of the

most interesting items are never comitted to paper, or are carefully

destroyed as soon as the intonation Ins served its purpose. In the

light of this howledge, and reading between the lines ef the 1117 reports

in theWwe can confidently say that there mst have been a
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great deal of intelligence activity regarding which we can only aako con-

Jectarea, feeling reasonably sure that our conjocturea are not too wide

of the lath.

In accordance with the custoaa and organisation of the tine,

Carleton waa, hiaaelt, his own chief intelligence officer, in addition

to all of the other dutiea andreaponaihilitioa inherent in hia position

or col-and. Bia aoarcea of inroraation aerved hia well, and he did a

aaaterly Job of evaluating and collating theiteaa which cane to huh.

There waa probably no union coauander who undertook a aiaaion with in-

tor-ation aa couplete and accuratean that which he poaaeaaed at the

end of larch, 1862.
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NOTES - CHAPTER VIII

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 38. Also Aurora Hunt, The Army
 

of the Pacific_(Glenda1e, California, 1951), pp. 61-72.
 

2. Jonathan T. Warner was a famous character among the American pioneers

of Southern California. He arrived there long before the American conquest,

1; 1831. Because of several violent (although not military) episodes in

his career, he was generally known as “Colonel” Warner. He acquired Warner's

Ranch in 1843. During the Civil War he was a staunch Unionist, and was

made Deputy Provost Marshal of Los Angeles, in 1863. He was instrumental

in organizing_the first agricultural society in Southern California, and

was an organizer and charter member of the Historical Society of Southern

California. He died on April 22, 1895. See Harris Newmark, Sixty Years
 

in Southern California (New York, 1930), passim.
 

 

3. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 699.

4. _Ibid., pp..762-763, 981. Also Hugh A. Gorley, The Loyal Californians
 

of 1861, (San Francisco, 1893), p. 14.

3 -. r

 

5. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Hart 1, p. 781.

«p

I .

6. Ibid., pp. 782-785-

7. _Ibid., p. 814.

8. Ibid., pp. 912, 824.

9. -Ibid., p. 823.
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10. 1212., p. 820.,

11. 1315i. pp. 811-812.

12. 131g,. 8. 812.

13. 121i.. pp. 885, 810.

14., M... p. _810.

15.' 1313.. p. 854.

17. “1312.. p; 882.

18. 3215..t88.h988-985.

19. 1312., p. 851-852.

20. 1212.. p. 859.

21. 1313.. p. 862.

22. Ibid., p. 861.

23. Ibid., pp. 880, 885. In hia conunicationa on two aucceaaiwe days

31¢; atated that Jonea had arrived "to-day."

24. Ibid.. pp. 898-899.

25. Ibid., p. 834.

26. Ibid.. PP. 928-931.
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27. 1212., pp. 944-945. Colonel Jalea Santiago Reily had had a consider-

able background of diploaatio experience. he had arrived in the united

Statea tron Ireland in 1840, and had innediately aettled in Texas. He

waa the diplonatic repreaentative of the Republic of Texaa in the united

Statea, and later, during the Buchanan Adainiatration, was the united

Statea Conaul at St. Peteraburg. While a aeaber of the Texaa Legisla- '

tare he had advocated allowing full property rights to free negroea, and

alao revered allowing then to testify in court. See Illa Lonn. Fereign-

era in the Confederacy (Chapel 3111, n.8., 1943), p. 141. Alto the
 

Southweatern liatorical Review, 41 (July, 1937), in. p. 88, and 43 (April,
 

1940), p. 801.

28. Rebellion_§ecorda, Vol. L, Part I. p. 837.
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"HhY FCCT, STdAJ FCCT."

The words at the head of this chapter have been used ever since

English Speaking soldiers commenced to march in cadence, and it was

found that a rhythmic chant made easier the task of teaching recruits

the difficult process of moving in unison. These words of doggerel

may be taken as symbolizing the differences between a soldier and a

civilian, and as epitomizing the process of turning a civilian into a

soldier, Which is summarized in the one word, "training."

Although from George Washington until the present time profes—

sional American soldiers have recognized the need for thorough training

of men for battle, it has usually, in most of our wars, been impossible

to give American troops anything like the course of training necessary

to render them most effective.

This was eSpeeially noticeable during the opening years of the

Civil war, when units of militia and volunteers were often committed to

battle within a few days, literally, after being mustered into the ser-

vice. Such training as they received consisted of a few hours of drill,

and if they were fortunate, a few lessons or demonstrations in how to

manipulate their weapons._ There'was no Opportunity for the close fam—

iliarity with their tools that comes from long practice and no chance

to achieve that feeling of group unity that comes from living and work—

ing together. The necessity for discipline was understood by very few,

and in fact, it was somewhat an article of pepular belief that American

soldiers were so innately intelligent that discipline was unnecessary.1
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The troops raised in California, and particularly those that were

destined to for. the California Column, were a happy exception to the rule

that the Civil War soldier usually went into battle totally unprepared.

They were distant from the main battlefields of the war, and there were

no large heads of hostile Indians in Southern California. Consequently,

they were able to spend sore tine on instruction and practice than any

other Union soldiers of the ..., end their narches and leve-ents within

their own area gave then a physical hardening and an aaount of practical

field eaperience'that’was' invaluable later. We should not assuae, how-

ever. that the Californian‘privnte felt any gratitude for this fact, nor

for the fact that the Coaaander of the District of Southern California

proved to he a disciplinarian of the strictest sort. (Strict disciplin-

arians are never popular with their subordinates, and it is only under

the stress of actual operations that the true value of the strict coaaan-

der is usually appreciated by his con-and.) “

“At the tile of the Civil Iar, and for a long tine thereafter,

teen-e wasflae use... eyetee 8181-111 prescribed for the entire United

States hray.' it was one of the prerogatives of a regiaental connander

to specify eaaetly what systea of "tactics" would be used in his unit.

(The word ”tactics" heant siaply drill, and did not carry the connotation

of maneuver in cchbat, which it carries to-day.) “This was, naturally,

not too satisfactory, especially as there was no uniforaity of practice

in the Aray, and sole of the European systeas of drill which were eaploy-

ed were illéadapted to the American organisation, Alerican terrain 'or

Alerican'psychology.: Tb obviate this, lajor William 3.'flardee'had,'in

' .- ..3- . . _.

1855, undertaken to develop a systea of "tactics" suitable for the ‘
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American armies. Although Hardee resigned and went South, few of the

Uhion commanders who were familiar with his system felt any inhibitions

'n .

about using it, thus presenting the spectacle, unparalleled in military

history, of two hostile armies whose drill and movements were exactly

alike.

‘ The earliest mention of definite instructions as to the drill

to be

9-

used in the California troops is in,a letter from Carleton to

Major Edward E. Eyre, lst California Cavalry, on October 26, 1861. Eyre

H

was directed to . . .have your rifle company drill according to Hardee

2
in the manual of the piece." It is reasonable to assume that all of

the’troops under Carleton's command were being drilled according to

Hardee..
b

There 1

.g .r'.’

s no reason to suppose that the routine of the early

training of the California troops differed materially from the routine

followed in the Eastern armies. .No California volunteer has left a
t w . . a ! I f

. ‘. A- l ‘ a I" t -

a

record of his daily experiences, but Eastern soldiers wrote their memoirs

in great numbers. From these we know that what we now call Vclose order

.. . :a a. ... x - _- . ..r - . - . .. .

drill" followed upon reveille and breakfast. There was necessary fatigue

and labor about the camp, and late in the afternoon there was more drill,

followed by a daily parade. VThis made up the day's usual training act-

ivities. _ ere was little or no instruction in marksmanship, and the
do I

idea of training large bodies of troops in maneuvers was still in its

infancy inthe Prussian General Staff.

The great majority of the volunteer officers had had no more

unlitary experience than the enlisted men. Officers had to learn the

rudiments of military practice and administration while they were in

L.
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actual operational command of the troops for whose training and welfare

they were responsible. It is not at all surprising that they made mis-

takes, but it is surprising that they made as few serious mistakes as

they did.

As a professional soldier of long service and wide experience,

Carleton was painfully aware of the shortcomings of the volunteers, how-

ever enthusiastic and patriotic they might be. From the very first, he

placed emphasis upon the officers and noncommissioned officers becoming

thoroughly familiar with the details of the prescribeqbr111. He knew,

probably from his experiences as a militia officer in the "Aroostook

far" and as an'officer in the Mexican War, that often the volunteer off-

icer had no idea of the physical limitations and requirements of his men,

nor hbw to care for them.

In October, 1861, weeks before the movement into Arizona was

contemplated, he wrote to Major Rigg, at Camp Wright, directing him to

'Emill three times a day, and have all your officers recite tactics.”3

Rigg's battalion bad Just arrived at Camp Wright, after marching from

Los Angeles, and Rigg reported, with some pride, on the same day on

which Carleton's letter was written:

". . .They are improving rapidly in their drills, and, I

am happy to say, orderly and obedient to their officers. They

stood the march remarkably well after the first two or three

days.' Their feet blistered somewhat, but by frequent bathings

soon got well, and when our destination was reached were in

‘condition to undergo almost any kind of fatigue.4

Lieutenant Colonel lest, who was en route to Fbrt Yuma with part
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of‘the lst California Infantry, also received a letter from Carleton, in

which 'he was directed to ”have your officers and non-commissioned officers

recite their tactics, commencing at the beginning of the first volume and

going'threugh,'seriatim, both volumes.‘ Report at the end of the month the

progress you have made."5

I ”‘It was a matter of popular belief in the United States at that

time that the American‘was a "natural shot," who required no special in-

struction- ia the art of shooting and handling firearms.~ (This belief is

net blt1r01y7deld yet.) ‘In the armiee‘in the Belt there was, in fact,=

very little'opportunity for practice firing of the weapons with which they

were armed,‘for the troops were pushed into battle too quickly to afford

time for such practice, even had the commanders considered it to be nec-

1 .

essary.

It is apparent, however, that Carleton was under no illusions that

his men Could shoot accurately without training; for within a few days

after his returh‘to Les Angeles from”San‘Francisco, he sent almost iden-

tical instructiéns to Major Rigg,1at Fbrt Yuma, and to'CaptaiIIT. L.

Roberts,‘whese Company bf the lst California Infantry was in garrison at

San Diegi. To Rigg he said, "Practice your men at target firing. You

can use three roundsl“per day for that purpose, commencing at 100 yards

and increasing to-ZOO, firing kneeling or off-hand, as each man would

prefer to make goed shots: 'leep an exact record of each shot in each

company and report tewme the result."6

Te‘ioberts, whose company had, at that time,“been’designated«for

a specialhmissien, he wrote, "Have a drill at the target, three shots per

man for ten days, commencing at 100 yards and increasing tea yards each
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day. Have also two hours' drill each day at skirmish drill. Make a tab-

7
(

ular report of every shot to me."

until after the great flood training appears to have consisted

mostly in learning the mechanics of drill and absorbing the rules and

precepts of the drill manuals,supplemented by such items as the exper-

ience of the District Commander indicated as being necessary or desirable.

On February llth,‘however,‘a general order, applicable to the entire com-

mand, prescribed a course of training and conditioning designed to prepare

and harden the soldiers for the long march across the desert and for*the-

hardships of campaign.

mm 0110338,) . .= EDQRS. DIST. OF SOUTHERN CALIFORHIA,

)

" No. 3. .I» )~. .~- Los:Angeles, Cal., February 11,.1862.

I. The.iafsntry companies whichimay be required to take the

field imrthie district, unless otherwise especially ordered,

will always march-with knapsacks on. Each soldier will carry

onergreathst, one blanket, one forage-cap, one woolen shirt,

one pair of drawers, one pairrof stockings, one towel, two

handkerchiefs, one fine and one coarse comb, one sewing kit,

one piece of soap, one toothbrush.

II. Bach soldier will wear his uniform hat without trimmings,

one blouse, one pair trousers, one pair stockings, one woolen

shirt, one pair drawers, and may wear a cravat in lieu of the

leather stock." '

III. 'Each soldier, whether cavalry or infantry,'will‘hawe,one

canteen; one haversack, and one tin cup.- In his haversaek he-

will carry one fork, spoon, and plate. -He will wear a good
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sheathe_knife. _

IV. Each company, whether cavalry or infantry, will have only

enough mess-pans and camp kettles (in nests) for absolute re-

quirements; also a few short-handled frying pans, some large

tin plates for the baking of bread,three large tin pans in

which to mix bread, one or two strong coffee-mills, a 6-gallon

keg for vinegar, a few pounds of black-grained pepper, four

axes, four,camp hatchets, six spades, six shovels.

V.; Officers will not take mess-chests, or trunks, or mattresses

on.the march.: It is suggested that each mess of officers of

not less than three be provided with two champagne baskets cov-

ered with painted canvas for their mess furniture. These can

be packed upon a.mule. Their necessary clothing can be carried

in.a small;hand1valise or a pair of saddlebags.

VI. The companies of the First California Volunteer Infantry

will drill with_knapsacks on and personal effects packed agree-

.ably to the above orders, from the date of the receipt thereof.

a L \f, ._ .5 77‘: a , s s s a

. By order of Colonel Carleton:

BEN. C. CUTLER,

first L1eut., First California vol. Infty., Actg. Asst. Adjt.

....8.

Five companies of the Fifth California Volunteer Infantry, com-

manded by Lieutenant4Colonel Marcus D. Dobbins, had arriyed at Camp Drum

during the height of the torrential rains. As soon as practicable they

had been marched_to Camp Latham, and shortly after their arrival at the
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latter place, Carleton addressed to Dobbins a brief directive in which

he suesarized coeprehensively the training of volunteer officers and

soldiers, and the principa1.duties of junior officers:

HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

i Los Angeles, Cal., February 22, 1862.

Lieut. Col. H. D. Dobbins,.

\giifth California Volunteer Infantry,

‘Coesanding Camp Kellogg, near Camp Lethal, Cal.

COLONEL: Have your consand put into the lost perfect condition

possible for field service at an hour's notice. If it be neces-

saryiyou lust drill the. eight hours a day. Nothing must be

left undone which will insure efficiency and discipline and the

lost perfect subordination amongst your.men. Have their officers

recite their,tactics to you a certain number of hours each even-

ing until further orders, and have your non-consissioned officers

do likewise'to your adJutant. coeeencing at the beginning of the

book. Have the regulations in all that relates to the duties of

‘zguards and sestinels-read every norning to both guards before

the new sentinels are posted. .Have the Articles of war read by

-1each- oolpany consumer to his coapany inediately after inspec-

tion every Sunday sorning until further_orders. lake the grand

.rounds yourself at certain hours during the night and see that

, your guards and sentinels.on post knew their duties and execute

,theltas soldiers. Have that proper line drawnvbetween officers

and the rank and file which is so necessary to insure subordina-

tion, respect, and prompt.obedience without cavil and without
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discussiOn. Teach your men to have a soldier-bearing, topay

that deference and courtesy to their superiors required by

regulations.' See personally each day to the cleanliness of

your camp} of the persons, arms, equipments; and messing of '

‘your sen} " See that no more wood is burned than what is ab-

solutely"necessary, without reference to the amount allowed

by regulations, which is far more than you need. See that

the commanders of companies attend to their duties. I shall

always take great pleasure in doing all I can for the wel-

fare, efficiency; and glory of the Fifth while it is under my

command, but they must do such for themselves.

.. I‘alp-sir;’respectfully,~your obedient servant,

— u ~"""JAIES n. CARHTON,

.. - colonel. First California" Volunteer Infantry ,' Commanding.9

Up to thettine whenathe-order was issued requiring knapsacks to

heLwern at every‘drill,uthbre had been very'little disciplinary trouble,

despite the fast-thatuofficers'snd men had been drawn from what was still

a frontier area, inrwhich a certain amount of brawling and disorder was

taken for grantea.‘Jraore had Been a few desertions, but the number was

very small. especiallym~when it is remembered that practically every mem-

ber of the command”had been raised*in'a tradition of Jealously maintaining

his absolutd'right to do'what be pleased when he pleased. The rosters of «-

the companies'of the'lst'Battalion; lst California Infantry,show a total

of sisteen’desertiéns through the whole course of the war, and ten of

these were‘frei dne coipany.1° There were a few dismissals resulting

from.sentences”by'6eneral‘Courts Martial, but the offenses in these cases
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were probablynserious.offenses that would ahave resulted in severe senten-

ces had the cases been-tried in the civil courts;

. ,_It is obvious that a ”tight" discipline'was maintained, although'

in one instance worth noting; Carleton so far.re1axed his usual attitude

toward disorderly conduct as to suggest, grimly, that it might be well to

determine.whether or not the soldier who.knocked down a "bully and des-

pereno"n13hn not be suitable for 'pro-otion.11

But this business of carrying packed knapsacks at daily drill

was scathing that the volunteer soldiertsoould not understand. The drill

is probably" nuisance enough to nost‘of the soldiers, without making it

even m'tmoomfortable with thirty or forty pounds of additional weight.

cfloldiers in more ledern armies‘have been known to object to such prac-

tises.)*‘1here‘were undoubtedly indignation meetings in the tents at

night, centering about the loudest-voiced lalcontents. But where exper-

ienced soldierlwwenld have exercised their traditional privilege of

"m"...snd tbslrwould'hm obeyed the order’ without further question,

these free-bornaAIIriesn citissns of the Sixties took direct and immedi-

ate action.te render their protests effective. They were too new in~‘

the service-tawrealise’thatitheir direct action constituted'what is prob-

ably the .“ serious military offense recognised by law, namely mutiny.

Onhhroery 19th,:- Vest hurriedly reported from Oak move that

all of the priweieenerceptwoee of 'Ceepany.A, lst California Infantry,‘

refused to.dril__l_w_ith1the hapsacks on. There were already'twelwe‘sen n'

in the guereheese for such refusal. captain Greene's company (G)-had,~

so far, continusdlto: perfonskits duty, but west thought it better t0*sus-‘

pend drills,"rsther‘than risk the issuance of orders‘ which would'be delib-
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erately disobeyed by the disgruntled privates.12

.The message reached District Headquarters in two days. this” was

a brief time for the transmittal of a message from Oak Grove to Los Angeles,

and is proof of the urgency with which the unknown messenger forced his

horse across the country.

Carletou'received the message on the let, and replied immediately.

He saw at once that the real reason for the difficulty lay in the fact that

the men did not clearly understand zhy_they were required to encumber them-

selves with all of their equipment for daily drill. At a time when dis-

loyalty or a rebel conspiracy was seen in every unusual incident, it would

have been‘easy for him to be stampeded into precipitate conclusions, but

his common sense indicated otherwise. "The men are intelligent men, and

cam~at once see tauwhat all this would tend. . . .The men are hardy, brave,

.and patriotic.‘. . ;"13

' ”“ His rehedy for? the situation was to inform the men fully of the

reasons-for‘the order, and appeal to their manhood, pride and patriotism:

; . .The'infantry require that the soldiers of that arm to drill '

, with knhpsacks-en at a quickstep, and even on the run. To accus-

tom them to this weight, to carry out and perfect them in their

' instruction, was one of the purposes of General Orders, No. 3,

:'requiring'the First Infantry, my own regiment, to drill with

knapsack! en.' Another purpose was this, and I want the soldiers
 

to know it.(italics the writer's): We are about to commence a
 

mow-eat with limited means of transportation overs desert coun-

try. unless the soldiers carry their knapsaeks at the commencement

of the mob, 11:1 .111 be impossible to transport a sufficiency of
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,food, of ammunition, of clothing, or of hospital stores. 80

the purpose of the expedition will have to be abandoned, or the

men, like good soldiers, must be willing to sacrifice personal

conveniences for a short time to attain an important object.

Read all this to those men.' Read the Articles of War to them.

Remind them of their oaths. Give them one hour to reflect on

the unhappy consequences of such conduct. Let them see how un-

worthy it is of them as soldiers, how degrading to themselves as

men. a 3 .There is one thing that they can count upon: The colors

of the First Infantry of California will go forward, even though

every man in -the regiment but one refuses to go with them.14

the appeal was successful, for test reported on the 24th of the

month that all of Company A.but thirteen privates had followed instruc-

tiens.. These thirteen were confined in the guard-house. was Colonel '

Carleton‘s remark about mastering out men who continued to refuse to obey

an order, or an expression of :opinion?15

A recommendation was forwarded to General Wright for the immediate

:mustering out of all men‘who refused to obey the order, but there is no

indication in any record that anybody was ever mustered out of the service

for that reason. 'Two weeks after the event lest was directed to use his

discretion about releasing men who were still in the guard-house, contin-

gent upon their premises of future good behavior, with immediate trial by

more: Court-lartial as the alternative.” ., 1

i 3“ It is apparent that similar trouble had occurred in Rigg's command

at Fort Y‘s-{for on larch 12th, the Adjutant, Lieutenant Cutler, informed

Rigg that "year-action in relation to the men who refused to carry knapsacks

116
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"17 There is no informationis highly approved by the district commander.

as to the extent of the difficulty encountered by Rigg, nor what he did

that elicited Carleton's approval. We may hazard a guess, however, that

the action was drastic and probably in accord with the traditions of a

frontier army in which corporal punishment was occasionally inflicted

in spite of the law..u

Drill, marksmanship, the problems of supply, the accumulation of

necessary information about the enemy and the country and disciplinary

difficulties did not exhaust the list of subjects that needed attention.

It vas an age in which scurvy was accepted as inevitable when fresh vege-

tables and fruits were not available. The troops had Just come through

a long, rainy winter, with a diet for months that included nothing green.

Southern California in 1862 was not regarded as a garden spot,--it was

distinctly regarded as cattle country. There was real danger that a con-

siderable number of men might be disabled by scurvy resulting from a diet

of meat, potatoes and flour. Messing arrangements, moreover, were primi-

tive. Soldiers gathered themselves into groups and did their own cooking,

an arrangement which contributed still further to the danger of dietary

troubles.

-To prevent an outbreak of scurvy, West was directed, "without de-

lay," to have the men gather, cook and eat, "young nettles, young mustard,

lslb's-quarters, and other varieties of plants. . . ." If it should be

necessary, they must travel twelve or fifteen miles to obtain these greens.

"A liberal use of these articles will soon freshen the blood of the tr00ps

H18

and remove any scorbutic taint.

No comparison has ever been made of the training, discipline,
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health and general effectiveness of the Union troops in the various

theaters of the Civil War. It is far from the writer's intention to

draw such a comparison in this paper. Nevertheless, it can be stated

positively that the troops trained under Carleton’s command, in Southern

Qalifornia, were the most thoroughly and carefully trained‘of,the Union

forces.\ Had they been committed to battle in any of the great battles

in the East, they would not have suffered in comparison with any troops

in the var.
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NOTES - CHAPTER IX

1. Samuel Fiske, Dunne Browne's Experiences in the Army (Boston, 1866),
 

Ch. I.‘ The author, who was a Unitarian minister in civil life, was a

captain in a Massachusetts volunteer regiment. His company was in bat-

tle only three weeks after being mustered into service. He died of
 

wounds in the Battle of the Wilderness.

2. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 681.
 

3. Ibid., p. 680.

4. Ibid., p. 680.

5. Ibid., p. 672.

6. Ibid., pp. 772-773.

7. Ibid., p. 781.

8. Ibid., pp. 858-859.

9. Ibid., p. 862.

10. Orton, California Records, pp. 336-353.
 

ll. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 708.
 

12. Ibid., p. 880.

13. Ibid., pp. 886-887.
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CHAPTER X

MCCLEAVE MAKES A MISTAKE

= The resignation of the majority of the Southern officers from the

legular Army in 1861 and the expansion of the peace time army of 16,000

into hundreds of thousands caused the number of professional officers

and soldiers to be spread very thinly through the union forces. Probab-

ly in no part of the Union army were officers and enlisted men with. pro-

fessional experience scarce: than in the California forces under Carle-

ton's command. There were a few volunteer officers who.had had practical

combat experience in the lexioan War and against Indians.: Colonel West

had been a captain of larylandwbistrict of Colombia volunteers in that

ear, and‘CIptain Cremony had also been an officer. ‘lajor ‘Rigg, at some

time sin his career had fought against Indians, and was probably in the

lexican lar. although this-is purelyieonjeetural. that.the professional

soldiers . were only three in namber.1 *

_ 4 Carleton himself, as has been mentioned, had been an.officer of

the int Dragoons'for over twenty years. Lieutenant Jehn B. Shinn. 3d

Artillery. eel-ending the battery of light artillery, was a graduate

of test Point. and the third of the trio was Captain William leCleave,

- Wing: Company A, lst California Cavalry. For several yeais before

the .Civil War bodied been.lst Sergeant of Company 1:, 1st Dragoons,

Carletonfs own company.. There can be no doubt that.Carleten welcomed

the opportunity.to obtain a captain's commission for a Inn with whose*

character and experience hetwas.familiar. :Firsthorgeanta are usually

menuosnforoe.aad determination, and Captain McCleave was obviously- no
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exception to this rule.

~ 'Like many of the soldiers of the pro-war Regulardnrmy, he was a

native of.lreland. He enlisted in the lst Dragoons in 1850.'snd during

his first three years of service was successively promoted .to corporal

andrsergoant. *It is a .all any in ”which promotion was normally slow

and in which it was taken for granted that. a sergeant was a grizzled

veteran-sub many-years service, this was something of a record. His

personality inspired confidence, and his years of strenuous duty as a

(moon on the frontier gave him'a background of practical military ex-

perience entirely lacking in most volunteer officers. Later in his

career, on an occasion .when thespaches had successfully raided the

herd of horses at .a -post:in Dew lexico, Lieutenant French remarked to ..

Dr..Mther,.i"There's a devilish 21.001; in Mac's eye that foretells stiff

work for me; he will have those horses again. .* . ."2 .

,. ; carleton .plaeed‘great confidence in this Irish ex-first sergeant.

Asithe planninfferrthe «pedition began to take shape, and it became.

dpparentvthat anal) mobile force of scouts would be necessary at Port

hue; it .was IeCleatItho was selectedifor the duty." On lebruary'Sth

IaJer Eyre ’was ordered to ”send lcCloave, with thirty picked men from

his company, from San Bernardino to Fort Yuma. If, after his arrival .. v

at Doro has. .it was found that there was sufficient grass to support

a larger‘uberof horses.--the rest of the company would follow.3

a -'i'he detachment marched promptly, following a hitherto untried .

routeacross the desert. ‘On the afternoon of February .-15th they .reaohed

Pilot Knob» Leaving the detachment in bivouac-at Pilot Knob. lcCleave -

took. onesoldier. and the mysterious Buckner, who had been encountered
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on the road, and-pushed ahead to Fbrt Yuma. McCleave was apparently in

the secret as to Buckner's identity, for he delivered Buckner, ostensibly

as'a prisoner, to Iajor Rigg. The detachment, after a night!s rest at

Pilot Knob, arrived at Fort Yuma the next day, having taken only five

days to cover‘the distance from San Bernardino.4

* Iceleave modestly said, ". a .we have marched slowly," but the

actual fact is that the detachment had marched With unusual speed. espec-

ially considering the nature of the country traversed. ruarching mounted

tDOOps across country for long distances has always been recognized as2

one oi the nest difficult tasks in war and maneuver. lcCleave's report

on his march proves his skill and experience, and proves, also that '

Company'A, 1st California Cavalry,‘ had reached a high point in training,

condition, diseipline and ”effiéiency.5 '

Reconnaissance forJgrass was undertaken at once, and it was-deter-

ained'that thereéwae'anple guibta grass tor'a large author of herseas:

within‘a tee hilee o! the post;” The relainder of Connany A was illediate-

1y ordered to larch.tnua San Bernardino, loving, however, by the usualv

rente‘via warner’e Ranch, rather-than by the route followed by Iceleave

'hilaelft“1%'arrived”lt'!brt this at lone tile in early March, 1862, and

lajor Rigg =had at'hie disposal a reconnaissance force alple-for“aay -,

aissien likely’tb be assigned;6 - -*- * . 2: .fib -

- -""The move-sht'et'Chnpany ‘A.proved that the-countryuhad dried. ;

sufficiently from the'iinter~storns'te permit the larch ot~large-bodies

of troops, with all 6! their necessary transpartation and”ilpediabnta.*"

Considerable quantities of supplies were accumulating at Fort Yuma, al-

though leleave‘s horses made serious inroads on the supply of hay,~’in
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spite of the availability of the guieta grass.7

The telpo of events quickened. On March 12th, within a few days

after the arrival.oi Company A, Major Rigg was directed to increase the

aaount of hay in.storage at various points, and to send fifty tons of

barley to.Grinnel's station, deep in Arizona. By way of explanation he

was infer-ed that;"the general had ordered an expedition against the

Tontos, and the barley is to be used for that expedition when organized.

n8

lcCleave'e coapaay.will fora a portion of that expedition.

Ieither the Rebellion Records nor any other source of which the
 

writer has any knowledge contains any further information about the pro-

posed expedition against the Tontos. Evidently the directive had come

tree the Departaeat Coanander, General Wright, as indicated by the state-

aent that the general had issued the orders. The Tontos were a branch

of the Apaches,rand.like nearly all of the Apaches, had been conducting

continuous war against all whites for several years. Their usual raid-

ing area lay squarely athwart the southern route to the Rio Grande. It

is impossible to say, however, whether the expedition was to be a serious

effort, or theiprejeot.was a blind to cover the preparations for the

anor aieeion oi a-aoeeaent to the Rio Grande.

Ae“we base seen, Captain Sherod Hunter's Confederate force occupied

Tucson on the last day of lebruary. when this fact became known at the

headquarters e1,the District of Southern California, it changed the sit-

uation abruptlyt' It waavdecided at once that a strong outpost was.neeeap

sary, tar-enoughrto-the eastward of Fort Yuma to delay an essay advance

and give: sufficient warning.

Accordingly, on March 15th, a lengthy order to Major Rigg contained
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instructions on that point:

As there will be an abundance of grass for ten miles up and down

froa Grinnel's Station, you can sent lcCleave's company to that

point. His horses will keep fat by grazing, if they have not too

Inch to do.. The colonel commanding will shortly send another

coapany of cavalry tO'Join hha. If the Tontos are hostile he is

to sheet or hang every one he sees. .This will be order enough

-fer Captain leleave; he will do the work effectually. -If there

is any danger of Hunter's company coaing over to the Pisa Villages

to destroy or consume Ir. White's flour, push on the best company

of infantry yenIhave to that point, with McCleave's and forty 1.

ef his best eon,‘the remainder of his company to reaain at Grin-

‘aelfs to protect the barley, and not eat up the hay or the bar-

,ley. The coapany of infantry and lcCleave's men must select a

site capable of defense, accessible to per-anent water, even if

invested by an.eneay. . . .

. R . a - ~.; 3. .: . .. .. , - . .

DU IeCIOawefs:aeving,up, say to Fort Breckenridge (after he has

teen rerinforced by.a cavalry-coapany). and taking Tucson in re-

verse, say in the night, having first had the town carefully re-

connoitered by Indian spies, he will be- able to capture or des-

troy Ir. Hunter and his band of renegades and traitors. And again,

there Inst be-trails and paths off the great travelled read known

to the Indians, through which such a force as lcCleawe'sqeould be

piloted so as to fall upon the town unawares-ef.a single person-

131th e 0.6
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You can aay(confidentially) to all the officers at your post

(except ICCleave) that this force is going to whip the Tontos,

now so troublesome.9.

it cannot be denied that a great deal of wishful thinking had

acconpanied the composition or this order. .lt is apparent also that

Carleton recognised a phenomenon with which military intelligence of-

ticers have heceae nnhappily familiar in recent years.~-that the surest

way to spread news is to tell it in confidence-to a large number or

people. 5 «-

The sale lessenger who carried the above order to lajor Rigg also

carried a personal letter tron Carleton to ibCleav , which ia-best quoted

fully, to indicate both-the scope of the mission which he was given,*and

the confidence reposed in him by the District‘counanderi

* 3 ' “ ' ' CAMP DRUN, March 15, 1862.

Capt. IILLIAILIcCLIAYE,* ; ‘ "' ‘

. First Cavalryzwcalifornia volunteers, Fort tuna; Cal.:‘

I! DIAR CAPTAIN: Item will see by an official’letter to'laJOr

ligg,.harked confidential, that I have marked eut~aoie work for

yea; .11 by torced larchea-yoa can follow-trails; and unawares

tall en’lnaterwat'Tucaon‘with his 100 aounted Texans;.you'hav-

ing yourlcoapanyr of intantry,‘it would be a coup that would

last you-alr'yonr lit... It will require great resolution. great

labor; great privations, and first rate dash and good pluck--‘

ewery Ian deter-ined never to give up frdi the word go,“and suc-

cess istyoars.'“Yoa should have spies ahead to keep yod warned
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of danger of ambushes, &c., en route, and to let you know all

about the enemy. "What you do must be done at once. If the men

take only' the clothes they stand in, no greatcoat, one blanket,

and only provisions and ammunition, you can haul some forage

until you come within striking distance. The Pines will make

good spies and auxiliaries; get as many as you need. Sacrifice

everything to gain success. I shall send Pishon, for when I got

a commission as captain,-vice Singer, to report for duty in.

advance of lbrt Yule in connection with yourself. But it will

be a week before he can start from here, so that thee, which is

precious now, will be lost. If yourself and Galloway can,nake

a dash,-so much the more glory for both of you. Rigg, Galloway,

and yourself may be in the secret,.but no other man until you

have passed the Pima Villages. .Ihen you leave Fort Yuma you are

to say you gocon a campaign against the Tontos. These Indians

are tO'be whipped,but if you can catch Hunter before commencing

"on thei, so Inch the better. I am-Jold that by going to the

copper’mfnes'you can take a readnvia TinaJa Alta.and a trail

through it to Tucson; which now has get water along it.__0n

this road you will have one distance of sixty and one of forty

‘niles without water, but no- one will expect a force by that

trail. If you go up the Gila to White's you will keep your

aaiaals in heart, have grain, and the help of White and the

Indians. =Iake your choice. If Hunter has been re-enforced, all

of which you will learn at the Pimas, then of course you will

tsake the'redoubt and prepare a sub-depot at the Fines as set
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forth in my letter to Rigg; so that if you move up the Gila you

must go prepared to do the work chalked out in that letter. In-

fantry are much better than your uninstructed cavalry on horse-

back. Once they get Hunter's men under fire they will make them

howl. If I were you I should depend on all my men on foot. Hun-

ter’s are mounted on strong American horses and can ride you down;

but'if you get at them in the night, I doubt if ever a man of

“them gets into the saddle. I am anxious for you to have this

duty; but you are not to leave anything to chance, not to go to

Tucson unless you are certain you can succeed. Hatters are pro-

gressing'slowly here, but I shall soon take the field--say in

three weeks.’

In great haste, sincerely, your friend,

JAMES H. CARLETON.10

0n the same day Carleton issued the orders which put Pishon's com-

pany of cavalry on the march-for Tucson. In anticipation of the probabil-

ity of immediate combat, it was heavily supplied with ammunition. ‘Special

care was exercised to see that every man'was suitably mounted and equipped

with a Sharp's carbine, a navy-size revolver and a saber which had been

ground to‘a sharp edge: It was directed that if necessary these articles

were to be taken away from other companies for the use of hishon's company.

An amending order, the next day, transferred a number of men from Captain

Fritz's company, to bring Pishon's company to the full strength of ninety

men. The order closed with the peremptory injunction, "Let there be not

{‘11 .1 '1 , '_ ‘ L's

a

one moment lost.

It is doubtful if McCleave ever saw Carleton's letter, with its
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exciting mission and sensible advice, or knew until months later of the

effort to reinforce him with Pishonfs company. .With a patrol of eight

or ufae.men from his company, he had pushed forward toward the Pima Vil-

lages, atjsome~time early in march- What orders or mission he had been

given..or what be conceived his.mission to be, we cannot say with cer-

tainty. ;It appears, however, that he had received information from Grin-

ael; owner of Grinnel'sqlkation, which led him to believe that Jones, the

expressman, was indanger.12 ~Never dreaming that danger was as near as

it proved to be, he rode boldly to: White's Mill, in the dark hours before

daybreak, dismounted and knocked loudly at the door.

flhezstory of what followed is more vividly related in the language

of Bigg's transcription of the account given by a half-witted wandered

m Lieutenant Drnett captured some place in the desert and sent to A

lbrt”YUId:: » 317%

“. Knocking at the door, he. . .inquired if.lr. White lived .

i-there.- Receiving anjenewerkin the affirmative he desired to see

Ir. White personally.. He was_told that he should be called, and

-,gaptain-Hunter. who was sleeping in the house at the time,.was

.awakened and informed of an officer and twommen of the 0. Sr

-trqu8~being there. He cameuout and represented,hmmself as Mr.

White,,asking Captain McCleaye if those were all the loathe-had.

' .-,.with him, to «which the captain replied, "No, I have six more at

the next.etation.r In the meantime more of Hunter‘s men had coi-

lected.and,nunter suddenly drew his pistol .and_aaneuneed hith.‘

ing a captain in the Confederate Army, at the same time inform-

ing lcCleave that he was his prisoner. McCleave had, however,
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thinking that he was amongst friends (seeing no uniforms), tak-

en off his anus, and his men were putting up their horses.15

Rigg. in his position of lonely responsibility at Fort Yuma, felt

musician-able anxiety about McCleave. especially when several days passed

within: Ilw news of him. At some time in the early days of larch. 1862,

hetemioated his worries to Carleton. who dismissed them with the re;

.rk. ”unclean is too good a soldier to Mrs been taken. I think you

will find" him all new!" - .

- But as we know, healeave had blundered into a trap, and by the

time Carleton's letter of instructions for him was being written, he was

en his way to Mesilla, as a prisoner of war. The first positive news of

the capture was picked up by Lieutenant Barrett, who commanded an outpost

at Stand: Ranch. "rho man King and the Spaniard' arrived at Stanwix with

the unpleasant news, and the equally disagreeable information that Ami

'hite had also been carried off by the rebels. (It is impossible to say

just who 'the man King and the Spaniard“ nay have been; They may have

been. and probably were, members of the 'eloak and dagger“ fraternity. )15

The infomtien was forwarded to District Headquarters on March

20th. and within a few days Carleton knew that any hepe of capturing

Hnnter and Colonel Rally by surprise had passed. Despite his disappoint-Q

meat and his evident fondness forMoOleave, his only cement in writing

was the dry statement that 'it may turn out a good thing that these men

have been takens; it will make all others more vigilant. '16

McCleave's subsequent adventures, which would be considered too

improbable for use by a writer of fiction. are beyond the scope of this
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paper. He eventually rejoined the California troops, spent the remainder

of the Civil War period in the Southwest, and wound up his days as an

oiiicer of the Regular Army. It is impossible to understand why he was

.10 buntident, or souimprudent as never tofconsiderlthat the Confederates

5.fl‘htyh.~d.r°‘0hed Whitefls Mill ahead or him. But it is easy for a writer,

nearly:a century later; t0~see and understand faster; that were-completely

unknoyn.tb thewihn.onfthe ground; who; after all, is the one who has to

lake the best decision he can pith the information he has at the moment.
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14. Ibid., p. 934.

15. Ibid., p. 940.

16. Ibid., p. 962.
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CHAPTER XI

THE EXEEDITI N ASSEFBLLS

Although the capture of NcCleave destroyed any hope of surprising

the Confederate force in Arizona or of intercepting Colonel Reily on his

return from Sonora, it did not cause any excited concentration of troops

ahead of schedule, nor any appreciable change in diapositions which had

already been determined upon. Before the news of KcCleave's capture an-

rived at Los Angeles, Carleton decided to increase the force available at

Fort Yuma. On Sunday evening, [arch 16, 1862, an order was sent to Col—

onel'West, at Camp wrirht, to start Captain Green's company (Company B,

lst California Infantry) for Fort Yuma immediately. Later in the same even—

‘ing a messenger was despatched to Fort Yuma to inform‘Hajor Rigs of this,

and also directing that only the companies of NcCleave, Galloway and

Pishon be used eastward of Fort Yuma until further orders.l

' It had become known that Sibley's force was operating in New Mexico,

in addition to the force which Baylor had brought into NeW'Mexico the pre-

vious summer. The augmentation of the Confederate force, and the strong

possibility that the Federals had been defeated, placed a new complexion

-on the problem of advancing to the Rio Grande. Carleton pointed out, in

a report to General Wright on Perch 22d, "Sibley's presence on the Rio

Grande makes the reCapture of Fillmore, Bliss, and Thorn not soeasy a

task as when those places were held by Baylor and his 900 men. Therefbre,

as it is your purpose to have the force under my command make a demonstra-

tion in that direction, I submit if it would not be well to have Bowie's

regiment The Fifth California Infantry ready to assist me in ‘case
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it should be necessary for it to do so."2 The Fifth California Infantry

had been-transferred to Southern California a short time before, to re-

plica Chrleton's units when they move‘ eastward. Up to this time it had

not been contemplated using the 5th for anything but garrison duty.

‘ en the other side of the desert preparations were complete and the

initial movemenmwere under way. Captain Pishon and his company arrived

at Fort Time on the 24th.. The horses were immediately reshod, and after

I day's rest, a detachment of thirty-five men, Rigg reported, would leave

on the evening of the 25th for Grinnel's. The remainder of the company,

with a detachment from Company I, transporting and manning two lZ-pounder

howitzers, would leave Fort Yuma the following day. Captain McCleave's

company (without him, of course) was already at Grinnel's. Calloway's

company had left Fort Yuma on the 22d, and it was expected that it would

arrive at Grinuei'a on the 28th.'

The three companies,together with the howitzer detachment, com-

prised a fighting force of 272 men, all under the command of Captain Cal-

loway, who was the senior officer. They were amply supplied with ammuni-

tion, and other supplies were provided in adequate quantities, although

the scarcity of transportation made supply a difficult problem. (A com-

plsint as plan war itself:)3

Although.it cannot be verified in the records, it is evident that

Carleton’svrequest.to have the 5th California Infantry made available to

reinforce him was approved, for. on March 29th he wrote an informal note

to Colonel George I. Bowie, directing him to be ready to leave for Fort

Yuma on April 3d, with his regimental headquarters and one company.? Two

days later a more specific and official order directed Colonel Bowie, with
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his staff and three companies of his regiment which were then at Camp

Latham, to "proceed without delay by the way of new San Pedro, Cal., to

Camp Wright, Cal., where you will receive further instructions." The

order further spedified that ammunition was to be carried, and that officerea

and men were to be prepared for immediate field service.5

Simultaneously with this, an order to Colonel West, who was still

at Camp wright, put in motion the force that later was to be designated

as the "Advance Guard."

HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT or SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

Los Angeles, Cal., March 31, 1862.

Lieut. Col. J. R. West, v.

First Infty, California Vols., Comdg. at Camp Iright, Cal,:

COLONEL: The colonel commandingthe district directs that you

take Companies C and I, First Infantry. California Volunteers,

and Companies 3 and C, Fifth Infantry California Volunteers,

and Companies A, B, and D, First Cavalry California Volunteers,

and proceed without delay to the Pima Villages, on the Gila

River, in Arizona, and there establish an intrenched field work,

which is eventually to be garrisoned by two orthree companies,

and used as a sub-depot for supplies. This field work must be

made near permanent wholesome water; if possible on a command-

ing site. . . .You will be authorized to take from Fort Yuma as

you pass by that post two mountain howitzers, with an adequate

supply of ammunition for the same. . . .You will be authorized

to take with you the two ambulances now at Port Yuma, and three

hospital tents, flies and poles from camp wright.1 Acting Assistant
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Surgeon Kittredge will be ordered to remain at a camp already

established near Grinnel's. . . .about 100 miles above Fort Yuma.

You will have for tranSportation three teams, which have been or-

dered to go with Lieutenant-Colonel Eyre, and Company B, First

Cavalry California Volunteers. Thirty of the teams which left

New San Pedro yesterday for your camp and seventeen of the teams

low at' Fort Yuma, or above that post on the Gila River. Yen will

dralvyour supplies of subsistence and forage for your march to the

Pine Villages from Fort Yuma, excepting the amount of provisions

you vcanltransport from Camp Wright in the thirty wagons above

alluded to. . . .You will take 5,000 pounds of pemmican now at

Fort YUma when your trains first leave that post. . . .The pemmican

had better be kept to provide against the emergency of a siege, or

for.troopa which you may send on detached service. . . .You will

find Calapniee A and D, First Cavalry California Volunteers, al-

ready in advance of Fort Yuma, and order them to join you at the

Pi-‘IV1113898‘ You will also find Captain Galloway with 100 rank

and file First Infantry California Volunteers in advance of Fort

Yula.. These you will send to the camp already established near

*Grinnnl's. ~Ybu will take 100 rounds of rifled musket ammunition

perwlan for Calpanies C and K, First Infantry California Volunteers,

: .and D and C, Fifth Infantry California Volunteers, from Camp

.Wright,~and.also.100 of the 6-gallon water kegs now at that camp,

“ and.a11 the empty sacks. Ybu will also take from Fort Yuma two

uwmtertanks, containing 600 gallons each, which have been ordered

to be ladn.for you at that post for service upon the Little Desert. . .
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You will want to take from Fort Yuma some molds for the making of

adobes with which to revet your works. . . .The colonel commanding

- sends you 10,000 yadfls of manta with which to purchase wheat and

other supplies from the Pima and Maricopa Indians. WYOu can use

the old-fashioned army clothing now at Camp Wright for the same

purpose. The force thus intrusted to your command is but the.

advance guard of the expedition which has been organized by the

general to operate beyond the point you are now_directed to oc-l

- cupy. . . .You are to defend yourself to the last extremity if (

attacked. r ...

I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

BEN. C. CUTLER,.¢

:First Lieut.,.First Infty. California Vols., Actg. Asst. Adjt. Gen.6

0n the same day Lieutenant Colonel Eyre, of the lst California Cav-

alry, Jae informed that fifty-one cavalry horses which had just arrived

from San Francisco-were for his use in mounting Company B of his regiment.

When Company B was-furnished with mounts, filled to strength by drafts from

another company. and equipped with serviceable carbines, revolvers and sharp

sabers, Eyre would march with-the company.and with his staff to Camp Wright,

where they would receive further orders from West. Eyre was strictly en-

Joined to see that no officer of his,command had an ounce of baggage over

the authorized weight, and to insure this, all officers' baggagerwas to

be weighed.: And if further emphasis were needed upon the necessity of

traveling light,.later in the day Eyre was informed that he would be al-

lowed only three-sixemule_teams for the movement,7_

In the next_tworor three days the plan that had been evolved in
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Carleton's 'mind revealed itself. Since the situation in Arizona and New

Mexico was still not entirely Clear, and the latest information was weeks

old, the expedition from California was much larger than had been origin-

ally anticipated.’ The tr00ps were to cross the Yuma Desert by companies,

one atha time, as the desert wells could not provide water for more than

one company each day. As many troops as the supplies accumulated at Fort

YUIa would support were to be concentrated at that point and to the east-

ward.x The force under Lieutenant Colonels West and Eyre, pushed eastward

to the Pima Villages, would prevent any interruption by the Confederates

while the main force was being assembled. A short time at the Pima Vil-

lages would enable Eyrels horses to recruit their flesh and their strength,

and as soon as the last elements of the long column closed at Fort Yuma,

Vanother stride forward could be taken, this time toTucson.8

The plan was simple and practicale~ Its success hinged, however,

on supply. It should be remembered that Carleton was an experienced dragoon,

who had portermed desert marches before. In his report to General Wright

that the*lovelent‘was at last under way, he expressed his fears, and urged

haste in increasing the quantities in the depot at Fort Yuma: '

'Oncefiupon:the desert these‘mouths must eat or we have disaster,

and the only“way:'Z 318 for the general to order supplies at

-once by steam to the mouth of the Colorado. . . .I shall do my

“best, but the doubts and delays hanging over the matter of hav-

ing a plenty of supplies at Fort Yuma at once weigh on me like

an uncubus.l I cannot venture to put all these troops‘intmotiom

.out.upon.the desert without seeing beyond a doubt what they are

.-to eat. a a .L‘do not intend to arrive on the Rio Grande in dis-
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array, I trust with God's help to-be able to strike one good

. 'Blow for Our-country.9 "

vFinal instructions to West reminded him that as soon as he arrived

at the Pima Viilages, e supply of therbba1'wouid be needed by the-Black-

‘Ilitfis)'endzthat7mesqhite beans} which would be ripening soon, were en ei-

‘ cellent substitute fer'herle&'zfor the horses, and'couid Also he enten by

”the ilng~ir necessary.« The Same information’was sent to Rigg, hith author-

izetion to hire‘Indians to gather the nesqnite’beanstlo “

In our own times, when complaints are made if a radio message to

the opposite side of the world requires bore than'twentyifonr hours for

delivery, and there-is regular telephone consersation Between iashington

shearekyb;-it is difficdlt to realize the'time that it'tOok5ior'vitei-

Lao-Inhicetions to reach their goaih in 1362;” The inatrnctions to‘ west,

“the was at Chap Wrightg‘eeen‘te‘haée'reached him on April 5th; arteé hav-

ritg been deebatched IroiFCaiieton‘e heedquarters St Los Angeles 0n the

_1irgt day 012th; month.

”ObstheTfith,-Iest issued ordereffor Companies C and K of the let

.enliforhie Infdntry;vund B And Bio: the 6th Oilifornih Infantry,'to "hold

fithliflbl*08?iflyrphdlneflxrto larch enfln hour's notice.'§ 3 ."11 'Tve days

Litter he’turled"enlliéu 01 the eaifi over to Iajor TheodOre"Cou1t;‘5th

iChltiornih Iniinttyi lad-at‘tEO‘sine tifie'gave orders to Eyre to nsrch on

fiApr11*9th,“”nnd it possible overtake me at Vallecito on the eveeiné a: the

Lion iiatant."’12—" ’ f - ’ " ‘ ' - ' ' “ “‘ ”‘

*2L*‘init 39 unit; orders were issued. Captain E. n. Shirland, lst Ca1-

ifornia‘Ctvtlry;'éelnnnding company c, received order§*en‘fib£i1‘§thrto now:

out from Camp Drum the next day. A day later, orders were issued for
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Captain Roberto' company (0021113943 E, let California. Infantry), then eta-

tion-d at Sun Diego, and Cnptoin Ford‘s coupon (Conpany E, 5th California

Infantry) to march at moo for Port hm. On April 11th Lieutenant Shinn.

commanding the battery of light ortillory. no ordered to be propond to

take up his much for active field service.“ Sand-1 morning, the 15th.

and Captain Granny no entered to march It 5 p. In. the next day, with his

(Yo-pm 3. 2d contends 0:10.127. arryington dql' rations. It in ovi-

dont that on exact-timetable hd’boon worked out, in vhioh it lad boon '

figured closely than ouh unit would be at the uni-ll utter points on

the inert.”

With the mount of troops 1:611 under way. it In time for the

own-ado:- ot the expedition to romoothhulf. On Sunny, April 15th.

0. tom]. letter diluted Haj" fluid Fergus-on. lot cnlifomia Cavalry.

to remit: It Camp Dru. with o I‘ll uteri, to receive finds, and toe

forward applies and cub-intone» forgo-son no to remain tt Hon-Ban .

Pedro until flat-Jun: of Mutant! then In to escort tho and: to

W.“ x

This order no inmod‘ot Norton-Pedro, 0111mm... but later in

the in ,tne‘houqunar- of tho District of southern colifomia. m u-L

tablished“. ‘lonplo'n Mh.*'“fl0 dm intu- it thumped at begun Band»

and ruched New TmOO‘h‘On April 19th.15 Bore it remained for o. m we,

olthouzh it 'oanldiot mo roninod thou long. Otrlotou nu doubtless

muons to the mining =on 'intohtho-Arizono. desert without my not." of

time. The next omiootion imod tron Diotriot-MW its. fitted.

'Stokott'l wont, run bum-t, «1.. April 26. 1562315

The dq mar Carleton! and his mgr deported tron comm-um
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General Wright forwarded to him a final message, which was probably deliv-

ered on the road to Camp Wright:

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTEENT OF THE PACIFIC,

San Francisco, Cal., April 14, 1862.

.COL. JAMES H. CARLETON,

First Infantry California Volunteers,

Comdg. Dist. of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

I have noreliable information as to the state of affairs either

L -

in Arizona or New Mexico, but I have no doubt of Canby' sability

to sustain himselfagainst any rebel force which may approach him.

With the main objects of the expedition intrusted to your direc-

tion you are well acquainted, viz, to drive out orcapture all

rebels in Arizona and retake the forts in that country and New

Mexico, now in possession of the rebels. Every exertion.has been

made to provide your troops with all necessary supplies. My de-

sign in the first instance was for you to advance from Fort Yuma

' . .

‘-

with your own regiment and Shinn' 5 battery, with five companies

.. \

First Cavalry; but on the eve of your departure from Yuma you will

_be better able to Judge of the proprietyofaddingaportion of

Bowie' 3regiment toyour moving columns, which you are authorized

- l

to do, ifyou think it proper. Do not hesitateabout taking all

the force you think necessaryto accomplishthe object in view.

.J

Wishing you all thesuccess which your labor and zeal in

making the necessary preparations so justly entitleyou to, I am,

I \‘ ..I 3 1 ’

colonel, very truly, your obedient servant.
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G. WRIGHT,

”Brigadier-General, U. S. Army,‘

Commanding.17

As soon as the actual start of Carleton's movement was reported

to Department Headquarters, General Wright notified Headquarters of the

Army,;infiashington, on April 19th:

Colonel Carleton is on his march.— I presume by this time

ithat flOBt of his troops have reached'Fort Yuma;'and his adVance

beyond that place.- Colonel Carleton's command has been supplied '-

.s with everything deemed necessary for a successful campaign.18

In-1862 there were no portable radio sets, no motor messengers, nor light‘

aviation-by which the commander of a long column could maintain control

std.b0inand.' Yet control washes necessary then as in an army of the pre-

sent tile.~~To'piovide for this, a-systen or messenger relay stations-was

established, the stations being at the various places along the route

where.hay\had.been.etored.i'rhis arrange-eat had been established while

headquarters was stilllat Camp Wright, 60 that Once the iovenent was under

way, lunnacontact could be maintained with both forward and rear elements

of the cflmd.19 ' ‘ -~ -‘-

Nor did Carleton forget that his troops were still green and that"

evon his'officers 0: field grade tore inexperienced in training and handlé

ing troops. ‘lajor-DaVid Fergusson was admonished that upOn leaving-Camp

om, he- should have his: "troops walk"(i.e'., dismount and‘ 1...: than horses)

at.Ieaat halt‘the time, and'hivo two heurs' halt to graze midway each day's

lunch. ~Iheae01diere lust be drilled at the saber exercise on horseback

whileyuarehing at least an hour each day. The heroes must be kept fresh
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and in good condition, even though the men walk most of the way.'20 (The

writer localls hearing a recruit complain bitterly that he had enlisted

in the cavalry to 'ride a horse. and not to pull the damned thing up and

down hill after ne.‘)

* ‘ The Headquarters of the District of Southern California. during its

few dogs at asap Wright, was busily occupied with the necessary and in-

evitable‘ last-am“ arrangements, and with the routine business of open-

ating a large body of troops—business whioh goes on day and night, week

in and week' out, without regard to weather, the comfort of the «matador,

or my other consideration. Hospital stores, mile shoes, mum. haw,

barley, ration": met all be kept moving. Courts martial must be held

and the records" reviewed, and,“ as I final «detail, Hm of Captain Moore's

umbrellas“ were ‘to be obtained "fromWe Banning, and brought with

lljor Fergusson's battalion.” -

One sums ‘help‘ speculating as to the exact purpose for which the

two manna were‘needod. 1+, is difficult to mm. the lard-4mm-

soldiers of the frontier sheltering themselves from a passing shower

under umbrellas. It is probable that they were of the large type for'uee

en a wagon. "

‘ ' Headquarters arrived at Indian Wells on April 27th. By this time

Carleton had hed'opportunity to-see personally the conditions)? the'water

points. and probde had received information as to the eurreat 'oeaditim

o'f'thoee that lay ahead. '01: the ewening of the 27th orders were issued

tint the e‘a‘v’alry and the qnartemaster'e trains shouldbe dividediin

such d mi that not more than eighty animle would leave censored-«r

each twentyéfour board. It had been. found that ‘e full'twen’q-sfour hours

was needed tojaecumulate enough water in the wells for eighty animals:

The troops were
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ordered, thenceforth, to march at night, leaving Carriso Creek, success-

ively; at feur o'clock in the afternoon.‘ At the same time, since the

battery of artillery had to be kept together as a unit, and included

considerably more than eighty horses, special instructions were issued

to Captain Shinn (he had been promoted). His battery was to march

tron Carriso Creek with its barley well soaked, so as to be able to feed

wet barley at Beckett's wells, where the water was exceptionally low.22

During the last several days of the march across the Yams Desert

no written orders were issued, and no letters were written on official

business. But immediately upon arrival at Fort Yuma, on May lst, Carle-

ton devoted hilselr innediately to composing andudespatching a somewhat

lengthy letter'to Don Ignacio Pesqueira, Governor of the Mexican State

or Sonora. ‘ne gave Don Ignacio,'first,'the welcose information that!

Iexican citizens would be allowed«agaia,wwith certain restrictions, to

cross the'border-inte the united Sthtes for the transaction of business.

Then, after proffering this internation.as‘a.sugar-coated pill, Carleton

gave Don Ignacio a diplountic, but sharply pointed warning against any

recognitibn‘of the confederacy and against having anything to do with

Confederate-representatites}

it will he recalled that Colonel James Santiago Reily had arrived

at Tucson early in’larch,’hid lads a speech at Tchon.whenrthe Confed-

erate flag as: raised at that place, and had gone at once tron Aritona

to interview Governer-Pesqueira.‘ Full and accurate information as to

what had transpired between Colonel Reily and the Governor at Senora was

forwarded‘te~General wright from Guaynas by a FederalFtecret agent «on

the seventh of April.23'
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There is nothing in the records to indicate how or when this im-

portant item- of information was transmitted-to Carleton.‘ His inferna~

tion, however, was sufficient to enable him to write to the Governor as

follows:

HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

Fort YDma, Cal., May 2, 1862.

Senor Gobernador Don Ignacio Pesqueira,

Ures, or Ber-981110, Sonora, Republic of Mexico:

SIR:

-. The peeple ‘of the South, who arexin open rebellion against the

Government of the United States, having an unjust cause, can

never'eucceed in establishing thenselves-as an independent na-

tion.‘ As the war which they have wantonly con-enced is an un-

righteous one, they have not the sympathies of a single Christian

nation in the world. Such being the case, you can judge how in-

credulous-I was when I heard that‘aa officer of tank in the army

of the so-styled Confederate States, who has recently been to

visit you, had stated publically in Arizona, on his return from

Sonora; that he had made such arrangesents with Your lacellency

that what'eupplies he might need for his troops could he landed

in~the ports of Sonora, and be transported, without let or hind-

rance, through that State to Tucson. J . .I will not even ask‘

Year Excellency.if what I have heard is true,-as such anJutter

want of—faith toward a friendly neighbor would be so unworthy'

of your-position as a Governor, and so such against your integrity
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aswa man, that I should shrink from wounding your sensibility

by—such a question. -I merely mention the rumor that has-reached

me to show Your Excellency how much you have been maligned.

dishing Your Excellency health and good fortune, and your

people happiness and prosperity, I have the honor to be Your

Excellency's most obedient servant,

JAMES H. Gammon,

Colonel First California Vols. and Major Sixth U.S. Cav., Coadg.24

f, ‘Goyernor‘9esqueira's reply, a aonth_later, was a diploaatic las-

terpiece,wand is interpolated here as a letter of interest, although '

strictly speaking, it lies outside the scope of the subject matter of

this paper;.h,._u,

. . :You will readily comprehend, dear colonel,.that besides

, -the great political interest which this Republic has in cultivat-

_ing friendship and limited relations with its_neighbor of the

United States,'ny political sympathies have been and always will

“.he with those nations which are so,fortunate as to be governed

by purely desecratic institutions, .‘ . a._ -, ”a:

{‘The government of this State considers the assertions cir-

culated'by.lrs Reily (and to which you refer in the latter part .

of_your con-unication) as exaggerated, or perhaps badly inter-

preted, and it even esteens; as it ought to, your delicacy or

, politeness in “not creating an_eaplanation of tpig latter. But.

Athistelicacy.,.fi .compels he to make known to you that no ar-

,rrangeaent nor agreement was entered into between the.forces or

authorities of the States called Confederate and this government,
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although it is true we offered them all the rights of the neutral-

‘ ity circular which we have been compelled to adopt in the ques-

tion n‘ew agitating the United States. This does not interfere

in any way with arrangements or supra-ices which have no exist-

ence, nor does it offer try more than tint which can be granted

‘ without failing in the duties of hoopiuuty.”

It my appear to may that Carleton. who was'purely a military

efficiah was entirely out of order in addressing diplomatic correspondence

to the governor of a state in 'a foreign country. The comioaticn facil-

itieb' of the time nude it impossible for such correspondence to go through

the correct channels of the State Department. and moreover, at that time

the‘ Governor of Sonora was as independent of by control by the Mexican

Government as any sovereign could have been.

inving token diplomatic measures to embarrass the snow as much as

possible and to aid' 'in insuring the safety of his exposed southern flank

in “the narch‘ hero-u mm. Carleton was still faced with the problem of

letting'Geuerl'l easy. in an mace, know that troops from California

were on the way. On my 54! a messenger left Fort Yum with a short dos-

patch. containing informtion‘ fcr‘oanby as to the nission and strength

cf‘the force. ind requesting tint be furnish full information as to the

strength. dispositions and missions of the Federal troop in New Mexico,

together with allof‘ the latest available intention on Sibley and the

Ocufedente foroos. The messenger, however, was tunable to get through

to New Mexico, ‘so it was decided to wait until the cola-n reached Tue-

on before thing‘s-nether attempt to open comicationizs '

During all of has time, there had been no differencé‘wbatever

i x
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between the Headquarters of the District of Southern California, and the

headquarters of the expedition being assembled for movement into Arizona.

The staff‘of one wan-the staff of the other. This condition continued to

exist fon almost~three weeks after Carleton's arrival at Fort Yuma. Units

were pushed forward into Arizona under orders issued over the command line

of the Cal-ander of the District of Southern California.

Ebr Carleton and his staff to continue in such a dual capacity

was, of course, utterly impracticable. As the bulk of the force passed

out of the limits of California, the attention of everybody would be cen-

tered upon.the problems confronting them in Arizona, and the problems of

California, as important as they were, would necessarily sink into the

background.

Accordingly, on Kay 15, 1862, Carleton issued his last general

order as commander of the District of Southern California. "By direction

of the general commanding the Department of the Pacific the undersigned

hereby relinquishes the command of this district to Col. George w. Bowie,

of the Fifth Infantry California Volunteers. . . ."27

Simultaneously, the issue of General Orders, No. 1, Headquarters

Column from California, launched a new military force on a career that

was destined to last without interruption for the next five years:

GENERAL ORDERS,) HDQRS. COLUMN FROM CALIFORNIA,

No. l. ; Fort Yuma, Cal., May 15, 1862.

The forces belonging to the United States which are now mov-

ing from the Department of the Pacific toward Arizona and New Mex-

ico will hereafter be known as the Column from California. The

following are announced as staff officers attached to these head-
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quarters, vis: First Lieut. Benjamin C. Cutler, adjutant First

Infantry California volunteers, acting assistant adjutant-general;

Capt. Tredwell Ioore, assistant quartermaster, U. 8. Army, chief

quarter-faster; Surg. James I. lcNulty, First Infantry California

Volunteers, medical director; First Lieut. Lafayette Hammond,

regimental quarternaster First Infantry California Volunteers,

chief Commissary.

By order of Colonel Carleton:

I BEN. C. CUTLER,

First Lieut., First Infty. California Vols., Actg. Asst. Adjt. Gen.27
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CHAPTER XII

THE ADVANCE GUARD

It will be recalled that on the last day of March, 1862, orders

were issued for Lieutenant Colonel West, who was then at Camp Wright, to

move immediately to the Pima Villages to establish a fortified camp and

”sub-depot at that point.’ For this purpose Companies C and K, lst-Calif-

7ornia Infantry, Companies 8 and C, 5th California Infantry and Companies

IA,YB and D, lst California Cavalry were placed at his disposal. Of these

units, Cempany B of the cavalry was still at San Bernardino at the time

the orders were issued, and Companies A and D were already 'east of Fort

“Yuma, in Arizona.1

West received the orders on April 5th, and at once informed Carle-

ton that he could not start-on the march toward Arizona until the train

0f thirty wagons'arrived at Camp wright from New San Pedro. Re issued

alert orders at—once to the four infantry companies, which were at-Canp

Iright,’direeting them to "33.‘.hold themselves in readiness to march at

us

’2 Few days later he turned over command of the camp to-'-3 an hour's notice.‘

HaJor Theodore Dealt, 5th California Infantry, and ordered Lieutenant Col-

‘onel'Eyre,‘who had just arrived with the cavalry company from San.Barnardino,

Vto“larch from Camp‘lright on April 9th and overtake him at Vallecito on the

tenth. Eyre was to bring with him a portable forge from Camp Wright, and

eight days“'rations and-ferage. (The portable forge of Civil war days

was a bulky and heavy object.)3 ;- 7 ‘ A

' 'Carleton's instructions to everybody who was concerned with this

movement were composed with his usual attention to details,7to insure
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complete understanding and eliminate mistakes occurring because of the

inexperience of the volunteers. West was told to take to Fbrt YUma all

of the clothing then in storage at Camp Wright, as "it belongs to the

First Infantry and First Cavalry and we cannot afford to leave it for

another regiment without the risk that our men will suffer."4 ‘ All empty

grain sacks at Fbrt Yuma were to be taken into Arizona, as they would be

needed~to hold the grain which was to be purchased from the Pima Indians.

Holds for-making adobe bricks with which to revet the intrenchments would

be needed, and the "old-fashiOned army clothing now at Camp Wright" could

be used for trade with the Indians.5

It is obvious that Carleton was still in complete ignorance of

what had recently happened in Arizona, and it is equally obvious that a

great deal of military business had been transacted of which no record

has been preserved. His instructions to West conclude with directions '

fer the care of the wounded, if he finds on reaching the Pima Villages

that there has been a battle near Tucson. Along with information to Rigg

of West's impending arrival at Fort Yuma, he said, "I am waiting impatient-

ly to hear‘the result of'the expeditionagainst‘Tucson."6 ‘

'IBy the time the‘infantry companies of West's force left Camp

Wright a sufficiently large number 0f troops had passed eyer the desert

between the coastal area and Fort Yuma to make the routes and the water

points well known. Nevertheless, to the individual soldier who had;no

familiarity with the desert, the march was full of danger and hardship.

One of the lieutenants of Company K, lst California Infantry, left a ‘

record of his personal memories and impressions.7

The adVance guard left Camp wright late in the afternoon and made
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a short march, before bivouacking for the night. Next morning, by nine

o'clock they had reached the snow line in the mountains, and snow was:

coming down heavily. At noon they reached the summit of the range, plow-

ing through almost two feet of snow. unaccustomed to anything like this,

the California men suffered from the cold, so a short halt was made, and

huge fires built to_enable the men to warm themselves. At three o'clock

in the afternoon they passed the snow line again, on the descent down the

eastern side of the_range., The column passed through San Felipe Canyon,

and early in the evening made camp in a meadow where grass and spring

flowers were knee high..

‘. The next dayls march took the column past Las Dos Palomas to

Carrizo Creek, where they rested for a day. Although it was early in

April, the.desert heat was almost unbearable, and the California men

suffered almost as‘much from the unaccustomed heat as they had from the

snowy cold of the mountains. To avoid the heat, marches from this point

on were made at-night.:-

The march from Carrizo Creek was started late-in the afternoon,

Ihen.the worst of the.day's heatxwaaaovere,.The column arrived at Sackett's

Well shortly after midnighta'but "somebody had knocked the bottom out of

the well." Since thereswas no later at Sackett's, it was necessary to

continue the march to Indian Wells. ~&A.previous company, on the route

had had_the same experience.)8 They did not reach Indian Wells until

almost.noon the next day,-with men and animals suffering frea:heat and.

fatigue..after.e=larch.of thirty-two miles. There weave trickle of.water

into the bottom of the well, and it took several hours to obtain water

for all of the men and animals. It was necessary for men to climbdoen
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into the wells and catch the trickle of water in their tin cups.

During the watering a sudden desert sand storm came up, to add to

the difficulties and discomfort. Nobody could face the sane and gravel

flying through the air with bullet-like velocity. Men wrapped themselves

in their blankets and lay on the ground, and horses and mules stood hud-

dled with their heads down and tails turned toward the blast. When the

storm was over men lay covered with sounds of sand, making the bivouac

area look like a graveyard.

‘? The next bisouac, at Alamo Kucho, was also blasted by a sandatorm,

which lasted most of the night. A redeeming feature of the Alamo Mucho

bivouac, however, was the fact that there was plenty of water.~

: "Th ‘following day’s march t00k the column to Gardiner‘s Well,—

where they ". .'.found a fine well with plenty of water, but none of the

com-And wanted any, the. . .obJection being, and that a slight one, that

thsrh was standing above the level of the water in the well, a pair of

bootswand a dead man in them."9 ..

v' nor were sandstorms and shortage of water the only disconforts,

encountered. ‘The writer-of this paper has personally seen troops march-

ing in the Southwest, with the men's eyes bloodshot and their lips blist-

ered and bleeding from the combination of sunburn and alkali dust.“ The .

dust raised-by a marching column is a hardship to the men in the column,

oven in the relatiVely‘tenperate climhte of the eastern part of the

united States. In the Southwest, the glare of the desert sun, reflected

back from the barren rocks and sand, and clouds of dust that are caustic

in their action on the human skin, cause discomfort that lust he exper-

ienced to be appreciated. Although the officer from whose reminiscences
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the foregoing account of the march 13W made no specific mention of

the effects of sun, dust and temperature, other Civil War soldiers who

made the march across the desert were not reticent in telling how they

suffered.10

Three days after leaving Gardiner's Well, the advance guard ar-

rived at Fort Yuma. The march, which had taken ten days, would have been

a creditable one for troops much more thoroughly trained and seasoned

than these California volunteers. It speaks well for the strict discip-

line and control maintained at all times, and for Carleton's insistence

upon the minutiae of training, which is reflected in all of his directives.

The soldiers did net have long to enjoy the comparative greenery

and amenities of Fbrt Yuma. The greater part of the advance guard ar-

rived on April 17th, and on the 19th, only.two days later, crossed-to

the Arizona shore and pushed ahead into the desert,‘toward Tucson and

the Rio Grande. The distanCe to be covered before they would reach their

first objective was greater than the distance already covered, and before

'they would reach the Rio Grande they would march a greater distance than

'that covered by some of the eastern armies during the entire four years

of the war.

The disagreeable experiences of the soldiers of the advance guard

while cussing the desert were duplicated time after time as further ‘units

crossed. Writing the following year to The Adjutant General, Carleton sum-

marized the difficulties encountered:

The companies and the trains had to pass the Desert singly. After

march through the sand-~varying each day--but from twenty to thirty

miles between the halting places,--a11 the way through the sand--
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only a poor well of water would be reached--down into which men

descended by ropes to dip water into buckets with tin cups as it

percolated through the sand, while others above drew each bucket

by hand to water one horse or one mule at a time. Calculations

had to be made Just how many men and Just how many animals could

be permitted to come to one of these wells in every twenty-four

hours. The marches were mostly made by night. The heat was so

intolerable during the day it was almost impossible for men or

animals to travel. 'Besides,'from profuse perspiration they be-

came sooner exhausted for want of water. Now and then came up

those fierce northers,--real simeons--like those of the Sahara,

--when it was with the utmost difficulty to move at all. But

those in front 222.t° come up to their schedule of time; 223 to

give place at each different well for those in rear. To stay and

have an accumulation of men and animals at any one was to have

all perish.11“—
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NOTES - CHAPTER XII

 

‘l. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 969-971.

2. 5212,, p. 987.

3. .lgig.. pp. 991-920.

4. _Igg... pp. 975-976.

5. fig” pp. 969-971.

6. Ibid., pp. 975, 976.

7. George H. Pettis, Frontier Service During the Rebellion, or A History
 

of Comlgny K, First Infantry California Volunteers. (Providence, Rhode
 

Island, 1885), passim.

8. Hugh A. Gorley, The Loyal Californians of 1861. (San Francisco, 1893),
 

passim. Gorley was a captain in the lst California Infantry.

9. A similar incident occurred later in the campaign. Carleton, in an

unpublished report rendered in 1863, relates the following grim incident:

". . .One (well), sixty feet before water was reached, had a dead man in

it; he had been murdered and thrown in six months before - and he had to

be fished out piece by piece and not holding together. He was not all

there. Some of him had previously been fished out by his friends. This

was at Blue Water Station. This all had to be done and the water entirely

got out. It was unpleasant for the troops to drink water out of that well

even after the fishing out had been accomplished, but thirst had to get
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the better of prejudices.‘ (From an unpublished report made by Carleton

to the Wu Department at some time in 1863. The report was copied by

Colonel Thomas 8. Spaulding, U. 8. Amy, Retired, and is included in his

Win the Stephen Spanning Memorial Collection,

in the library of the University of Michigan. I am indebted to Colonel

balding for calling q attention to the existenoe of this report.)

10. Edvard Carl-on, '1inMm Eirperienoes of the California Volunteers,"

W"2d Series, v11 (my. 1886), pp. tea-496. "

3.1. This statement! is included in the unpublished report referred to in

m 9".
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CHAPTER XIII

ADVENTURES ON THE WAY

SinceWest had relieved the Regulars at Fort Yuma in the pre-

ceding autumn, the garrison of Fort Yuma had consisted of Companies 1‘,

G, H and I, of the 1st California Infantry. As we have seen, this gar-

rison had'been reinforced by McCleavo's company of cavalry, andby var-

ious small details. .Uhavare that McCleave had been captured, on Larch

17th Carleton sent orders to lhjor Rig touse McCleave's and Pishon's

companies of cavalry and Galloway's company of infantry (Company I). in

an effort to capture Tucson and the secession forces there.1

In theneantime, 2d Lieutenant James Barrett. lst California

OIvaIry, l'nd been given confidential orders by Major Rigg, at some time

early in March. It is impossible to say just whathe has ordered to do,

but there can be no doubt tht it was those orders that sent him as far

to the eastvard as the Pin Villages, and possibly even beyond that.2

the news ofthleave's capture reached Rigg days before it was

possible for Carleton's order to thrust toward Tucson to have reached

him. Upon receipt of the news, however. and not knowing just what phat

strength the. Confederates-night have to the eastward, Rigg detemined on

Ids own responsibility to move. Conway's company to the vicinity of Grin-

nel's Bench. toact as a buffer betveen Fort Yum and the rebel force.

McCleave'scompany (less the small detail tlnt had been captured with

1113) was already in the neighborhood of Grinnel's, and this III considered

to be a force anple to _delay and harass any rebel. force attempting to

advance vestvard; from Tucson. This actually coincided perfectly with
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the order of March 17th, and on March 25th Rigg reported that Galloway's

company had left Fort Yuma on the 22d, and should reach Grinnel's on the

28th. Pishon's company had arrived at Fort Yuma on the 24th, and it was

anticipated that the horses would be reshod and the company sufficiently

rested to love on the 26th.3

Rigg had evolved a general, but definite plan for the operations

of the group which he was thus sending eastward into Arizona:

‘ I have, after mature reflection and calculation, concluded

to order them forward thus:~ As soon as Captain Galloway's com-

pany of infantry arrives at Grinnel's, Captain ucCIeave‘s com-

pany will extend up as far as they can find forage, keeping a

sharp lookout; as soon as Captain Pishon's company arrives,

Captain Galloway will march his company direct for the Pines to

attract their attention, and if possible draw them out, whilst

the cavalry will make a rapid march around to the south of them

and fall on their rear, not leaving any possible chance for their

escape.

lCCleave's company is pawing for the advance. Captain Pishon's

men are full 1of fight, and Galloway writes from the road to

Antelope Peak that his men are in fine order. 'They are well up

in the skirmish drill and bayonet exercise, in a very good state

of dissipline, and composed of good material.4 -

This task‘ferce (to employ a modern military term) comprised a

total of 272 hen and officers, exclusive of civilian "mule skinners",-

divided as follows:
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Galloway's company 97,

Pishon's company 92,

. lcCleave's company 83.

An anonymous soldier of Calloway's company wrote a lengthy letter

to his home town newspaper, back in Northern California, telling of the

march frel Fort Yule. (Evidently Carleton's prejudice against military men

writing for the newspapers had not filtered all the way down through the

ranks.)

At nine PI we were arranged in two lines in front of our

quarters, answered to our names, marched to the Colorado and

crossed. we were brought to attention on the Arizona side and

addressed by the conlanding officer, Major Edwin A. Rigg. The

naJor was serious and brief in his remarks which may be summed

up as follows: :

"Hen, you have now crossed the Rubicon and emerged into the

great field of labor spread before you. The first duty of the

soldier is obedience. Unaided by the vigilance and co-Operation

of his men, a eel-ander is powerless. There is work for you to

acounplish and'you can never return without glory or disgrace."

After a few more remarks, the old gentleman returned to the

garrison and left us to continue our march in anticipation of the

glory spoken of. Neither incumbered with regrets nor heavily lad-

en with miniscences of happy days at Fort Yuma, we marched in

silence-toward the east.

. 1 It was only when the morning star called our attention to

the near.approach of day that we halted to recruit our failing
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power of locomotion. Then we became aware of aching all over

and stiffness everywhere as the result of the weight of our

knapsacks. I have often heard the groans of the heavily loaded

pack mules moving past on their way to the mountains, but never

did I sympathize with those animals until I threw the burden off

my back and rolled in the desert after a twenty-mile march from

Fort Yuma.

Ie rested through the heat of the day and at five P.l. of

march 23 proceeded to the Lower Mission Station. Here we found

a picket guard, a detachment of cavalry and infantry who had

been employed for some time in cutting and hauling bay for the

animals in the service. . . .we continued our line of march,

stopped at the various stations along the route and in six days

arrived at Grinnel's ranch (Stanwix) about eighty miles east of

Fort_Yuma.5

In.tbe meantime, the Confederates were suddenly beginning to show

activity. It was found_that all of the hay which had been cut and stacked

between the Pima Villages and Yeck's Station had been burned, and on April

2d_Rigg informed Carleton that he had just received a report that the Con-

federates had driven in the pickets at Gila Bend, and in the skirmish one

of the men.of Captain lcCleave's company had received a slight wound.6-

This was the first fighting contact between Confederates and Californians,

and the news.undoubtedly produced some excitement.

,.' The same soldier of Company I who had discovered his sympathy for

the humble pack mule, wrote to his home town paper:~.

0n sunday morning while waiting re-enforcements in order to continue
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our march, two of the picket guards were shot at. One was severly

(sis) wounded in the shoulder by a party of rebels who lay conceal-

ed about five miles from here. It seems that the rebels (who were,

according to the statement of the sentinels, about forty in number)

endeavored to make our men prisoners. When they refused to surren-

der, the rebels shot at them several times but they both made good

their escape.

"When they arrived in camp and gave the alarm, Captain Calloway

' ordered the cavalry to hasten in pursuit of the marauders. Company

D (first cavalry, Captain Nathaniel Pishon) who were already in

their saddles hastened with all speed after the rebels but failed

to captdre any of them. The rebels burned the hay at-Oatman's

Flat, fifteen miles from here and were last seen about ten miles

in advance of our troops. Owing to the near approach of night

and the exhaustion of their horses, our men gave up the pursuit. . .7.

The estimate of the strength of the rebel patrol on this occasion,

given by two frightened sentinels, one of whom was wounded,'is extremely

questionable. An empirical rule of thumb sometimes used by experienced

intelligence officers, in evaluating estimates of enemy strength made by

green troops is, "Divide by ten, and regard with the utmost skepticism."

on April 2d Rigg notified Carleton that he had ordered Galloway

and his command to move forward from Grinnel’s and take possession of the

Phna Villages."lt is undertain whether this move was made in scoordance

with the orders for Galloway to try to seize Tucson, or whether Rigg de-

cided upon his own responSibility to have his covering force farther to

the eastward. “Rigg did not apparently consider the minor skirmish at Gila
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Bend ”of any great significance or importance, and the order for

Galloway's movement was decided upon before the news of the skirmish had

arrived at Fort Yuma. The result of his decision was that the force un-

der Captain Galloway kept moving slowly but steadily eastward.8

0n the coast, Carleton was busily occupied with the last prepara—

tions for the movement of the main forces and of his headquarters. ‘He

was almost without news, and must have felt anxious. On April 10th he

wrote to Rigg, ”I am very anxious to hear the result of Calloway's and

Pishon's enterprise."9 Rigg‘s last five reports were forwarded to Gen-

eral Wright without comment, other than that they included the latest in-

telligence from Fort vuma.1°

.

For the'events of the next few days in Arizona, the Rebellion

Records give us no clue, but the same soldier who suddenly felt kinship

with the pack mule wrote the narrative to his newSpaper:

‘On the 14th (April) we continued our course, marching 24

miles. 'Next day we were early on the road again and continued

unmolested until four o'clock P.I. when an express returned to

inform us that the advance guard was attacked and several men'

killed. *‘

The circumstances-were as follows: Lieutenant Barrett, in

command of a'small ‘detachment of cavalry, was instructed by

Captain Galloway to move forward and, upupn approaching Picacho

"pass dto~turn off the main road and come in from the east by I

an opening to the left in the mountain. Lieutenant Baldwin,

with another detachment, was ordered forward from'the west. By

this means they could completely cut off the retreat“of the
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enemy's pickets who were stationed in the pass. Lieutenant Bar-

mrett unfortunately overstepped his instructions by moving eight

miles in advance of the main body. Knowing that the pickets were

concealed in the thicket, he charged upon them, discharged his

pistol and ordered them to surrender. This was responded to by

a volley from the Secessionists (who were nine in number) which

told with fatal effect as four of our men fell at the first fire.

After this the firing became general and three of the enemy threw

down their arms and surrendered., Lieutenant Barrett dismounted

to aid in tying (sic) them but, in regaining his saddle, a ball

took him in the neck and broke it,killing him instantly.. George

Johnston, company A (first cavaer) was shot in the region of the

heart_and died in a few minutes. Leonard (William 8.), company D

~(first‘cavalry), was shot in the back, the ball ranging upwards

and passing out at his mouth; he died the next morning. Tobin

(William 9.), company B (first cavalry), was shot in_the forehead

but the brasses of his hat caused the ball to glance upwards and

left an ugly but not fatal wound. Two others were shot in the

arm. and shoulder;.neither wound reported as fatal. There_were,

four of the Secessionists severely wounded and one killed. Three .

_were taken prisoners and one escaped uninjured.11

The soldier correSpondent's account is, of course,.hearsay, and

it differs somewhat from what was later pieced together. It appears that

Lieutenant Barrett did not call upon the Confederates to surrender before

charging in upon them, and the correspondent was also mistaken in his,

identity of one of the men killed. It is impossible.to say whether or
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not his statement ls to the number of Confederates killed and wounded is

correct. These points are unimportant, however.12

It would appear that Lieutenant Barrett acted with the rashness

and impetuosity of youth, and his rashness resulted in his death, along

with the deaths of two of his men.

- Nobody knows to-day what the mission of the Confederate patrol in

Picacho Pass may have been. ‘If, however, its mission was to delay Callo-

way's advance, then its mission was accomplished a thousand-fold more suc-

cessfully than could have been anticipated by the most Optimistic. Although

the result of the skirmish was distinctly a Federal success, Calloway de-

cided, for reasons best known to himself alone, to fall back to the Pima

Villages and await reinforcements: ’Our soldier correspondent states that

the decision was made because the company had only three days supplies left,

and it was necessary to return to the Pimas and obtain more supplies from

the Indians.13

It is also impossible to guess at what Galloway's mission may have

been at this time. It seems unlikely that Carleton's vague instructions

of a month earlier about seizing Tucson were still valid, and the Rebellion

Records contain no instructions for Galloway's action after he arrived at

the Pima Villages. Yet this miépture Battle of Picacho Pass was fought far

to the east of the Pima Villages.

The implied criticism of Captain Galloway contained in the preceeding

paragraphs is probably unjust toward him. It must be remembered that he

had to make his decision according to the situation as he knew it at the

moment, and not as it appears to a person ninety years later, who knows

facts that Galloway could not possibly have known. It is worthy of note
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that there is no record of any disapproval being registered by Carleton,

and that Galloway retained command of his company until it was mustered

out of the service on September 20, 1864.14

1 Galloway's operations, with the two small skirmishes fought, con-

stitute one of those side issues with which every war is filled. The main

issue was not affected. The decision was left for heavier forces which

were to follow.e They had, however, an important psychological effect.

The California troops were now "blooded", and every soldier of the units

following regarded himself as having been vicariously in combat. The re-

mult was to be seen a few weeks later when troops that had.not heard a

shot fired in combat proved themselves to be veterans in combat with an

enemy that was far more formidable than the small force of Texans which

Hunter had had at Tucson.
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CHAPTER XIV

SHARP SABERS AND THE COLOR OF GOLD

While these exciting events were taking place east of the Pima

Villages, Lieutenant Colonel West and the troops of the advance guard were

trudging through the desert sun. They arrived at Grinnel‘s on April 23d,

having taken five days to march there from Fort Yuma. From Grinnel's West

.reported his intention of having Captain Galloway's company return to the

ranch, to safeguard that point, and he planned to resume his march toward

the Pima Villages the next day, estimating that he would arrive at the

Villages on th; 28th. The problems of supply were causing him consider-

able anxiety and thought. The necessity of shuttling wagons between Fort

YUma and the various points on the route of march made the problem one

of great complexity, more especially (a point many a theoretical staff

officer and ciVilian critic of military movements has overlooked) as the

mules had to be fed, regardless of the direction in which they were moving.1

Meanwhile Carleton, who had arrived at Fort Yuma, had learned of

the failure of Galloway's attempt to get to Tucson. Carleton was anxious

to occupy the nest important point between the Colorado and the Rio Grande

as soon as possible,: On May 2d, along with his diplomatic correspondence

with Governor Pesdueira and his informational letters for General Canby,

be forwarded information to West that the advance guard was being further

strengthened by Companies B and H, lst California Infantry, which should

reach him at about the same time as the letter containing the information.

(These companies were commanded respectively by Captains Valentine Drescher

and Thomas Cox.) It was anticipated that Captain Shirland's company of
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cavalry (Company C, lst California Cavalry) would be approaching Grinnel's

by the time West received the information, and Shinn's battery of light

artillery, together with Captain Cremony's Company B, 2d California Cav-

alry and four companies of infantry would be some place in the vicinity

of Antelope Peak. They would remain there for several days, resting and

grazing their horses, while the headquarters of the column remained at

Fort Yuma, awaiting the arrival of more transportation from the Coast.

‘Pollowing the news of reinforcements being on the way, was the

authorization for west to capture Tucson immediately, ". . .if you feel

able to do so without any risk to the sub-depot which you have been or-

dered to establish or without too much delay in completing its defenses."

This was an authorization, and was not an order.- Whether or_not it was

to be done, and if it were done, the manner of executing it, were.left¢

entirely to West's discretion.§ "The manner in which this is to be accomr

plished and whether,you will lead the party in person or designate sole

other officer to do so I leave with'yourself to determine."2-

Carleton did not believe, by this time, that the Confederates had .

any considerable strength at Tucson, nor that they would put up a deter-

mined fight, unless surprised without time to retreat. In fact, he con-

sidered it unlike1y_that hunter was still at Tucson. "Of these matters

you are doubtless well informed by your scouts. . . .You are near Tucson

and better informed_than I can possibly be. ... ."3

Although this letter was written on the second of lay, it was evi-

«dently not despatched until the next day, when a second letter.was write

‘ten, cautioning West against precipitancy or hasty action, for thererwas

In: use in incurring heavy losses, when a few days delay would enable the
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Union forces to be built up to such strength that the rebels would not

attempt any resistance.4

It is apparent in all of his communications that Carleton was

deeply aware that his officers and soldiers were still inexperienced,

and that even those officers like West, who had had some practical ex-

perience in the Mexican War, knew very little of the abilities and limita-

tions of the various arms and of the practical expedients of field service.

A large part of his letter of May 2d to West is taken up with instructions

in how the mounted troops should be handled:

'Have your sabers very sharp, that they may readily cut

through clothing. Cavalry recently mounted on California horses

cannot use any kind of firearmswith success. The men should

practice dismounting to fight on foot a great deal. If a rush

is made by Texans on horseback with revolvers upon‘ your cavalry

while mounted, if the sabers are sharp I would recommend closing

in with then as quick as thought. The cold steel will win against

the pistol. 'If they fly, follow with the pistol, but our men well

kept together and well in hand, or they will not succeed.’ In

closing with cavalry against cavalry and in hand-to-hand encount-

ers on horseback, it is well to get your enemy in your power by

'cutting off his'reins, killing his horse, &c.7 If‘your cavalry

'happen to be on foot and the Texans happen to be on foot and ‘

attempt to make a rush upon your men with revolvers, as is‘their

custom, teach your men to use their firearms until the enemy is

about to close, then to draw the saber and rush upon him with the

Speed a: lightning. If he run, use the pistol until the shots are
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exhausted_and then the carbine. It is my opinion that a judicious

use of the saber on foot or horseback will tell very much in your

favor. .Pray teach your men not to despise their enemy. Those men

whom they go to encounter are determined men and will fight with

desperation. ,You must be sure to take or send enough to overpower

them without a doubt. }The Texans are fond of getting into an.

adobe town and of loop-holing the houses and there making a stand.-

In this event, by seizing some prominent row of buildings and by

cutting your way from room to room until you get into the heart

of the town, you gain all the advantages they themselves possessed.

(Athaos, N. Mex., in February, 1847, our people out holes through

walls and threw, by hand, l2-pounder shells with fuses lighted in

among theatre-my.3 They cleared the place they_oocupied inwa few,

moments,) ,In doing all this your wagons should be well-guarded

by infantry in the wagons, if necessary. In wagons infantry are

very formidable,;as it may seem.5 =;

The letter counselling caution, which followed the next day, con-

‘tained detailed instructions for the construction of 25223 ovens,of the

kind habitually used by-the Indians and the Mexicans of the Southwest to

this day.6 . \ ~ _’.:

While these instructions were being composed, Lieutenant Colonel

‘West, who had been at the Pima Villages for several days, was having his

'troubles.--and they were troubles not included in any text book or,offi-

cial _manual. Ammi White, who was the only white man who had any real

Iknowledge of the Pima Indians, and the only one who had any-influence

(yver them, was a prisoner in the hands of the rebels. alt was difficult:
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to make them understand what was wanted; and they were strongly inclined

to refuse to trade their grain and forage for ‘paper promises to pay later.7

Ihile it-has not been mentioned previously in this paper, considerable dif-

ficulty had been encountered in obtaining authorization for the purchase

of trade'goOds for use in making purchases from Indians. 'Apparently‘the

higher officers controlling purchases were unable to understand why ordin-

ary noney'eould not'be'used for this purpose."The Pimas undoubtedly uhder-

stood the use 61 money, forathey'had been in contact with white men for

centuries, but ‘1': their isolation they had sense for money. They 'much

preferred to be paid'in white ectton cloth (gégta), which they could put

to daily ‘use. i 'I

After several~days of negotiation with them, West finally arrived

at an understandingn'ehd'a'soale of prices, based on yards of manta, was

agreed on; 'IeIt-oonsidbred that-the-prices were fair, and were favorable

I. a

to the Govern-but: i‘- . * ‘ ' .*.:-. e a . .a, -._,. n..,;

’ 3 4Jquartsioffiflour ? ‘L(4§*Ibg,) I“y‘rdi ' ‘t 2-”-

.37 cum-wt what ‘ ('13: hair-4* yird,- =

' 4 quarts of 9111016 '- (a; use)“ ‘1 yard," -

2» so mu. ef‘bay,‘ or " " * '

‘ 1:50 lbs. 'of green fodder, ' ' 1 yard.

It was estimated that 400 yards of.gggt§ would.be required daily

for the purchase of’necessary food and forage for the con-and, and west

salt sue apprehension as to what new happen when 20,000 yards of teeth

m been distributed, and the Indians did not 'feel the need for eny"nore.

The effects of inflation in Indian currency would be disastrous!8 I

To prevent such inflation, west suggested that "Blue drills, blue
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and orange prints, red flannel, indigo blue drills, paints, beads, and

tobacco. if furnished in the required quantity, will do all tlnt is nec-

elury. ... .'9 _‘Garleton forwarded this recommendation to General Wright,

edding in hie indoreement, 'I trust theee articles will be gotten at

”.310

General Wright, who had Ind yeare of experience with Indians,

reeegnized the neeeesity of providing trade goods that the Indians wanted

end needed. Ind et enee erdered miteble item purchased and forwarded to

the erter‘eter of the 001m from Gelifornie. Such a. purchase was so

W1. however, from Her Department funds, tut even he felt it neces—

eerye to obtain epprovnl fron the higheet euthority. On June 6th, he wrote

to the Adjutant General:

With reference to the Indian good. mentioned in these letters,

I beg leeve to enbnit the following explanation: I ordered the

querterneter'e department to purchnee certain articles euit-

tble for treding with the Indian. euoh ee manta; prints, doc” and

turn the. ever to the qnertermeeter of General Carleton's con-

. uni. fhie vee done on the score of eoonow, an the purchase:

of mppuu i'ron the Indiene in Arizona and New Mexico can be

nude on use]: more favorable term by peying in goods than by

peying in eeeh. Under theee oireuneteneee I tmet the Deput-

eent will eppron nw “tion.“

Upon the receipt of Carleton'e authorization to edvenee upon Tue-

sen. Vent immediately decided thet hie strength and hie accumulation of

applies were unple fer the ettempt. There was en m1u-numiu very
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strong reason for the early capture of Tucson. Don Manuel Guadara, a

former Governor of Sonora, had written to him on May 8th, offering assist-

ance. In reply, West had requested him to gather corn, flour, cattle and

other supplies in Sonora for the Union forces. Such supplies could be

transported from Sonora to Tucson with relative ease, thus making Tucson

an advanced base for further operations.12

West had received information that Hunter's Confederates had al-

ready left Tucson, but he was disposed to regard the information with

some suspicion, and in any event, he did not propose to advance blindly.

His decision was to march from Fart Barrett, as the post he had established

at the Pima Villages had been named, on the fourteenth; The.force he

planned to take included Company B, lst California Cavalry, Companies C,

I and K, lst California Infantry, Companies B and G, 5th California In-

fantry, and two howitzers. 'Rations for seventeen days were to be carried.

Ample strength, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Eyre was to be

left behind, to safeguard the route to Fort Yuma and the installations at

Fort Barrett and Grinnel's Ranch.13 .

Orders for the movement were issued on May 12th, but while prepar-

ations were still under way, on the 13th, there was a flurry of excitement.

Apaches raided the Pima settlements, and killed three of the Pimas early

in the morning. In spite of prompt pursuit by Pishon's company of cavalry,

the raiders escaped. This was the first time the troops.of the Column

from California had had any experience with the ways of the Apache, but

it was destined not to be their last. West immediately recommended that

he be furnished with arms that he could turn over to the friendly Pumas

and Maricopas, which they could use for their own protection, as the
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Apaches were well furnished with firearms, and the Pimas had none. In-

cidentally, this would aid in the negotiations for thepurchase of sup-

plies.14

The advance guard moved out from Fort Barrett on the 14th, and

the 17th of May, three days later, found them bivouacked at Cottonwood

Spring.' West received further information, confirming that Hunter had

evacuated Tucson on the 14th, but he suspected that Hunter might be still

"playing bo-peep in the neighborhood. . . .If he flickers around the can-

dle a little longer be will get his wings singed." It was planned to

arrive at Tucson, after passing close to Fort Breckenridge, on the fol-

lowing Tuesday.15

“However, the march can best be described in the words of another

anonymous soldier who was addicted to the practice of writing to his home

town neWSpaper:

' When we left Fort Barrett at the Pima Village, our road

kept along the Gila fer two days and then we left it for good.

;The second day out,‘some of our party saw a few Apaches but .

these American Arabs never troubled us.+

“About twenty-seven miles from Fort Barrett, our.road pass-

ed over the ruins Of an old eity (Casa Grande) which was eup-

posed to have been built and occupied by the Aztecs.. Time has

'made a desert place of what was once a populous city. Old foun-

‘dations, mounds, and pieces of broken pottery scattered for tiles

over the plain, are all the evidences that remain to tell the '

tale-of a past'people.

The Caflada del Oro is situated in a high broken range of
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mountains north of Tucson. In the bed of the canyon flows a

beautiful stream and the mountains in the background ascend to

curiously shaped summits suggesting the form of old castles.

One or two years ago considerable gold fever existed in this

territory and several parties prospected the banks of the

stream with success, but the Apaches have always been too strong

and troublesome for small parties, consequently, it has never

been worked to any great extent.

As we did not leave camp until eleven o'clock the fellows

ing morning,.our whole party turned out prospecting with tin

pans and buckets.: The fever ran pretty high for two or three

hours.. All got "color" and they came to the conclusion that

rich diggings could be found. One waggish fellow, in order-to

express. his idea of its richness, said, "The national debt

could be paid out of Cafiada del Oro.";

.Of course, all the prospecting was on the surface. Ari-

zona is_certainly a ricthining district and I believe that the

marching of this expedition, which is composed of old Californ-

ians and experienced ldners will eventually be the means of de-

veloping it. JThe entire route has been prospected and it was

quite interesting to witness the Californians examining the .

lodges and turning over the dirt. . .16

West, in his notes, made no mention of the mineral possibilities

(of the Cafiada.delJ0ro., He was, however, duly impressed with the fact that

the "Camp {was} en a fine mountain stream; grazing very fine and wood

abundant . ."17
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For two days more the march continued. There was to be no further

excitement.‘ There was no more time for prOSpecting, and the Apaches kept

at a discreet distance. In spite of the anticipation that Hunter and his

Texans might be still "playing bo-peep" in the vicinity, not a sign of a

Confederate was Seen. After the months of preparation, and after the long

march across the deserts of California and Arizona, it was almost anti-

. from 'meson

climactic, when, on the evening of May let, West drylg/wrote to Lieuten-

ant Cutler, Acting Assistant Adjutant General:

I have the honor to report the occupation of this place by

the forces under my command. Captain Emil Fritz with Company

B, First Cavalry California Volunteers, entered the town yester-

day. The five companies of infantry arrived to-day. Captain

Hunter with eighty rebels. . .was last heard of on the 18th in-

stant at Dragoon Springs in full retreat for Mesilla. A rumor

is current that he was recalled in consequence of a late severe

reverse met by the rebels in New Mexico.18

The brief account given by the soldier correspondent who prospected

for gold in the Canada del Oro is somewhat more vivid:

On the day of our arrival, May 20, 1862, Captain Emil Fritz,

Company B, First Cavalry, dashed through the town at full speed

and in five minutes it was surrounded. Shortly after, the pris-

oners were marched to the guard house and later sent to Fort

Yuma. They are a set of bad men who had scorned the law and had

their own way. Affairs have taken a turn and I think their jig

19
is up.

It is most probable that Lieutenant Colonel West was relieved to
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find that he could occupy Tucson-without encountering any resistance, but

it is equally probable that the troopers of Fritz's company, dashing

throughthe town at the-gallop, at raise pistol, were disappointed. A

sharp skirmish would have been a fitting climax and a reward for the

weeks of labor and discomfort that attended the march from the Pacific

Coast into Arizona.
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San Franoisco Alta California, for July 10, 1862.
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CHAPTER .10!

“A LITTLE OLDIIBXICAN TOWN"

While lestand the advaaoehguard were approaching Tucson, with

the panning o1 gold and the possibility of. a tight with Hunter's Texans

to add spice and relieve the eoaoteay. o: the arch, Carleton and the

shin body were trudging through the heat and dust of the Gila Desert.

the disco-tort was. ewes smter than during the such to tort Yule from

the 'Coast.« north-after reaching Tucson, Carleton wrote to the Depart-

sent Consider:

.- The intolerable heat .and the alkali dust of the Giladesert

sakes (sic) the transportation of supplies iro- Fort Yule to

Tucson a letter of great difficulty. The toasters suffer great-

ly- with inflated eyes. and with coughs- You can Judge ot.how

thick this dust is she- I assure you that through the extensive

‘ mute thickets through which the road leads it is iapossible

for a toaster. to see his own-lead sales. The dust is inpalp-

.ah1e-aad spreads out over the country on either hand like a lake,

and there it regains for some tine after the wagons have passed

along. By these lakes of dust I have seen the exact position of

a train more than ten miles distant.1

Carleton node no mention of the discomfort suffered by. the ."poor

damned domhboys," but it takes no very vivid iaagination to picture what

was minced by the infantry-In shuffling slow in the dust, raised by

hundreds or closelypached son. ,5 *3... u; ai .

mwmmm..ar Fort Barrett on thc«§m11es~:ohma3d-
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and settled for a few days' well-earned rest. Information was received

from an unknown source that Hunter's company had been attacked by Apaches

near Dragoon Spring, after leaving Tucson. The rebels were reported to

have had four men killed, and the Apaches successfully ran off thirty

mules and twenty-five horses. Early the next day Carleton wrote a report

to General Wright's headquarters, reinforcing West's request for arms for

the Pima Indians, and urging that 100 old type muskets with 10,000 rounds

of ball and buck ammunition be furnished immediately. The Apaches, the

Pimas' hereditary and deadly enemies, were well armed, and the Pimas had

no firearms at all. At the time of writing, Carleton had received no news

from West, but he felt no apprehension, and was "in hourly expectation of

hearing from him."?

In this he was not disappointed, for later in the day the welcome

news arrived at Fert Barrett that Tucson had been occupied without a fight,

and that the rebels had disappeared.’ The next step in fulfillment of the

mission assigned to the Column from California was the immediate reposses-

sion of the Arizona posts that had been abandoned back in 1861. Orders

were issued promptly, on the same day:

GENERAL ORDERS,) ”' HDQRS. COLUMN FROM CALIFORNIA'

‘ )

Nb. 2 - ) - Fort Barrett, Pima Villages, Ariz. Ter.,

-uay 24, 1862.

l. The.pest on the San Pedro River in this Territory hitherto

known as Fort Breckenridge will hereafter be known as Fort Stan-

ford, in honor of the Governor of the State of California.

2. FLieut; Col. Edward E. Eyre, First Cavalry California Volun-

teers, with all the troops of his regiment now at Fbrt Barrett,
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will proceed without delay to Fort Stanford and reoccupy it.

Lieutenant-Colonel Eyre will take 100 rounds of ammunition per

man,:and subsistence for his command to include the 30th proximo.

3. Lieut. Col. Joseph R. West, First Infantry California Volun-

tears, in command of the advance guard of this column, having

taken possession of Tucson in this Territory, will leave that

town under the command of Captain William McMullen, First In-

fantry California Volunteers, and proceed with Fritz's company

of cavalry, and such other troops from the advance guard as he

may deem necessary, and reoccupy Fort Buchanan.

§.' The post returns of Fort Buchanan, Tucson, and Fort Stanford,

Ariz. Ter., for the month of May, 1862, will be forwarded through

theseaheadquarters to their prOper destination.

5.c.The chief quartermaster, the medical director, and chief com-

missary willgive such orders as may be necessary to aid in carry-

ing the foregoing orders into due effect.

By order of Colonel Carleton:

BEN. C. CUTLER,

First Lieut.,First Infty. California Vols., Actg. Asst. Adjt.Gen.3

Both Fort Breckenridge and Fort Buchanan were in such ruinous condi-

'tion that it was decided to make the reoccupation merely a token, and to

withdraw .the garrisons to places where the supply problem would be less

(tifficult and where better grazing for the animals was available. Fort

Buchanan was found :to be almost totally destroyed, and Fort Breckenridge

flat in much better condition.4

The dates on which the main body of the Column from California
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left Fort Barrett and arrived at Tucson were not recorded. Shinn's bat-

tery of light artillery arrived at Tucson on June 5th, and it is most like-

ly that the infantry arrived a day or so prior to the 5th, and that the

headquarters of the Column arrived a day or so later.5

After weeks of marching in the desert, and in spite of a few days

of rest in the oasis of the Pima Villages, the sight of Tucson must have

been welcome to the weary soldiers of the Column. The soldier correspon-

dent who wrote to the San Francisco Alta California recorded his impres—
 

sions:

Tucson may be properly described in these words: A little

old Mexican town built of adobe and capable of containing about-

fifteen hundred souls. The Santa Cruz runs within a mile of the

. town and feeds numerous ditches that irrigate the beautiful little

valley that extends to the high hills to the westward and which

was, until a week ago before harvesting commenced, one vast field

of fine grain.- The climate of Tucson is dry and healthful and

the soil:will produce almost anything planted. The peach, quince,

: fig, and pomegranate grow to perfection.

Upon our arrival in Tucson, we found it lively with Califor-

nia volunteers but abandoned by its former population. Since

then, they have been returning daily and a better pleased set of

people cannot be found. Some who have returned have been re-'

quired to take the oath of allegiance. That portion of the com-

munity, which could best be spared, left with Hunter a few weeks

.ago and will be sure not to come back unless forced to.

w Immediately upon his arrival, General Carleton went to work
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to renovate and straighten out the affairs of the territory.

His first move was to arrest eight or ten suspicious characters

who had been prowling about the place ever since Hunter's depar-

ture.6

To digress briefly, it will be noted that the correspondent desig-

nates Carleton as "General.”_ His long-delayed promotion to the rank of

brigadier general was received within a few days after his arrival at Tuc-

son. The exact date is unknown, but he probably received this welcome bit

of information on June 20, 1862. It must have been the more welcome be-

cause of the fact that a certain amount of opposition and hostility for

him had developed among the civilian population of Southern California --

a_fact of which he was well aware. As early as April 30th, in a private

letter, General Wright had told him that certain persons in Los Angeles,

professing to be loyal Unionists, had accused both himself and officers

of his command as being Secessionists at heart: General Wright named ,

one of these persons,--a certain William P..Reynolds.7 Carleton himself

was well aware that his uncompromising attitude had created enmity and

that he had even been accused of showing undue favors to Secessionists.

He had already received information that a lengthy petition had been for-

warded by some people in Los Angeles to the Secretary of War demanding

that he be relieved from command. Consequently, the news of his promo-

tion must have been doubly welcome, both as a recognition of his posi-

8

1
tion and services, and as a vindication of his loyalty and conduct.

,Tucson was to provide a breathing space in which preparations

could be made, and supplies and equipment accumulated for the next move

forward, this time all the way to the Rio Grande. The first step,_however,
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before purely military measures could be taken, was to stamp out the

last lingering remnants of secessionism, and to provide some sort of

law and order in an area that had never, in its recorded history, known

either law or order. Before the war the area known as Arizona was a

sparsely populated, almost unknown and very remote part of the Terri-

tory of New Mexico.‘ The few permanent inhabitants (very few of whom

remained in 1862) were mostly of Southern origin and sympathies, and

probably the great majority of the transient papulation were men who

had special reasons for moving to an area in which officers of the law

were not likely to be found. Over a period of several years before the

war the permanent inhabitants had made sporadic attempts to gain Ter- ‘

ritorial status, led by Sylvester MOwry, the owner' of the Patagonia

Mine, but Congress had never approved the prOposition. Early in 1862,

however, an act had passed, establishing the Territory of Arizona, but

at the time of the arrival of the Column from California, no action had

been taken to organize the Territory,‘or to name any of the territorial

officials.'

COnsequently, General Carleton, as we must now call him, found

it necessary to establish some sort of government, both because there

. because

were no civil officials at all in the Territory, andnhe must safeguard

his own supply establishments and line of communications.

The first steps were taken within a few minutes, literally, after

Captain Tritz's troopers galloped into the town, when they rounded up

and confined the few Americans who had remained behind after Hunter's

departure.~ Because they had been in the town during the Confederate:

occupation, they were, ipso facto, subject to suspicion} and they were
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also assumed to be desperados of a type with which the frontier was very

familiar.

A few of the red sash, bowie knife and pistol, card-playing

Americans who will be found swaggering about all frontier towns~

of Mexican population,--and two or three more accomplished villains

and traitors who had been bullying and swelling around the country

for some years--were caught up at once and sent off as prisoners

to Fbrt Yuma. This had a wholesome effect on the rest of the com-

munity, and quiet and good order took the place of violence and

lawlessness_throughout Arizona.9

This was Carletonfs description of the gentry who were arrested,

and of the immediate effects of their arrest, in his statement to The

Adjutant General, in 1864. Immediately after the occupation of Tucson,

he reported to General wright:

I shall try to straighten up matters here, so that when a

man does have his throat cut, his.house,robbed, or his fields

ravaged, he may at least have the consolation of knowing there

is some law that will reachdhim who does the injury. . . .I-

shall send to Fort Yuma for confinement, starting them to-day,

. nine of the cutthroats, gamblers, and loafers who have infested

.this town to the great bodily fear of all good citizens., Near-

ly every one, I believe, has either killed his man or been en-

gaged in helping kill him.10

To cope with this class of persons, and to provide a de facto

legal basis for action against offenders, Carleton issued on.June 8th,

an order addressed "To All Whom It May Concern." Summarized, the order
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proclaimed the establishment of a military government in the Territory of

Arizona, in the absence of established civil government.' Martial law was

proclaimed in the Territory until such time as civil officials were ap-

pointed, and Carleton designated himself as Military Governor. Lieuten-

ant Benjamin C. Cutler, his Acting Assistant Adjutant General, was named

as Military Secretary of State, and several officers were named as being

authorized to administer oaths. In the absence of courts, military com-

missions would try both criminal cases and civil cases. "The rules of

evidence shall be those customary in practice under the common law. The

trials shall be public and shall be trials of record, and the mode of pro-

cedure shall be strictly in accordance with that of courts-martial in the

Army of the United States."11

Orders were issued within a few days, also, for levying stiff

taxes against gamblers and bar keepers, for moderate taxes upon all mer-

chants and traders except those dealing in provisions, who were exempt.

The funds thus accumulated were to be used for the benefit of the sick‘

and wounded}2

' - Lieutenant Cutler, as Military Secretary of State immediately

forwarded a report to the Secretary of State, in Washington, to that offic-

iafsapparent surprise. Mr. Seward, in turn, sent the Military Secretary

of State's report to the Secretary of War, accompanied by a mildly ironical

note:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, August 16, 1862.

Hon. 3. H. STANTO'N‘, Secretary of War:

SIR: I have the honor to inclose a letter of the 6th ultimo

and the accompanying papers, addressed to this Department by
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Benjamin Cutler, who styles himself "Military Secretary of

State of the Territory of Arizona." As that Territory has not

been organized by act of Congress, and consequently no civil

officials have been appointed, it is presumed that the communi-

cation of Mr. Assistant Adjutant-General Cutler would have more

properly been addressed to the War Department.

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

WILLIAM H. SEWARD.13

For an Army officer to send an offiCial communication directly to

the Secretary of State may have been a breach of protocol, but Secretary

Stanton does not seem to have been perturbed. There is no indication that

he ever took the slightest notice of the communications.

A necessary step in preparation for any forward move from Tucson

was to guarantee that there would be no interference (sabotage, we would

call it) with the long and tenuous line of communications with California,

and no focus upon which Confederate activities in Arizona might be centered.

0n the night of June 8th, Lieutenant Colonel Eyre with a strong detail

from his regiment, moved out of Tucson secretly. Four nights later, in

the early hours of the morning, he quietly surrounded the buildings of

the Patagonia Mine, and arrested Sylvester Mowry, the owner of the mine.

With Mowry, he also captured "Colonel" Palatine Robinson, of Tucson, who

was known to be an outspoken Secessionist. Despite bitter protests from

both Mowry and Robinson; they were bundled off to Tucson, along with all-

of flowry's mine employes.14

After examination by a military commission which gave as its

Opinion that Mowry had been engaged in treasonable activities, he was
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sent to Fort Inna as-a.prisoner. .A few months later he was released

without charges having been preferred against him, and.he spent the rest

of his life protesting his innocence and;vowing vengeance against Carle-

ton, West and Eyre.15

Mowry was a native of Rhode Island and a graduate of West Point.

He had resigned from the Army several years before the war, and in the

meantime had been prominent in the affairs of Arizona, taking a leading

part in the agitation for a territorial government.» Consideration as to

whether or not Iowry was an active Confederate agent is entirely beyond

the scope of this paper. There is no way of knowing upon what informa-

tion Carleton acted when he ordered lowry's arrest and the seizure of

the Patagonia line, but there can be nogdoubt that he believed that leav-

ing Mowry and his employes in the rear of the Column from California would

., x

be dangerous. . . i

Concurrently with providing forsecurity, many other things had

to be done before the Column could-take thernext long stride to the Rio

Grande. The Ceiumn could u6t move without supplies, and the supplies

could not be moved without sufficient wagonsgand enough animals to haul

the wagons. Horses and mules had lost weight and strength during the

march from California, and it wasnecessary for them to have a rest of

several weeks, with plenty of forage and water before they would be again

capable of pulling heavy loads over the primitive roads of the Southwest.

The condition of the wagons was such that many of them were almost

unserviceable. On June 10th, Carleton informed General Wright's headquar-

ters, "It would surprise you to see how the great bait and the dry air of

m uwww—«vue‘

the desert have affected our wagons. The tires have to be cut and reset
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and a large amount of other repairs have to be made to keep them from

going to pieces. This, with our limited means for such work, is a great

task. .."E6 The number of wagons available was so limited that, in

order to keep supplies moving from Fort Yuma to build up stocks for the

next move, it was necessary to cut down sharply on issues to troops in

the outlying stations. Pishon, whose company was at Fort Stanford, was

informed on June 17th that he must issue only half rations of sugar and

coffee until further orders, and he must reduce sharply the iSSue of

flour and beef. This was occasioned by the shortage of transportation.17

'To overcome the difficulty of unserviceable transportation, two

wagon sheps were set up in Tucson. No more could be established.with

the limited number of wheelwrights and carpenters the Column had, and

only two wagons a day could be renovated in these two shops.18 To give

necessary supervision to transportation problems, Captain Nicholas Davis,

lst California Cavalry. was relieved from command of his company, and

assigned as assistant to Captain Treadwell Moore, the Chief Quartermaster.

Captain Davis' particular duty was to be superintendent and director of‘

all trains and transportation. Captain Davis' disgust is easily imagin-

able.19

. The march eastward from Tucson promised to be more difficult of

execution than the.march from the Coast to Tucson. There was no inter-‘

mediate point-where supplies could be accumulated in advance, such as

Bert Tuna and the Pima Villages had provided for the earlier steps. There

were no.wella and no_ convenient parallel stream of water, such as the

Gila River had been for a large part of the distance from Fort Yuma. It

would be necessary to accumulate a stock pile of sixty days of-supplies
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at Tucson before the start eastward could be made from there, and for

water it would be necessary to depend on the natural tanks which filled

only after the summer rains started. According to the best information

available, the rains usually started about the latter part of June.20

All of the various measures in preparation for the next move pro-

ceeded, of course, simultaneously. Major David Fergusson, lst California

Cavalry, was sent, with a strong escort to Magdalena, Sonora, on a supply

reconnaissance, and with orders to buy, if possible, 80,000 to 100,000

pounds-of "good sweet flour" and 200 head of cattle. At the same time

he was to offer to the farmers of Sonora every inducement to bring their

produce to Tucson for sale.21 The Depot Quartermaster at Fert Yuna’was'

sent an urgent request for axes, helves, horse and mule shoes,:nails-and

canteens.~ At the same time he was rather sharply rebuked because coffee

and sugar were not being included in the shipments of supplies for the

Column, when Carleton knew for a fact that a train loaded exclusively

with those items had been ordered from San Diego to Fort Yuma weeks be-

H

tore.r .-. .It does really seem as if there was some neglect, for which

some one should be responsible."22

The troops under Carleton's command were spread from Fort Yuma

to Tucson, and in Arizona they occupied half a dozen stations. Before

a move could be made from Tucson, it would be necessary to "regroup" them

(to use a present-day expression). Fer better and easier supervision of

all of the activities going on, Carleton found it desirable to transfer

his headquarters temporarily back to the more central location of Fort

Barrett, where several days time could be saved in communication with

California and the various points on the line of communications. Accord-
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ingly, he left Tucson on the evening of June 18th, and reestablished

the headquarters of the Column from California at Fort Barrett on June

twenty-first.23

0n the same day, Major Theodore Coult, 5th California Infantry,

was ordered to relocate Fort Barrett, transferring the installation from

the Pima Villages to a new site near Sacaton Station, and to move Compan-

ies B, E, and F, lst California Infantry, Captain Cremony's Company B,

2d California Cavalry and several small detachments,together with a herd

of beef cattle, from their current locations to Tucson, at once.24 Other

troop movements ordered within the next few days brought the scattered

elements of the Column closer together,'poising it for the next long move.

During those hot days of the latter part of June, 1862, the an-

cient presidio town of Tucson saw more intense and feverish activity than

it had ever seen before. Preparations were pushed day and night. Supply

trains moved in filled, and returned empty. Ferge fires burned day and

night, and every effort was bent toward enabling the Column to move for-

ward again as soon as the summer rains filled the tanks on the route of

march to provide water.
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NOTES - CHAPTER XV

1. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 1146-1147.
 

2. 1233., pp. 1094e1095.

3. £212., pp. 1095-1096.

4. Ibid., p. 1128.

5. Ibid., pp. 141-142.

6. Aurora Hunt, The Army of the Pacific, p. 110. Quoted from a letter in
 

the San Francisco Alta California, July 10, 1862.
 

7. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 1042, 1147, 1151.
 

8. Ibid., p. 1066.

9.‘ From an unpublished report written by Carleton to the War Department

in 1863. Included in Notes on Certain Military Men, compiled by Colonel

Thomas S. Spaulding, U. S. Army, Retired. (In the Stephen Spaulding Mem-

orial Collection, Rare Books Division, University of Michigan Library.)

10. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 1128-1129.
 

i

ll. Ibig}. pp. 96-97, 1127. The popular idea that a court-martial is

more arbitrary and has greater discretionary authority than a civil court

is entirely erroneous. The essential difference, at the time of the Civil

‘Iar, lay in the fact that all acts of a court-martial, verdict RS‘WBII as

sentence, were subject to review and approval or disapproval by the author-
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ity appointing the court. A military commission is simply a court-martial

convened for the trial of persons who are not normally subject to military

law, e.g., civilians in an area in which martial law has been proclaimed.

This is a distinction without a difference. The writer of this paper ser-

ved as a member of several different military commissions appointed for

the trial of Japanese civilians.

12.

13.

14.

15..

Rebellion Records, Vol. IX, p. 693.
 

Ibid., p. 690.

 

Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp, 1142-1143, 1146-1147.

Sylvester Mowry, Arizona and Sonora: The Geography, History, and

Resources of the Silver Region of North America, (New York, 1864), passim.
 

16.

17.
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19.
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21.

22.
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24.

Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Bart I, pp. 1128—1129.
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CHAPTER XVI

' MOSTLY ABOUT APACHE INDIANS.

Throughout the entire period when the Column from California was

being prepared, during the weeks of the march across the deserts, and the

days of.reorganization at Tucson, there was no direct information as to

what was happening or what had happened in the valley of the Rio Grande.

There.was no communication whatever between the forces of Carleton in Ari-

zona and the forces commanded by General B. R. S. Canby, in New Mexico.

Vague rumors reached Carleton's ears from time to tine,_but no information

upon which he could sensibly or.logically base any decision or plan of,

action. He had no means of knowing whether or not Canby had any informa-

tion about the approach of the Californians.

Early ,in May. while the headquarters of the Colman was still at

Fort Yuma, an attempt had been made to open communication with New Mexico.

Sergeant William Wheeling; a trusted.noncoamiasioned officer of Company

P. lst California Infantry, and a man.naned Weaver ( we know nothing about

hil~except his name) left Fort Yuma.with messages for General Canby. Ser-

geant Wheeling was :ordered to travel in civilian clothes. They reported

to Lieutenant Colonel West, at the Pima Villages, who was ordered to pro-

Vida the-twith horses and a strong escort, to take them through the Apache

cbuntry. They left the Pima Villages on the morning of May 11th, escorted

by Lieutenant Chauncey Wellman and forty men of Company A, lst California

Cavalry, but on May let they were back.with the advance guard. The at-

tempt to get through to.New Mexico had failed. Lieutenant bellman sub~

Mitted a written report which has been lost. West conodudad, evidently
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on the basis of Wellman‘s report, that Weaver was somewhat of an imposter

who did not know nearly as much about the country as he had pretended to

know. Consequently, West refused to furnish another escort until all the

facts of the case had been reported to Carleton.1

Carleton decided to wait until the Column arrived at Tucson be-

fore making another attempt to open communications with General Canby,

but within a-few days after his arrival at Tucson, the despatches were

written, and another group of messengers started. Late in the afternoon

of June 15th, three men, two of whom carried duplicate copies of the mes-

sages, left Tucson. ~They were JOhn Jones, the expressman who had perform-

ed several confidential missions for Carleton before, Sergeant Wheeling,

and a Mexican Guide named Chavez. This time there was no escort, and the

group planned to travel at night and conceal themselves during the day.

hiding hard, they.reached a point six or seven miles from the entrance

to the dreaded Apache Pass by the morning of the eighteenth. Here they

rested in a canyon for most of the day. At about 3:30 P.M.-they left

their concealment, and.had traveled about five miles, when they were dis-

covered by‘a band of Apaches.2

Up to this moment the Column from California had had no trouble

with Apaches. .In’fact, at Just about the moment when Wheeling and his

companions were discovered, Carleton was writing, with considerable satis-

faction,‘a report to General Wright, in which he said:

When I first came into the Territory I gave orders that the

Apaches, who have for the last two years overrun it, killing

everyone they met and running off stock, &c., should not be fired

upon or molested until they committed toeard us some antiof hos-

ZUU
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tility. They were to be the aggressors so far as this column

was concerned just now. The result, thus far has been no man

has been fired upon and no stock run-off. The Apaches, ventur-

ing little by little,have at length come into Fort Stanford, and

I shall have a talk with them in a few days. If I can so bring

matters about that people can travel in this country without

fear of their lives at every step from the hordes of Indians of

this tribe which roam over it, I shall have accomplished a credit-

able end.3

The hope that the Column from California might be able to maintain

peaceful relations with the people whom General Crook, years later, refer-

red to as "the tiger of the human species," was destined not to be fulfil—

led. It wasgnot until years after Carleton's death, and within the memory

of people still living, that travelers could move through Arizona without

danger from lurking Apache warriors. Probably at the identical moment in

which Carleton was writing the hopeful report just quoted, Sergeant Wheel-

ing and Chavez-were already dead under the Apache knives, and the express-

man, Jones,-was riding.for his life, badly wounded. Jones 'sown brief ac-

count is more vivid than any possible summary could be:

Bad travelled about five miles when the Indians discovered us

and raised a smoke. we were then on a road, and travelled fast

to get out of the bush onto the plain. . . .About five miles from

there crossed a trail leading from Sierra Blanca of eleven horse-

men and seven footmen, Indians. About four miles.further the

Indians Jumped up from their hiding place in hruah.- Soon as.they

ran about.a quarter of a mile in our rear, they mounted their.
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horses and came on at a gallop. I got down and we all tied our

‘animals, as we were not in a condition to flee, and then pre-

pared to fight. L . .Three of our animals broke away, which di-

vided the Indians; some went after them, leaving others on foot,

except one on horseback. The Mexican fired the sergeant's gun,

but lost all the caps out of the breech. The Mexican was wounded

in the hip. After he had mounted the mule we all mounted." The

Sergeant was thrown. We then tied our mules again. Then the

mounted men came back and dismounted, and were crawling on us.

I told the sergeant our only chance was to mount and make a rush.

The Mexican begged us not to leave him. We told him we could

not save ourselves. We mounted up and started. The sergeant,

I think, never got out from among the Indians. They followed

'after me on horseback, yelling, saying, "Now let's have a race."

"Mucha buéhé mula;" "Mucho bravo Americana." I shot one in the

side, anothergin the shoulder; sin pursued until sundown. . . .

I struck Cow Spring about 11 a. m. on the 19th instant. I got

water, and staid all day in the station. Had made arrangements

to fight from the chimney. Indians did not come. Started out

after dark. 'I crossed the lower crossing of the Miembres'(no

'water). The C. 8. Army had a picket there, which I passed. I

went down to Kboke's Spring, eXpecting I could reach the Rio

' Grandeil I avoided the water and went on. On the morning'of the

20th I reached the Rio Grande at sundown (sic).' I found a ranch—

' 7 4

eria at Pibacho, and was taken prisoner and taken (to) nesilla.

Jones's escape from the Apaches was close to a miracle,’and his
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report, which was transcribed weeks later gives no indication of the de-

termination and heroism necessary to enable him to make, in three days,

a journey that normally took a traveler at least a week. ‘But the really

marvelous part of the obscure story of John Jones,the expressman, is

concealed in the matter of fact statement made by Carleton in his report

at the end of July to General Wright:

(The Confederates) brought him before Colonel Steele (William

Steele, late Second Dragoons), who examined him, took his dis-

‘ patches, and threw him into jail. He managed, however, to get

word to General Canby that he was there and that the Column

from California was really coming--an achievement that was

considered absolutely impracticable.5

How Jones, from behind the bars of the Mesilla jail managed to

get word to General Canby is a mystery that has never been solved, and

is not likely to be solved. We know nothing of Jones himself, beyond

the fact that he was a person in whom Carleton placed confidence--a con-

fidence that events fully justified. He was obviously an experienced

frontiersman, but except for that, his biography and his entire personality

are concealed under the anonymity of the name John Jones. Aurora Hunt, in

 

‘Ihe Army of the Pacific, calls him “The Paul Revere of the West," but

there can be no real comparison between Paul Revere's morning ride of a

few miles, on a cool April morning, with Jones's ride of scores of miles

Over the desolate country of the Southwest, without food, and finally get-

ting his vital information to its destination from out of a prison. His

achievement has few parallels in history.

It was weeks, of course, before the news of the deaths of Sergeant
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Wheeling and Chavez at the hands of Apaches became known to Carleton,

and so for weeks he probably still believed that his force could main-

tain peace with the Indians. Consequently all of his thought and atten-

tion was devoted to the problem of war against the major enemy, the Con-

federacy.

The feeble strength of the Confederate force that had occupied

Tucson for so many months had been suspected for some time. The small

size of Hunter’s force was confirmed by interrogation of the few inhabi-

tants who had remained in Tucson, and it was obvious that such a force

could offer no obstacle to the further advance of the Column from Cali-

fornia.7 Consequently, Carleton determined within a few days after his

arrival at Tucson to push a force ahead to the Rio Grande, without wait-

ing for the completion of the preparations for the advance of the main

body. The movement was intended as a reconnaissance in force, to deter-

mine rebel dispositions and movements further east, and to ascertain ac-

curately the best routes to the Rio Grande.

On June 17th, immediately after his return from arresting Sylves-

ter Mbwry, Lieutenant Colonel Eyre received an order:_

It is important that a forced reconnaissance be made in advance

of the column from the Rio Grande, and you are selected for this

delicate and at the same time hazardous duty. You will take with

you for this purpose a squadron of your regiment to be composed

of all the effective officers and men of Companies B and C now

here. . . .You go to watch the road in the direction of the en-

emy. If possible you will capture or drive in his pickets, and

report upon his situation, strength, movements, and apparent pur-
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poses. . . .Avoid collision with the Indians. (Italic. the wri-

ter'sé] Of course you will report back to me all that it is

necessary for me to knowfi

Eyre's reconnaissance force moved out from Tucson late in the

afternoon of June let. It comprised 140 men and officers, under the

immediate operational command of Captain Emil Fritz. For four days the

march was uncomfortable and trying, but uneventful. At the bridge across

the San Pedro River (a relic of the Overland Mail), they found the name

of Jones, the expressman, but gave it no particular thought. Of course,

no rumor had yet reached them of what had happened to Jones and his com-

panions. At six o'clock in the morning of June 25th, the force encamped

near the old stage station in Apache Pass. Water in the spring was low,

and watering the animals took a long time. About noon four shots were

heard, coming from the vicinity where horses that had been watered already

were being grazed on the scanty grass. Lieutenant Colonel Eyre investi-

gated at once and was told that Indians were in sight, and the guard had

fired to give warning.

One of the Indians waved a white flag, and Eyre, with a civilian

interpreter, also carrying a white flag, went forward. What followed is

best related in the succinct language of Eyre's report:

At this time at least 75 to 100 Indians were in sight, many of

them mounted on good-looking horses and all of them armed.with

fire-arms, some with rifles and six-shooting pistols. Of the

latter I observed a great number and occasionally single-bar-

relled shotguns. When the chief came forward I told him that

we were Americans, and that our Great Captain lived at Washington;
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that we wished to be friends of the Apaches; that at present I

was only travelling through their country, and desired he would

not interfere with my men or animals; that a great captain was

at Tucson with a large number' of soldiers; that he wished to

have a talk with all the.Apache chiefs and to make peace with

them and make them presents. He professed a great desire to be

friendly with the Americans, and assurred me that neither my men

nor animals should be molested. He asked for tobacco and some-

thing to eat.' I gave him all that could possible be spared and

we parted; with a request on his part that I would meet him at

the same place at sunset. On my return it was reported to me

that three of the men were missing. . . -After an‘hour's search

the bodies of the missing men were found stripped of all their'

clothing and‘two of them scalped.' Each was shot through the

chest with fire-arms and lanced through the neck. They were

victims of their own imprudence, the entire command having been

repeatedly warned'by me not to wander from camp. It appears

that they had started, leading their horses from the spring

where the watering was being done, over the ridge into another

gulch, when they came on the Indians and were murdered.9

The three unfortunate troopers were buried in the camp, and the

force moved,‘late in the afternoon, out of the canyon onto the plain be-

yond, and went into dry camp. Near midnight they were awakened by a

volley fired from the surrounding brush and grass, into the camp.’ As-

sistant Surgeon Kitteridge was wounded in the head, and one horse was

killed on the picket line.10
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Although the soldiers of Eyre's command may have been lulled on

this occasion by the lack of hostility shown by the Apaches prior to the

incident, there was, thereafter, no lack of vigilance. In fact, the force

appears to have become what we would now call “trigger happy." The fol-

lowing night the guard succeeded in killing a foraging coyote, under the

impression that the animal was a lurking Indian, and disrupted the rest

of the entire command.‘ But the Apaches lost interest in Eyre's force as

soon as it became apparent that surprise would not succeed again.

No word got back to Tucson as to what Eyre's force had encountered,

as he decided that there was small chance of any small detachment getting

through, and he could not afford to weaken his force by a detachment of

sufficient strength to guarantee getting through. It was necessary to

wait until he had newstof sufficient importance to justify sending a force

that could fight its way through the Apaches. In the meantime, he contin-

ued to march toward the Rio Grande.

At Tucson, Carleton decided, in the absence of information from

Eyre, to establish an outpost, well to the east of Tucson, from which Eyre

could draw rations and supplies on his return, and which would be strong

enough to support him in case of a reverse. This same outpost could serve

as an intermediate depot for the forward movement of the main body. later.

on July 8th, the orders were issued to Captain Thomas L. Roberts,

commanding Company E, lst California Infantry, to prepare at. once to march

toward the Rio Grande, with a ”task force" consisting of his own company,

a detachment of-a corporal andrune men from Company H, Captain Cremony's

(kmnpany B; 2d California Cavalry, and the mountain howitzer battery of

11

the lst Infantry, commanded by Lieutenant Thompson.-
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In directing West, who was station commander at Tucson at the

time, to send this force out, Carleton said, "You cannot be too minute

in your instructions. . .having in view the furtherance of these ends."

And Carleton's orders ended with the usual admonition that "(Theyj are

not to attack the Indians unless the latter are the aggressors."12-

The next day West transmitted to Captain Roberts very specific

and detailed instructions as to his mission and exactly how he was to

conduct his march and handle his force.

It would probably be more accurate to Speak of missions, rather

than mission, for Roberts was given-several things to do. The ten men

of Company H were to be left, with an officer, at the crossing of the

San Pedro, to guard forage which would be sent there. With the remainder

of the force, Roberta would move to-San Simon Station, east of Apache.

P3833 There he would establish an intrenched camp and await further

orders. He would guard supplies which would be sent for the use of Col-

onel Eyre, on his return from the Rio Grande, and for the main body on

its hove forward.‘ In case Eyre*q.np falling back before a superior en-

emy, Roberts would support him.

"You-are to keep the commanding general informed of those move-

ments. .Be ready to fight at all times, day or night, and if attacked

You are not to surrender on any terms."

..In addition to his missions, Roberts was given detailed instruc-

tions as to how, exact-1y, his force dbuld be handled tactically. . He must

xuyt enter any defile with the wagons and the cattle until the flanks of

such passes were secured, and all defiles should be reconnoitered thorough-

l‘y by- an advance party. Finally, he was directed flatly to keep his infan-
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try well in advance and use the cavalry to remain with and guard the

wagon train.13

This latter provision makes it obvious that the details of the

instructions did not originate with Carleton, but rather with.West him-

self. Carleton was an old dragoon, and to a cavalryman it would be pure

heresy to tie the mounted troops to the wagon train, and thus lose any

advantage of their fluidity and mobility.

Captain Roberts and his mixed command, with the wagon train, left

Tucson at four-thirty, on the morning of July tenth. As with Eyre's com-

mand, the first four days of the march were monotonous and disagreeable.

At noon, on the 15th, Roberts, with the infantry and the two mountain

howitzers, was well inside Apache Pass. The pass had been reconnoitered

as carefully as the small size of the force would permit, and there was

not an Indian or Confederate in sight. Suddenly, there was a burst of

fire from the rear. Private C. M. O'Brien, of Lieutenant Thompson's

howitzer battery dropped dead, and a driver was wounded. The Indians

had been hidden in the way that only Apaches could hide, and had let the

column pass before they Opened fire.

The situation was serious. The command had marched almost forty

Iniles without water, on a July day in Arizona. It was impossible to re-

tUITI, and the Indians lay between the command and water. The Apache Pass

Spring was still several hundred yards distant.

Months of Carleton's rigid discipline and rigorous training paid

ri£fl1 dividends at that moment. There was no panic. In good order, the

comEnemy, with its accompanying howitzers, fell back out of the direct

£1113 from the hillsides, and reformed at the mouth of the canyon. The
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howitzers were loaded, and manhandled into position, and slowly worked

forward. The company's skirmishers advanced, firing. One of the how-

itzers turned over, but Sergeant Mitchell, of Company B, 2d California

Cavalry, who was with the infantry company to serve as a messenger, man-

aged to get it upright. The Indians were high up on the slopes, and it

was difficult to elevate the howitzers sufficiently to reach them, but

it was done.

The Apaches had never encountered artillery fire before, and the

effect was decisive;' They could not face it, although it could not be

said that they fled hastily. They departed stubbornly, and to quote

Captain Roberts“ own words, they ". . .fought determinedly, but they

feund us too much for them, but they kept us from the water until after

four p.m."14

As-soon as he had a moment for reflection, Roberts became anxious

about the safety of Captain Cremony and the wagon train, miles to the

rear. 'As soon as the horses were watered, Sergeant Mitchell and his

three cavalry troopers were sent urgently to Cremony, with information

as towwhat had happened, and orders to circle the wagons and take all

possible precautions.* Roberts, with part of the infantry would return

as quickly as possible.15

On the night of July 13th, Captain Cremony, with the wagon train

and twenty-five soldiers (fifteen cavalrymen and ten infantrymen) had

remained at the crossing of the San Pedro, while Roberts went ahead.1 Dur-

ing the night there was a terrific thunderstorm, during which strange -

m:

lights were observed, which appeared to be advancing, in an irregular

way. It happened that Cremony had spent several years in the Southwest,
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and was thoroughly familiar with Apache ways. He immediately prepared

for action, but nothing happened. (A year later he determined that the

strange lights actually were Apache signals.)13

Just before dark, on July 15th, Cremony reached Beall's Station,

fifteen miles from Apache Pass. His mules were exhausted, so he decided

to make a dry camp and give them a few hours rest, even though he could

not water them. While camp was being made, there was a roar of gallop-

ing hoofs, and four of the cavalrymen who had been with Roberts dashed

in. Two of them were riding one horse. Private Teal was missing, Fri--

vate Maynard was wounded, with his arm broken by a bullet. Three horses

had been killed and one wounded. As they were leaving the Pass, with

Captain Roberts' message, they had been attacked. They estimated that

they were attacked by fifty Indians.

Cremony made all preparations for defense, and waited. There was

nothing else to do. Shortly after midnight, to the amazement and relief

of everyone, Teal came limping in, carrying his carbine, saddle, bridle

and blanket. (A good cavalry soldier:) His escape had been really mir-

aculous. His horse had been wounded, and had fallen with him. Cut off

from the others, he determined to sell his life as dearly as possible,

and 'of course, not to be taken prisoner by the Apaches. After an hour,

(xf waiting, an Indian exposed himself, and Teal got in an accurate shot.

This produced excited cries and confusion among the Indians, who. pulled

the ‘wounded‘man away, and then disappeared. After making sure that they

were really gone, Teal salvaged his equipment from the horse, which had

diexl, and walking to Cremony's bivouac without any further-adventures;

A year later it was determined that the Indian-whom Teal had

wcnuuded was Mangas Colorado himself, the great war chief of the Apaches.
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It was impossible for Roberts to remain at the spring, because of

the nature of the position, so as soon as men and animals had enough water,

he withdrew his force to a better position, then started back to Cremony,

with twenty-eight men., The distance to Cremony's bivouac was fifteen

miles, which is usually considered to be a full day's march for infantry.

These men had made a long, waterless march in the sun that day, had been

in a stiff battle, and then made another march, “without a murmur," as

Roberts proudly reported.18

Roberts was unable to report to Carleton’s headquarters what had

happened until July 19th, because, "I did not deem it safe to send a small

party, and to insure the safety and success of the expedition I needed

every man I had." \He reported finding the graves of the three men of

Eyre's force who had been killed, and gave a detailed statement of his

own adventures in the Pass, all as evidence that he had “found the Apache

Indians hostile." He was. positive that nine Indians had been killed, and

felt sure that there were more.. His own losses were two soldiers killed,

and one soldier and one teamster wounded.

Lieutenant Thompson, whose howitzers had proven decisive, learned

some lessons from the fight. With Captain Roberts' permission he sent one

Of his gunners back to Tucson with plans to modify the carriages_of the

howitzers, so as to gain more elevation, and be able to reach Indians high

_on the hillsides. He also entered a plea to have his men armed with the

Pistol instead of the musket. It was impossible to handle a musket and

‘work a.howitzer simultaneously.19 C

It is impossible to estimate the number of Indians in this fight,

bUt it was exceptionally large for a body of Apaches, who generally fought
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in small hands. Mangas Colorado was the most influential Apache warrior

of his time, and his presence always attracted a large number of braves

who were anxious for glory and plunder under his leadership. Their los-

ses were large, especially after the howitzers opened fire. Captain

Roberts was modestly certain of killing nine, but Cremony, who spoke the

Apache language fluently, ascertained a year later that probably sixty

were killed. One of the warriors told him, "The soldiers fired wagons

at us."

It was the first fight for these California volunteers, and they

behaved like veterans. They had suffered from heat and fatigue during a

long dayfs march, then had to fight for their lives while parched with

thirst.v After the first burst of fire, they had made a retrograde move-

ment to the mouth of the canyon, under fire. A backward movement under

fire is the most difficult of all military movements, and the slightest

“unsteadiness, in this case, would have caused disaster. There was no

unsteadiness. They reformed, and attacked. To a student of war, there

is nothing further to be said. -If any of them gave any passing thought

to the ultimate reasons for their salvation, they would have thanked a

rigid Kaine Yankee,.whose cold eye never missed a detail in their train-

ing, and whose stern discipline they had probably cursed many and many a

time.
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NOTES - CHAPTER XVI

l. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 1048-1049, 1057, 1061, 1065,
 

1089, 1140. It will be seen in the last reference given, that General

Canby received information as to the approach of the Column from Califor-

nia late in June, from an informer in Mesilla. Other evidence (not cited

in this paper) indicates that Canby was inclined to discount this infor-

nation.

2. Ibid., pp. 95, 1151.

3. Ibid., pp. 1144-1145, 1147. Carleton's attitude contrasts sharply

H

'with that displayed by Baylor, who directed a subordinate, . . .Use

- l, I. , ‘-

all means to persuade the Apaches or any tribe to come in for the pur-

pose of making peace, and when you get them together kill all the grown

Indians and take the children prisoners and sell them to defray the ex-

 

pense of killing the Indians." (Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p.

942.) Sylvester Howry, after his release from Fort Yuma, made the

same suggestion, using almost the same words as Baylor, indicating the

interesting possibility that he and Baylor had been in communication

on the subject.

4. Ibid.. pp. 110—120.

5. Ibid., p, 89.

J: . A

 

6. Aurora Hunt, The Army of the Pacific, p. 115.

7. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, pp. 151-152.
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8. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 98.
 

9.- Ibid., pp. 120-121.

10. Ibid.

11. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, p. 8.
 

12. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, pp. 98-99.
 

13. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, p. 11.
 

14. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 131.
 

15. Ibid. Also John C. Cremony, Life Among the Apaches (San Francisco,
 

1868), pp. 155-167. Cremony had been a volunteer officer in the Mexican

War. Following that war, for several years, he was a member of the Mexican

Boundary Commission, during which time he became familiar with the Apache

language, and personally knew many of the Apache warriors and chiefs, in-

cluding Mangas Colorado. According to Cremony's own statement, Carleton

made a special request to have his company of the 2d California Cavalry

included in the expedition, although it appears that they did not like

each other too well. Cremony's account of the fight at Apache Pass as

given in Life Among the Apaches differs in some details from his account
 

on Page 132, Vol. L, Part I, of the Rebellion Records. These differences,
 

however, do not appear to be important, or to cast any doubt on the gen-

eral picture drawn of the event.

16. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part I, p. 131.
 

 

17. Cremony, LifeAmong the Apaches, p. 166.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE COLUMN REACHES THE RIO GRANDE

Eyrefs force continued toward the Rio Grande, with no alarms or

excitement for several days after the guard killed the unfortunate coyote

that was mistaken for an Apache warrior. The Indians, no doubt, kept the

force under close observation at all times, but they were always chary

about attacking any large party that was obviously prepared for trouble.

There was no further straggling from the main body by soldiers, and sen-

tinels and pickets were unrelaxing in their vigilance.

The march was infinitely more uncomfortable and difficult than

the march across the Gila Desert to Tucson, from Fort Yuma. .The sun

beat down as it can only in desert countries in mid-summer. The alkali

dust rose in thick clouds, and the water holes were almost dry. There

had been no opportunity to reconnoiter the route in advance, and there

were no carefully prepared stacks of forage for the animals.

The march was uneventful until the morning of June twenty-ninth.

On that morning two men were found beside the road, under circumstances

that Eyre considered to be suspicious.. They were arrested and searched,

.and were found to be bearing letters addressed to the commander_of the

.Federal forces at Tucson. The letters have been lost, so it is impos-

sible to determine why Eyre considered their authenticity to be doubt-

ful, or why he was doubtfu1.of the bona fides of the two men. _But such
 

was the case, and he ordered the two men held as prisoners.

The two roadside stragglers were not the only ones met that morn-

ing; A.short time later nine men were discovered in camp. This time,
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however, there were no grounds for suspicion. The group proved to be

a messenger (named Milligan) and his escort, bearing a letter addressed

to General Carleton from Colonel John M. Chivington, of the Colorado vol-

unteers, and commander of the Southern Military District of New Mexico.

Although the letter was addressed to Carleton, Milligan was authorized to

turn it over to the first California commander whom he might encounter.

Accordingly, Eyre opened and read the message, and dispatched

Milligan back to Colonel Chivington with a reply. Both of these communi-

cations have been lost, but it is easy to surmise with a reasonable de-

gree of probability what their contents may have been. Each gave infor-

mation as to the locations and movements of troops, and it was from Chiv-

ington's letter that Eyre first learned that Jones had been captured and

his companions killed. Eyre’s report to Carleton, which was dated July

6, 1862, was probably Carleton's first information as to Jones's capture.

‘.The force lain over and rested-on the last day of June, as ‘men

and animals were beginning to feel the strain of continued effort.

Early next morning,.before~breaking camp, the pickets reported

a party approaching. They were quietly surrounded and brought into camp.

They proved to be a party of Mexican miners, returning to Sonora from the

Pine Alto mines, because of the lack of food at the mines. “They were

allowed-to go.on.a The following morning, at one o'clock, the pickets

again reported a party approaching. Again, the group was quietly sur-

rounded and brought in.) This time the party turned out to be a mixed

group ofmen and women. (one of the women was a German), en route to Hes-

.illa from the mines._ Since Mesilla was assumed to be still in Confederate

guessession, this party was detained, as a measure of safety.
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July 4th, Independence Day, was no holiday. The march was long,

and the weather was even hotter than before. Eyre had planned to water

at noon, at Mule Spring, but the spring was so dry that no water could

be obtained, even by digging. The march was continued through the after-

noon, until, as Eyre reported in a matter-of-fact statement, ignoring, or

unaware of, the dramatic climax, “(Velmarched twenty-two miles to the

Rio Grande, and encamped at 7 p.m. near Fort Thorn."

He did, however, add an unemotional statement which indicates

that he was not as unmoved as the language of his report might lead one

to believe. "This was the first time the Stars and Stripes floated on

the Rio Grande below Fort Craig since the occupation of the country by

the Confederate troops, and it being the anniversary of our National In-

dependence, was not calculated to dampen the ardor of the command."3

The next day, July 5th, Fort Thorn was formally repossessed for

the Union. This formality was, however, unimportant in comparison with

other events of the-next day or so. A messenger arrived with a communi-

cation fron Colonel Chivington authorizing Eyre to open negotiations

with the Confederates for the exchange of McCleave and Jones, and the

men who were captured with McCleave. But within a few minutes after the

messenger arrived, a party was seen approaching from the south. One of

them turned Out to be McCleave himself! McCleave carried a letter from

Colonel William Steele, proposing the exchange of McCleave for his own

adjutant,xwho had been captured by Chivington's command.

McCleave, of course, had the latest and most accurate information

as to the condition and movements of the Confederates. They were prepar-

ing to evacuate the country, and their preparations had been accelerated
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after Jones's capture. Eyre decided at once not to return to Tucson,

but as soon as he could, to get his force across the river and bustle

the Confederates on, moving on Mesilla, Fort Fillmore and Fort Bliss.

(This was a bold decision.) Unfortunately, the river was too high for

his force to be able to cross for several days. When the river at last

subsided, Colonel Chivington, who was automatically in command by virtue

of being the district commander, interpreted his orders from General-

Canby as forbidding such a movement. A golden opportunity to destroy

finally the Confederate forces in the Rio Grande valley was lost.4

While Eyre was marching toward the Rio Grande, and while he was

waiting impatiently for the river to subside enough for him to get his

wagons and his horses across, preparations continued back in Arizona..

By the middle of July all of the wagons had been repaired, sixty days

of supplies had been accumulated, the rains had filled the natural tanks

along the route of march, and.everything was ready for the next bound to

the Rio ”Grande. Carleton issued his march orders on Ju1y 17th, prescrib-

ing the order of march, the organization of the serials (to employ, again,

a present-day military term), and all of the necessary details to assure

a smodthhorganized movement. .

The first serial was ordered to march from Tucson on July twen-

tieth. Commended by Colonel West (who had received his eagles recently),

it consisted, initially, of Companies B, C, and K of his regiment,_and

(Rampany G, 5th California Infantry. At Rio de Sauz it would pick up Com-

panyE, lst California Infantry, and Lieutenant Thompson's valuable how-

itzer platoon- ,

The next day, the second serial, consisting of Shinn's battery of
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light artillery, and Companies A, of the lst California Infantry, and B,

of the 5th, would take up the march eastward.

On July 22d the third serial, commanded by Rigg, who had just

received a deserved promotion to the rank of lieutenant colonel, would

make its start. The units in this serial were Companies D, F, H, and

I, of the lst Infantry. JAlso accompanying Rigg's serial were two wagons

heavily loaded with provisions for the hungry and destitute people at the

Pinos Altos nines.

Company D, lst California Cavalry, which had been at Tubac, south

of Tucson, was ordered to leave there in time to arrive at the crossing

of the San Pedro by the 22d of the month. From that point on, it was to

be the covering force for the column, and wOuld always march one day's

march ahead of Colonel West's serial. Captain Cremony's company of the

2d California Cavalry was to march near the head of the column, where it

was immediately available to move to the flanks, to furnish vedettes, or

perform any other duty that might he suddenly necessary.

The remaining elements of the Column from California were not

scheduled to leave Tucson until the last day of the month. This echelon

consisted of all the trains, with all wagons that were not necessary for

the immediate use of the combat echelons.‘ It would be escorted and pro-

tected by Companies A of both the 1st California Cavalry and 5th Califor-

nia Infantry.- The march order specified that the wagons of this'march

serial would carry 40,000 rounds of rifle ammunition, 30,000 rounds bf

Sharps carbinetannumition, 20,000 rounds of revolver ammunition, "to-

gether with such other supplies of clothing, tents, tools, spare“wagon

timbers, leather, wagon grease, horseshoes, mule shees,‘ horseshoe-nails,
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stationery, &c., as may be required. . .

It is an old military custom of long standing to remit the sen-

tences of soldiers undergoing confinement for offenses which are not too

serious, when there is an immediate possibility of action, and those men

would be much more useful in the ranks than in confinement. They are

given full opportunity to prove themselves good soldiers. Accordingly,

the last paragraph of the order provided for the release of those offen-

ders who were in confinement in the guard house:

This is the time when every soldier in this column looks

forward with a confident hope that he, too, will have the dis-

tinguished honor of striking a blow for the old Stars and Stripes;

when he, too, feels in his heart that he is the champion of the

holiest cause that has ever yet nerved the arm of a patriot. The

general commanding the column desires that such a time shall be

remembered by all, but more particularly by those who from their

guilt have been so unfortunate as to be prisoners on such an oc-

casion.‘ He therefore orders that all soldiers under his command

who may be now held in confinement shall be at once released.

There are no figures available as to how many of these same indi-

viduals were returned to confinement in the guard house as soon as the col-

umn reached a place where there was a guard house available. This is a

complete digression from the narrative, but the writer would hazard a

guess that probably fifty percent of them resumed their occupancy of the

guard house at the first opportunity.

In order to provide for the administration and operation of the

necessary services of the line of communications, all territory west of
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a line running from Apache Pass to Mesilla was designated as the District

of Western Arizona. Major David Fergusson, lst California Cavalry, was

designated as District Commander. This assignment was in addition to

other duties to which he had been also assigned. He was Chief Commissary

for the expedition, and he was Commanding Officer of the post of Tucson.

With such a multiplicity of duties, Major Fergusson might find his days

and nights onerous, but there was small chance that he would ever find

them monotonous.

The orders for the advance from Tucson were issued without any

knowledge as to whether or not General Canby was aware of the approach

of the column from California. Eyre's report on his meeting with Chiv-

ington's messenger, with his information as to the capture of Jones, had

not had time to reach Tucson from the Rio Grande. On the evening of July

let, however, after the second march serial had left Tucson, a message

arrived from General Canby. Another message arrived from General Canby

on the last day of July, when Carleton was well on his way to the Rio

Grande. After many months, communication with the Rio Grande was at last

established, but it was far from rapid communication, even by the stan-

dards of the time. General Canby's two letters were sent out from his

headquarters on the fourth and the ninth of July, respectively, and

each had taken almost three weeks to reach its destination}7

Carleton did not reply to Canby until he reached Ojo de la Vaca,

a halting point, :qnil the second of August. He gave Canby full informa-

tion as to the strength and dispositions of the troops of the Column from

California, and stated that he held himself and his command fully at Can;

by's disposal in everything, even though they were Operating under orders
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issued by the Commanding General of the Department of the Pacific. He

closed his letter of reply with a request for the payment of his troops,

as they had not been paid since February.8 4

Like Eyre’s force, the main body found the march eastward from

Tucson to be even more difficult and uncomfortable than the march from

Fort Yuma. It was the hottest summer and the driest season known in

thirty years. Colonel West's march serial, on leaving San Simon, was

informed that there was no more water until 030 de la Vaca, sixty-seven

miles distant. The serial left the overland Mail Route, and moved south

_into the San Simon Valley.' They were able to get some water at Cienega,

twelve miles distant, but on arriving at Leitersdorffer's Wells, after

sunset the nent day, found the wells completely dry. The march was, of

necessity, continued into Burro Canyon, miles distant, where water was

finally found. Parties of stragglers, who had been halted or at least

“hindered by thirst andekhaustion, continued to arrive during the night,

but it was not until after daylight the next day that the command was re-

assembled. ICompany K arrived at Burro Canyon with a strength of ten men

out of eighty. It was well that the Apaches had not taken advantage of

the force, while it was spread out and the men exhausted, but not an

Indian was seen.i The lack of water probably kept the Indians from infil-

'tering intovthisparched.area.9 .

Carletoniwith hisstaff and an escort, had remained at Tucson

until after the greater part of his troops had left the town and taken

I up their march. He left Tucson on July 23d, and rode fast, passing Col-

5

onel West, whose column was encamped at the San Pedro, the next day. He

had come to the decision, apparently after leaving Tucson, to push ahead
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to the Rio Grande without waiting for the serials of the main body to

clone up. .

. He waa at Apache Pace on July twenty-eewenth. Although it is not

known whether he had received Roberts' report, there can be no doubt that

he wae impressed with the critical curacter of this bit of blood-soaked

ground, and he took immediate etepe to make sure that never again would

troope be forced to fight their way to water. In a general order dated

'Apache Pansy Oyerland Mail Station, July 22, 1862,: it was decreed that .

'a poet will be established in thi- paee, which will be known as Fort Bowie.”

Provieion wan made immediately for a garrison, with troops to be drawn

tron both heet'e and Rigg'e march ‘eeriale, with Major Theodore Coult, 5th

California Infantry. in command. Surgeon David Wooeter wae detached from

the 5th Oalifornia Infantry for duty at the new poet, and A large supply

of mition and ratione wae taken from the trainee All Apache Indiana

were to bebattacked on eight, whenever they approached the poet. unless

they were val-tying flags: of truce.”

Thie order wae a. declaration of war againet the Apachee. . All pre-r

vioue ordere which carlcton had issued, had etreeeed that the Indiana were

not to be attacked: and we know that he had high hepee of making peace

with the Apaches” Probably eeeing the gravel of five of hie men who‘had

been killed in“ the Pan within the pact few days 'eerved to change hie mind.

the Apache did not want peace withthe white in. and from that moment on,

for the dpachee, there we to be war!

Major Ooult went to work energetically. for only two weeka later

he had completed the cenetructien of four atone redeute which effectively

commanded the epring and all the approachee. In addition, a etart had been
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made on a stone guard house which was to be loop-holed and capable of

defense. This was the beginning of a post that was of extreme importance

in controlling the Indians of the Southwest for almost thirty years, and

was not finally abandoned, as having outlived its importance, until almost

the end of the Nineteenth Century.1

After reconnoitering Apache Pass, and making arrangements for the

establishment of Fort Bowie, Carleton pushed ahead with one company of in-

fantry and two companies of cavalry. Emerging from the Pass, just two

miles east of the~exit, they found the bodies of nine white men, who had

been killed within the past few hours. Two of them had been trussed to

.

wagon wheels and burned alive. These unfortunates (assumed to be a party

of miners) were buried at the spot where they were found. The party march-

ed on, and without any further advantures arrived, late in the afternoon of

August 7th, at the Rio Grande, at almost exactly the same point where Eyre

had reached the river, a monthbefore.12

‘-

The greater part of the Column from California was spread thinly

on the road from Tucson. Several days must elapse before the entire force

was assembled at the river, but with the arrival of the'commander, with a

considerable part of the force, and with Eyre' s reconnaissance force al-

ready on the eastern side of the river, it may be said that the Column

1‘ r‘

from California had arrived at the Rio Grande. The second objective had

been reached.
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NOTES - CHAPTER XVI

1. Rebellion Records, V01.L, Part I, p. 123.
 

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p. 124.

4. Ibid., pp. 126-128.
 

5. Ibid., pp. 90-91.
 

6. Ibid., p. 92.

7. Ibid., p. 93.

8. Ibid., pp. 93-94. The letter also included a request for clothing and

Itobacco for the men. War Department General Orders No. 29, March 22, 1862,

ordered that troops from one geographical military department entering into

the limits of another department still remained under the commander of their

own department, and would return to it as soon as possible. The possibili-

ties of confusion and disorder arising from this, had Carleton and General

Wright been narrow minded, are apparent.

9. A. A. Hayes, "The New Mexico Campaign of 1862," American History Mag-
 

azine, XV (1886), p. 183. Also George H. Pettis, Frontier Service During
 

the Rebellion, p. 29.
 

10. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, pp. 40-41.
 

11. Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Bart II, pp. 73-74.
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12. Rebellion Records, Vol. IX, pp. 565-566.
 





CHAPTER XVIII

NEW MEXICO, TEXAS, AND THE RIO GRANDE

Carleton, like Eyre, found that the Rio Grande was so high that

crossing it presented a problem. Anticipating this, Carleton had sent an

express to Eyre on August 6th, directing him £9“ .. .have the ferry boat at

Las Cruces cordelled up to the San Diego crossing of the Rio Grande, where

the Column from California will commence crossing that river on the 9th

instant. This cordelling can be done by a long rape pulled by men walking

along the shore."1 There is no evidence that Eyre ever received the order,

or that there was a ferry boat at Las Cruces. Eyre had, however, built a

couple of crude skiffs,using the window and door frames and the floors of

the ruined buildings of Fort Thorn for material.

Without the ferry boat, Carleton and his immediate party crossed

on July 9th, according to plan. Food, ammunition and baggage were carried

across successfully in the two improvised skiffs. Wagons were dragged

through the current by main force, and the horses swam across. There were

no casualties, and the men, after weeks of the alkali desert, regarded

splashing, naked, in the cool flood waters as a huge lark.2

Carleton found an unusual situation. The word "snafu", with all

of its implications, is an invention of the early years of World War II,

but the concept behind the word is as old as war itself, and Carleton

found the situation to be thoroughly snafu.

It was mentioned earlier in this paper that Colonel Chivington,

who was in immediate command of the Southern Military District of New

Mexico, had forbidden Eyre to advance down the Rio Grande. Eyre was
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highly dngusted, for information that he had received from McCleave (and

probably from other sources, also) indicated that the Confederates were

disorganized and demoralized, and their capture or destruction should be

easy. He requested reinforcements from Fort Craig, and Captain Howland,

with a company of the 3d United States Cavalry (the old Regiment of

Mounted Rifles) arrived and reported to him on the evening of July 8th,

at Fort Thorn. He planned to cross the Rio Grande as soon as the river

subsided a little, and attack Fort Fillmore.3

While Eyre was waiting impatiently for the river to go down, a

note arrived from Colonel Chivington which said, in part, "You will do

all you can to learn the enemy's strength, position, and purpose,but

General Canby does not design an advance from where you are until he can

go in force."4

Eyre was puzzled as to exactly what he ought to do. This message

from Chivington was not a positive order forbidding him to cross the river,

but it was certainly a strong suggestion that he remain in place. After

consulting with his company commanders, he decided that he could learn

nothing about the enemy while he was still on the west side of the river,

so he boldly decided to cross as soon as possible. On July 17th he put

his command across successfully. This was fortunate, for two days later

he received a positive order from Chivington's headquarters, that ". . .

your troops will not cross the river until further orders." But he was

already across, and had no intention of rec'ossing to the west side just

because "Preacher" Chivington, miles away did not know the situation.

(Chivington, in civil life, was a Methodist minister.) This posed an

immediate problem-~since he had already violated an order, what should
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he do next? Eyre was a person who did not hesitate to make a bold deci-

sion, and take the responsibility. He had that dash of bravado that is

often the difference between success and failure in war. Since he was

already on forbidden ground, the only sensible thing to do was to go ahead.

Later that same day he arrived at Dona Ana, but found no grass or forage

for his horses. Instead of falling back, as a less determined or more

timid commander would have done, he decided to push deeper into the for-

bidden zone. The southward march was continued until the small squadron

of California volunteers and Regulars arrived at Las Cruces, where they

found comfortable billets in the houses of notorious secessionists, who

had decamped in some haste.

At Las Cruces Eyre received information that the Confederates

still had a force at Franklin (El Paso), Texas, where they were busily

secreting and disposing of United States property. Unfortunately he

had notified the District Commander that he would wait for orders at

Las Cruces, and the order, when it arrived from Colonel Howe, who had

succeeded Chivington, was peremptory that Eyre's force would not move

south of Las Cruces. Eyre was of the opinion that he could easily have

captured or destroyed the remnants of Colonel Steele's forces at Fort

Bliss, had he been allowed to do so. Whether or not he could have des-

troyed them, there is no doubt that he could have greatly embarrassed

their withdrawal.5

Consequently, when Carleton arrived at the Rio Grande, he found

that his reconnaissance force had been sitting for several days at Las

Cruces, anxious to strike a blow at the withdrawing Confederates, but for-

bidden to do so.
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It must be presumed that Carleton made some mention of this in

a communication which was not recorded. In reply to a request he made

on August 8th, for permission to establish his headquarters at Hart's

Mill, just above Franklin, General Canby told him:

It is my wish that you should exercise your own judgement

both with regard to the distribution of your troops and the

point at which your headquarters will be established. My in-

structions to Colonel Chivington of June 22 and subsequent

dates were predicated upon the supposition that he would meet

with some resistance, and were more in detail than I should

‘

have considered necessary with an officer of more eXperience.b

The comment most appropriate is the cliche, "It might have been."

It will be remembered that two wagons heavily loaded with sup-

plies for the people of the Pinos Altos mines. had been included in the

trains of Rigg's march serial, just before leaving Tucson. Two days be—

fore Rigg's echelon was due to arrive at the Rio Grande, Captain Shirland,

with his company of cavalry and some infantry, was detached from the column

to escort the relief wagons to Pinos Altos, and investigate the situation.

He found that the reports were not exaggerated. There was a mixed aggre-

gation of people, Americans, Mexicans, French, and Germans, in imminent

danger of starvation. They had been living on "purslane and roots, and

several had become insane from hunger." They were too weak in numbers to

be able to escort food through the Apache infested country, even if they

had had any transpotation for the purpose. For weeks they had lived in

a state of siege, with the Apache wolves, doubtless, licking their chops

in anticipation of the kill.
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With a clear authorization from General Canby, Carleton went

ahead in repossessing the Rio Grande valley below Franklin, and hoist-

ing the national colors again over the forts that had been surrendered

by General Twiggs, back in the dark days of 1861. On August 16th, im-

mediately after receiving Canby's letter, he started for Fort Bliss.

In the village of Franklin a Confederate surgeon and twenty-five sick

and wounded Confederate soldiers were found, who had been left behind.

They were formally taken as prisoners of war, although no restraint

was placed upon them. Twelve wagon loads of United States property,

which Steele had sold to the Mexicans, were seized from the Mexican cus-

toms house, and restored to the United States. (There is no indication

in the records, but American troops must have crossed into Mexico for

this purpose.)

After raising the flag at Fort Bliss, Carleton proceeded down

the Rio Grande, with a force sufficiently strong to take care of any

resistance that might be encountered. Captain Cremony, with his company

of the 2d California Cavalry, entered Fort Quitman at 12 noon, on August

22d, and hoisted the Stars and Stripes.

Immediately after the ceremony, Captain Shirland marched directly

from Fort Quitman on Fort Davis, deep in the heart of what had been en-

emy country for so long. There was no information whatever as to whether

or not Fort Davis was still occupied by the enemy, and no information as

to what might be encountered en route. Shirland's company marched ready

to fight. At Van Horn’s Wells (now Van Horn, Texas), Shirland decided

that the.condition of most of his horses was too poor for them to be able

"to make the effort of going as far as Fort Davis. Consequently, he sent
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most of them back to Eagle Springs (Van Horn's wells were almost dry),

while he went ahead with a small group of troopers on picked horses.

A careful reconnaissance and inspection of Fort Davis showed that

the Confederates had recently abandoned it. One unfortunate had been

left behind. The body of a Confederate soldier was found in one of the

buildings. He had been shot through the body, and two arrows were still

in him. He was buried, the national flag formally hoisted over the post,

and Shirland's small force started the return march to Van Horn's.

A few miles from the post, an Indian, waving a white flag sudden-

ly appeared. Shirland attempted to talk to him, and to several others

who suddenly appeared out of the mesquite, but they actually seemed to_

have nothing to say. Shirland noticed that while the attempts at conver-

sation were going on, the number of Indians wainncreasing, and that they

were edging in closer on all sides. ‘It was obvious what was about to hap-

pen, so Shirland seized the initiative, before it was too late. In the

running fight that followed, he was certain that at least four Indians

were killed and twenty wounded. His own casualties were two.men and one

horse wounded. (These Indians were probably Lipans, an eastern branch of

the Apaches.) It was fortunate that his suSpicions were aroused as soon

as they were, or the expedition to Fort Davis would have ended in disas-

ter.8

Back at his headquarters from the expedition to Fort Quitman,

Carleton found his attention occupied by several important matters. First,

'the Confederate prisoners who had been found sick at Franklin must be dis-

;posed of, as their presence was an embarrassment. They‘would require

iguards when they recovered, they would consume food and medical supplies
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as long as they were prisoners, and as long as they were at Franklin,

there was danger that they might constitute a rallying point for any dis~

sidents in the vicinity. It was decided to parole them and send them back

to their own country.

On September lst, escorted by a detail from Captain Pishon's

company, with forty days' rations and supplies, with two wagons for those

who could not walk, they started the long march to Fort Stockton, or to

the nearest point where they could be received by their own forces, or be

free from danger of attack by Indians or Mexican.9

Paroling the numerous prisoners who were being picked up over

southern New Mexico. became a settled policy. On September 8th, Carle-I.

ton wrote to West: '

”I met this morning some paroled prisoners of war. I have

heard that there are 93 of them. They are on their way to Texas.

Surgeon Covey, of the C. 8. Army. . .informs me that they have

some arms belonging to the United States, with which to defend

themselves, en route to San Antonio.. Give orders that Lieuten—

ant French, First California Cavalry, whom I sent towards Texas

with other prisoners, may bring these arms and this transporta—

tion back, escorted by his men. . . .Having these arms they will

need no escort from you.. . .Keep them moving. Have no delays

at Fillmore. . . .Do not let them delay at_all at Franklin. . . .

Surgeon Covey should not knew the full extent of our force now

en route from California.10. -

It was very important,upon reaching the Rio Grande, to restore

the confidence of the local inhabitants, who had been roughly treated by
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the retiring Confederates.11 Along with establishing law and order it

was likewise necessary to promote sanitation, about which the Mexicans

had only the vaguest ideas. Carleton's military and New England mind

was shocked by the conditions he found in the native villages. Within

a week after his arrival he issued orders covering both of these sub-

jects-~orders which are thoroughly modern in their sound, and would not

be ill-placed in our present age:

GENERAL ORDERS, HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

V
V
V

No. 15 Las Cruces, N. Mex., August 14, 1862.

I. Commanders of towns will at once establish sanitary regula-

tions and require them to be observed by the inhabitants and by

the troops, as far as the policing of the streets and the keep-

ing of their dwellings, quarters, stores, corrals, &c., in a

.state of cleanliness may be necessary for their health and com-

.fort. Frequent inspections will be made by commanding officers,

or by a medical officer under his direction, to see that in all

respects these regulations are followed.

11. A market place shall be established in each town, where meats,

fruits, and vegetables may be sold.

111. It is expected that all of the inhabitants living along the

Rio Grande southward from the Jornada del Muerto to Fort Bliss,

in Texas, will at the earliest practicable moment repair their

dwellings and clean up their streets. The people may now rest

assured that the era of anarchy and misrule--when there was no

protection to life or property; when the wealthy were plundered;

when the poor were robbed and oppressed; when all were insulted-
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and maltreated, and when there was no reSpect for age or sex--

has passed away; that now, under the sacred banner of our country,

all may claim and shall receive their just rights. Therefore, let

the burden of anxiety be lifted from their hearts, and once more

let them pursue their avocations with cheerfulness, and with a

full confidence that the protection which now shelters them from

injustice and harm will always be stronger in proportion as they

shall be powerless to protect themselves.

By order of Brigadier-General Carleton:

BEN.C. CUTLER,

First Lieut., First Infty. California Vols., Actg. Asst. Adjt. Gen.12

In case a modern reader should object to the ilamboyance of the

language of Paragraph III, he should remember that it was intended for

Hispanic-Americans who were accustomed to and expected the most flowery

of expression. V

While Carleton and the main forces of the Column from California

were spreading through the Rio Grande valley, and undoubtedly enjoying the

amenities of comparative civilization, the rear elements in Arizona neces-

sarily continued their dull but essential duties of forwarding supplies.

It was mentioned in a previous chapter that Major David Fergusson found

himself functioning, simultaneously, as chief commissary of the expedition,

commander of the District of Western Arizona, and commanding officer of

the post of Tucson. His multiplicity of duties, and the complex nature

of his duties, made his position difficult. He found life difficult, but

he never found it monotonous. His correspondence, as recorded in the of-
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ficial pages of the Rebellion Records, amply proves this.

On August 9th, some of the precious mules strayed and were lost.

This was serious, because the loss of a few mules could easily handicap

the movement of supplies. Even though the animals were guarded night and

day, it was impossible to keep them from straying. With the restoration

of something approximating peace in Arizona, thousands of Mexicans were

expected to flock to Tucson for the Feast of St. Augustine. The force

available to Major Fargusson in Tucson was not strong enough to maintain

order, if the combination of mescal and religious enthusiasm should re-

sult in disorder. (Apparently there was no disorder.) Colonel Bowie,

at Fort Yuma, had released a number of political prisoners, most of whom

were returning to Arizona, claiming that property had been stolen from

them. Ammi White was reported to be buying up, at a huge discount, the

receipts that had been given to the Pima Indians. Fergusson was unable

to get any information from Fort Yuma as to the stores on hand there.

"Fort Yuma stands upon a severe dignity and elevated independence and

reticence." (Extremely unmilitary language!) Lieutenant Colemen, who

had made some purchases from the Pimas, had not made out the vouchers

correctly:

Those papers that Lieutenant Colemen gave the Pimas as evidence

of indebtedness are worthless as vouchers for any other officer,

as they do not eXpress for what quantity of wheat, &c., they were

given. None but Coleman should be put in a position to-have his

disbursements disallowed on account of his own stupidity.13

In justice to Major Fergusson it must be said that he seems to

have performed a difficult job in an efficient, workmanlike-way. His
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troubles and difficulties appear to be amusing ninety years later, but

they were not amusing at the time. They were real and they were serious,

and he undoubtedly Spent many a sleepless night, working and worrying.

Things were brewing in higher headquarters, from the War Depart-

ment on down the scale, during the early part of August. On August let

a message from Headquarters, Department of New Mexico, directed Carleton

to arrange to be able to turn over command of the District of Arizona,

on brief notice, to the next senior officer, and to hold himself in read-

iness to proceed, himself, to Santa Fe. he probably wondered at the‘

meaning of this order, but he was not long kept in darkness. On Septem-

ber 2d, he received a brief order, dated August 26th; "Brig. Gen. James

H. Carleton, U. 8. Army, will repair without delay to Santa Fe, for the

purpose of relieving Brigadier-General Canby in the command of the De-

partment of New demico."

Before he could proceed to Santa Fe, there were some odds and

ends of business that needed to be cared for. The District of Arizona

required enact deiinition, as the term had been used vaguely to include

allterritory in which California troops were operating. The District

of Arizona was differentiated from the District of Western Arizona, and

West was placed in command.' Major Tergusson was relieved of command of

western Arisona, and sent on another long reconnaissance deep into Mex-

ico, with orders to assume command of his regiment, the lst California

Cavalry, upon his return. (There can be no doubt that Fergusson was

overjoyed at this order.) .At the same time, it is unlikely that Major

Theodore Coult was diSpleased to find that he was to be relieved from

command of Fort Bowie to be Fergusson's successor in command of the
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District of Western Arizona.”

With his staff and escort. Carleton made a somewhat leisurely

journey to Santa, Fe, arriving there on September seventeenth. The next

day two successive general orders effected the change in command. General

Canby, in General Orders, No. 85, Headquarters, Department of New Mexico.

formally turned over the oomend to Carleton:

The nndersigned hereby relinquishes the command of the De-

partment of New Mexico to 'Brig. Can. J. H. Carleton. and is ,

gratified in announcing as his successor an officer whose char-

acter, services, and onel-ience in this country entitle him to

_the confidence of the people of New Mexico.

In General Orders, No. at, Carleton announced briefly that 'the

undersigned hereby assumes command of the Department of New Moxieo.‘

With equal brevity he announced the names of his staff, the prescribed

office hours. and stated that all orders and instructions issued by 'Gen-

eral Canby were still: in force and would be obeyed.“

In a sense, the story of the Column from California comes to an

end with Carleton's transfer to the command of the Department of New,

Mexico. The separate mission of the California troops came to amend.

and thereafter their mission was that of the Department. However. there

was one notewortlv incident, occurring only a few weeks afterward, that

is still a part ofthe story of the Coltmm from California. and‘whioh

must be told before the narrative is complete. The incident is a grin

one, end one which cannot be pleasing to sentimentalists.

The buster rolls of Company K. lst California Infantry. after

the name of Corporal Charles Smith. contain a brief entry, '8hot by order
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of Colonel West, at Mesilla, N. M., Nov. 26, 1862."17

Several secessionists had escaped, during a short period of time,

from the jail at Mesilla, where they were confined. Suspecting compli-

city by the guards, Colonel West ordered that if any more escapes occur-

red, the entire guard, including the noncommissioned officers, would be

confined in irons. Nevertheless, shertly after, another secessionist

disappeared from the jail, and West kept his threat. A popular sergeant

and several privates of Company K were duly handcuffed and placed in con-

finement. At the next prescribed drill period, Company K, EE_EE§335 re-

fused to turn out.

The long roll, the call to arms, was sounded on the drums, and

the two other companies stationed at Mesilla were paraded, under arms,

facing the mutinous company. Corporal Charles Smith was elected, or

chose to be, spokesman for the company. He demanded the immediate re-

lease of the men who were confined. Colonel West gave him, and the com-

pany, a formal order to form for drill. Speaking for the company, Cor-

poral Smith refused.- West turned to Company D, and gave the command to

fire. The volley went high, knocking dust and adobe chips out of the

church, and wounding one Mexican in the crowd that had been attracted

by the roll of the drums.

After the volley, West repeated the order for Company K to form

for drill, and Corporal Smith repeated his refusal. A second volley was

fired over the heads of the mutineers. West stepped forward and commanded

sharply, "Lower those rifles. Fire." With the third volley, Corporal

18
Smith fell, with three slugs in him. He died within a few minutes.

Drastic, and even brutal, but the mutiny was over. Neither Com-
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pany K nor any other unit ever again refused to perform any duty imposed.

They grumbled, no doubt, but there were no more mutinies. California

units remained in the Federal service until April, 1866, while other

units from other states mutinied in 1865 over being ordered to Texas.

(The plaintive ”I wanna go home," that disgraced the United States Army

in 1945 and 1946,had its counterpart in 1865.)

Although General Carleton, upon assuming command of the Depart-

ment of New Mexico, announced that he was keeping the Column from Calif-

ornia under his personal command, the Column lost its identity as a

military unit from that time. Because the California troops belonged

to the Department of the Pacific, it was necessary to render separate

returns on them for some time, but their military missions and functions ‘

were completely merged with those of the Department of New Mexico. There

were years of the most arduous kind of service ahead of them. They were

not destined, again, to fight against the Confederates, but until April,

1866, when the last California volunteer was mustered out of the service,

there was scarcely a week, or even a day, in which some unit of the troops

of the Column from California did not fight against Indians.

Their contribution to the final victory of the Union was not spec-

tacular. Their service in the Southwest is the forgotten campaign of the

Civil War. Fighting sand storms and Apaches did not capture the popular

imagination, and the California soldiers were hundreds of miles distant

from the spectacular battles of the eastern theaters of the war. But

their contribution to the victory of the Union was solid. Their timely

arrival on the Rio Grande was the final factor that determined the Con-

federates to make a hasty retreat to Texas, rather than attempt to re-
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organize. In the later years of the war there were several well planned

projects by the Confederates to regain possession of the routes to the

Pacific, but all of these were foreordained for failure as long as the

volunteers that had comprised Carleton's Column from California occupied

the roads and posts of Arizona.

THE END
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Rebellion Records, Vol. L, Part II, p. 65.
 

Ibid., pp. 57, 63, 110, 129.

Rebellion Records, Vol. IX, p. 567. Also, Vol. L, Part I, p. 114.
 

Rebellion Records, Vol. IX, pp. 581-582. Lieutenant Colonel Eyre

had been ordered to the Department of the Pacific, carrying despatches,

which was considered a great honor.
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16. Rebellion Records, Vol. IX, p. 582.
 

17. Orton, California Records, p. 377.
 

18. George Pettis, Frontier Service During the Rebellion, pp. 36-40.
 

The "long roll" was a continuous roll on the drums, lasting for several

minutes. It was an alarm signal, and when it was sounded, troops were

turned out under arms and with ammunition, prepared for immediate action.
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APPENDIX

Letter, partly written in Creek, from Lieut. Col. West to Colonel Carleton,

November 4, 1861.

Fort Yuma Novem 4 1861.

Dear Colonel

An official communication herewith will inform you of our march

and arrival here. I scarcely as yet comprehend my position but am exerting

myself to that end. To-morrow I shall have most of the ferry boats under

my control - one 30 miles below I hope to secure by Wednesday and another

20 miles above in a few days. The river is so low that it can be forded

in many places. Indians swim the animals of travellers and some may es-

cape me. .

Accounts from Tucson and thereabouts are conflicting and therefore

unreliable. I hear that Baylor is at Tucson with 200 men and Van Born at

Mesilla with a larger command. Of course the outside talk is that they in-

tend to come here. I place no reliance upon it however, - they may or may

not.

Dbsskmmp kt ofdpnkoh npsf vtfgvm k tfoe up Uvdtps up - npSpr cz

xbz pg bmubs; if kam cf cbdl ks 20 Ebzt. Nz tdpvws 0px ovncfs gpvs bve

bsf opu kemf.

I shall send you bo bddpvow pg tursft ko bgfx ebzt. Kivwf po iboe

hkguz uipvtbvg spvoet pg bvnvdkukpo. quwktkpot ko bevo - ebodf. ’

A good deal of work is needed to strengthen this position - were

I commander of this district I xpvme tfoe ifsf wxp uxfmwf gpvoefst boe

btbunn dpsgt pg bsukmmfsktut. Excuse the suggestion. Kibwf gpvs 4 uxfmwf
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gpvoe ipxkuafst boe woesfe boe gkguz spvoet pg tipu & tifmm.

My Greek makes an odd looking letter of this but it is very in-

teresting to those that understand it.

I shall begin drills of officers at the earliest possible mo-

ment; at present I am only devoting one hour daily to company drill, as

the work on the defenses of this post occupies the time.

Will you be good enough to inform me whether you propose to keep

up an express and how often: for instance, I may avoid sending off a

special messenger if I knew when to expect a regular one -

I have many things to write you about, but matters are so indef-

inite as yet that I cannot satisfactorily attend to them.

Since writing the above Mr. Yager has acquainted me with the fact

that he once carried the mail to San Diego weekly at $4500 per annum, and

is willing to renew the service on same terms or to Los Angeles for $6000.

I merely mention this matter incidentally for your consideration.

An allusion is made elsewhere (in Commn to Adj't) of a scout that

I made to Gonzales Ferry - unfortunately it was unsuccessful as the game

had flown - While I was away from Dreschen's command, he searched a mes-

senger on the road and discovered the two letters which I inciose here-

with. I sent an emissary to Gila City yesterday, but there was nobody

there: they had all moved on. I shall keep on the alert for foes of all

numbers and kinds.

Hsffoxbef bu Ufnfdvmb is a rank Secessionist, giving aid and com—

fort to the enemy. The same may be said of Xfme, uip gbdupuvm pg Kbhfs

po uif puifs tkef pg uif eftsu.

I have omitted citizen employes from my first return but will
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send them on the next. It is bad policy vp vfoukps uifks obnft.

I am much in want of some envelopes: company blanks are a scarce

article at this post.

I keep my letters open, and write as one matter or the other sug-

gests itself - hence they are rather desultory.

Truly yours,

J. R. WEST,

Lt. Col.

To Colonel

James H. Carleton,

Los Angeles.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Relatively little has been written on the history of the Civil

War in the extreme Southwest and on the Operations of the Column from

California. Although numerous writers on Southwestern history touch

upon these subjects incidentally, the writer of this paper has been

forced to go to the existing sources, as far as they were available to

him, for the necessary information. This, however, can scarcely be con-

sidered as a disadvantage.

The basic source for any military study of the Civil War is, of

course, the voluminous Official Records of the Union and Confederate
 

 

Armies in the War of the Rebellion. This work is too well known to all
 

students of the Civil War to require any further description or identi-

fication. .The official correspondence, reports and records of the war

in the Southwest, during the period which is covered in this paper, are

to be found in Volumes I. IX, and L, all of Series I of the Records.

 

Volume L is divided into two parts, each of which is a massive volume

in itself. Since all references in this paper are made to volumes

which are included in Series I, it has not been considered necessary to

specify, in the notes appended to each chapter, the series referred to,

except in the initial reference.

The official records of the State of California covering the.

organization and operations of the California volunteers are included

in two published volumes, both of which are official State documents.

The Annual Report of the Adjutant General of California_fo£_1864 in-
 

eludes muster rolls of all California volunteer units, dates of organ-
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ization and mustering into the Federal service, the locations of all

units at the time of publication of the Report, and much miscellaneous

information.

Records of California Men in the War of the Rebellion, by Brig-
 

adier General Richard Orton,inc1udes much the same material as the

Report referred to above, but also includes many additional items, such

as complete casualty lists. Orton was Adjutant General of California

in 1890, at the time of publication of the work, which is based on of-

ficial material in the files of his office.

No official publication, however authoritative or complete,

can give such important information as that to be found only in the

accounts and narratives of participants and actual observers of an his-

torical episode. ‘Fbr such personal material I have been fortunately

able to draw upon a variety of sources. Miss Aurora Hunt, author of

The Army of the Pacific, kindly gave me permission to make use of the
 

material in her book which she has taken from personal letters of Cali-

fornia volunteers, their diaries, from old California newspapers, etc.,

thus making available to me source material to which I would not other-

wise have had access. Numerous writers of the period included brief

items in which there are glimpses of the Column from California, and

the California volunteers. J. Ross Browne recorded several instances

when he met members of the Column from California in his "Tour Through

Arizona," in the issues of Harper's Magazine for October and November,
 

 

1864. Sylvester Mowry devoted a considerable part of his Arizona and

Sgpora to a diatribe against General Carleton and to belittling the

achievements of the Column. George H. Pettis was a lieutenant of the
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lst California Infantry, and one of the few California volunteers who

wrote his memoirs of the war. His Frontier Service During the Rebellion
 

covers the entire period of his war service, and gives a picture of the

Column from California and its personnel not to be found elsewhere.

For descriptions of California and Arizona at the time of the

Civil War and for the political situation in California, ample material

is found in a large number of sources. Raphael Pumpelly, in Across

 

America and Asia, gives a vivid, first-hand account of Arizona at the

time the Regular Army garrisons were withdrawn. Harris Newmark, a

pioneer merchant of Los Angeles, author of Sixty Years in Southern Califor-
 

nia, and Major Horace Bell, author of On the Old West Coast, furnish
 

abundant evidence of the existence of powerful pro-secession sentiment

in Southern California, and give pictures of frontier conditions that-

clarify the difficulties of organizing and supplying the Column from

California.

These may be said to be the writer's main sources for materials

used in the preparation of this paper. These do not, by any means, ex-

haust the list of sources, which are too numerous to mention in a brief

discussion. The reader is referred to the more complete list in the

Selected Bibliography which follows.
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